
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS I 
Office of the City Clerk  

 
City Council of the City of Napa 

Regular Meeting 
August 18, 2020 

 
FOR THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NAPA: 

 
EVENING SESSION:  

 
13.  ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS:  
 
13.A.  Presentation about Reproductive Rights Regulation of Protests on and Public Access to 
Sidewalks Near Reproductive Health Care Facilities. 

• PowerPoint Presentation by City Staff. 
• Email from Lisa Cort received on August 14, 2020. * 
• Email from Iris Barrie received on August 14, 2020. *  
• Email from Lisa Buckman received on August 14, 2020. *  
• Email from Chiara Baldanza received on August 14, 2020. *  
• Email from Vicki Green received on August 15, 2020. *  
• Email and attachment from Cindy Dahlgren received on August 15, 2020. *  
• Email from Michelle Erbs received on August 16, 2020. *  
• Email from Terry Beck received on August 16, 2020. *  
• Email from Stacey Bressler received on August 16, 2020. *  
• Email from Melenn Herve received on August 16, 2020. *  
• Email from Sylvia Weaver Jones received on August 16, 2020.  
• Email from Joan Taramasso received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Roderick Macdonald received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Angie Mancuso received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Tama Adelman received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Khari Rogers-Brandt received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Diane Slade received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Connie Freed received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Donald Hazelton received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Amy Garden received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Angela Todd received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Karen Houghton received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Gianna Furina received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Montse Duran received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Kathleen Beebe received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Patricia Martinez received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Curtis Brandt received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Kathleen Stewart-Lightner received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Cheryl Woods received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email and attachment Anna Chouteau on behalf of 77 Napa County leaders and residents received 

on August 17, 2020. * (Full list of 77 names provided on last page)  
• Email and multiple attachments from Lauren Babb received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from James Ashbury received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Henry Gundling received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Suzanne Gibbs received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Meredith Gibbs received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Carole Gruss received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Carole Duncan received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Suzy Narducci received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Paola Gonzalez received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Linda Button received on August 17, 2020. *  
• Email from Roseanne Kirby received on August 17, 2020.  



• Email from Lori Van Winden received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Anna Paulson received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Ted Eshleman received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Harold and Cindy Hayes received on August 17, 2020. * 
• Email from Carol Duncan received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Sara Decrevel received on August 17, 2020.  
• Email from Joan Andrego received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from John and Mary Ann Charlesworth received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Kim Reid received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Resident (no name provided) received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Anthony J. Ryan received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Phyllis Bahue received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Laurie Puzo received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Jodie Russi received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Eric and Karen Good received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Kat McDonald received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Carol Whichard received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Jodie Russi received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Julie Gerien received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Mary Shaw received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Heather Bailie received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Jim Prudhomme received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Paul Obran received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Jennifer Simi received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Resident (no name provided) received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Susan Prudhomme received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Owen V. Robertson received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Meredith Robertson received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Ermilita Bruce received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Holli Scheumann received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Bunnie Finkelstein received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Christine Cattolica received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Orville Fisher received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Janice Andrade received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Lauren Babb received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Dolores Fischer received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Kathleen D. Yeend received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Ginger Gregory received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Nancy Duckhorn received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Lynn Hill received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from James Eckert received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Elaine Herrick received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Raul Baccay received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Robert Bellfi received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Ron Maxson received on August 18, 2020. 
• Email from Dominic Figueroa received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Deborah F. Brumley received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Dona Bakker received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Mary Riley received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Marcia Ryan received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Linda Mertes received on August 18, 2020.* 
• Email from Paul and Coleen McCluskey received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Michael & Christine O'Connell received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Patti Wessman received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from John Tracy received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Adriana Figueroa received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Cheryl Fiedler received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Ron Maxson received on August 18, 2020. * 



• Email from Ross Rubin received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Bernadette Palla received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Brad Shurmantine received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Evelyn Zlomke received on August 18, 2020.  
• Email from Sally Sheehan-Brown received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Lynn Hill received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Lauire Buurma received on August 18, 2020. 
• Email from Eva Hernandez received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Resident (no name provided) received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Maureen Thoits received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Claire Bocek received on August 18, 2020. 
• Email from Kelly Decker received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Linda Geyer received on August 18, 2020. 
• Email from Carolyn Regan received on August 18, 2020. * 
• Email from Margaret Wigger received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email from Eva Hernandez obo teenager received on August 18, 2020 (in Spanish). 
• Email from Herman Soon received on August 18, 2020. *  
• Email Howard Haupt received on August 18, 2020. * 

 
13.B.  Napa Police Department Use of Force Policy Update. 

• PowerPoint Presentation by City Staff. 
 
 
 

*EMAIL OR HANDWRITTEN COMMENTS WILL BE READ INTO THE RECORD BY CITY STAFF 
DURING THE MEETING.



ITEM 13.A. Email and attachment Anna Chouteau on behalf of multiple Napa County leaders and 
residents received on August 17, 2020. 
 
FULL LIST OF 77 NAMES: 
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Napa Police Department

August 18, 2020

REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS 
Section Introduction or Summary

1

2

City Council Meeting
8/18/2020
Supplemental I - 13.B.
From: Staff



8/18/2020

2

BACKGROUND

• Request  to expand the Scope of NMC. 12.68 related 
to objects on sidewalks in front of planned 
parenthood

• Change the sign ordinance to prohibit signs that 
create dangerous traffic and safety conditions

• Evaluate the San Francisco-style buffer zone 
ordinance to prohibit amplified sound, protestors 
following employees or patients within 25-50 feet of 
the front entrance

NMC. 12.68

• Was created to address the Central 
pedestrian district within Downtown 
Napa.

3

4
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CURRENT LAWS

• City of Napa Municipal Code Section 12.16.020 
Obstructions Prohibited Generally.

• City of Napa Municipal Code Section 12.20.010 
Sidewalk Benches

• Penal Code 423.1/423.2

SIGN ORDINANCE
City of Napa Municipal Code Section 17.55.020 Definitions.

• “Noncommercial sign” means a sign with a noncommercial 
message.

• “Handheld noncommercial message” means a noncommercial 
message that is attached to solid material (such as wood, 
cardboard, paper, plastic, or metal) no larger than two feet high and 
two feet long, and that is held by one person.

• “Portable sign” means a freestanding sign made of wood, 
cardboard, plastic or other rigid material, that is not permanently 
attached to the ground or other permanent structure, that has the 
capability to stand on its own support(s), and that is portable or 
designed to be transported

5

6
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SIGN ORDINANCE
City of Napa Municipal Code Section 17.55.130 Signs generally prohibited.

“Signs generally prohibited” listed in this section is inconsistent with the 
purposes of this chapter and is prohibited in all zones, except as otherwise 
expressly provided in this chapter.

A. Any sign type not expressly permitted under this chapter.

C. A-frame signs, including sandwich boards.

F. Illegal signs.

H. Mobile billboard signs.

L. Portable signs.

N. Any sign that is placed in or on any “City property” (which specifically includes 
any sign that is placed in or on any real property over which the City has a fee, 
easement, or possessory interest, as well as any public right-of-way; as well as 
any sign that is affixed to a structure, tree,
fence, post, or utility pole located on City property).

Q. Signs located in such a manner to constitute a potential traffic hazard or 
obstruct the view of any authorized traffic sign or signal device or designed to 
resemble or conflict with any authorized traffic control sign.

S. Unsafe signs

EVALUATION

• Resolve the core issues, which are complex and 
involve constitutional protections to all involved 
parties. 

• There are statues already established to address 
criminal violations to address unlawful behavior. 
Penal code 423.1/423.2

• Updated NMC sign ordinance
o NMC 17.55.020 / 17.55.130

7

8
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Questions

?
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From: Lisa Cort
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 12:18:46 PM

[EXTERNAL]

COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Agenda item number 13A - 8/18 Council meeting public comment

My name is Lisa Cort. As a citizen of Napa County and a PPNorCal patient escort, I can attest that the presence of
protestors outside the Napa Health Center has consistently generated safety concerns caused by blockages to the
public right-of-way and protesters intimidating tactics thrust upon every client entering the facility. On several of
my escort shifts, as I’ve walked clients to their cars they ask me, “why are these people out here intimidating me? I
just need health services and this is the only place left for me to go.”  Please help protect all of our vulnerable
community friends from these shameful tactics. The Fall 2020 40 Days for Life protests begin in late September,
and that means many unmasked protestors will impact patient safety and put more folks at risk during the height of
COVID-19. I urge you to consider a vote of support for these proposed ordinance changes.

Lisa Cort



From: Iris Barrie
To: Clerk
Subject: Napa City Ordinance 12.68.020 COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 1:43:32 PM

[EXTERNAL]

COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ

Agenda item 13A

I have been a patient escort at the Planned Parenthood clinic on Jefferson St. for over 10 years.  The services
provided here help countless uninsured and underinsured women with reproductive health issues needing prompt
attention.  It is a safe place for them, and their partners, to discuss sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy
prevention, prenatal care, and receive referrals to other medical professionals if needed.  At times their concerns are
sensitive and they wish to be discreet about their visits.

I have witnessed groups of protestors on the narrow path in front of the clinic take up enough space as to impede
comfortable egress and ingress to the clinic.  They often talk among themselves and say the Rosary out loud.  Often
there are chairs on the sidewalk for the elderly or infirm protestors to use.

Because of the limited space from clinic door to curb, it can be extremely intimidating for clients to walk this
gauntlet, while listening to people praying for their souls, simply to utilize the services of this legal health clinic. 
Prohibiting sitting or lying on the sidewalk and instituting a 25’ buffer zone around the clinic entrance would make a
huge difference in women feeling safe when accessing care for what are, sometimes, sensitive health issues.

Iris Barrie



From: Lisa Buckman
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18TH-PLEASE READ
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 2:21:35 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear City Clerk,

I would like my comment read before Council on August 18th regarding AGENDA
ITEM 13A, please.

I served last year, 2019 and part of this year, 2020 as an escort for Planned
Parenthood in Napa on Jefferson Ave. 

On several of my volunteer days to this site, we had people in opposition to abortion
rights and birth control on the sidewalk, sometimes on either side of the clinic also,
with tables and literature, chairs on the sidewalk itself or walking back and forth in
front of the clinic to stop and talk to clients as they made their way to the office. I
know it's strictly an intimidation tactic. I might add that approximately 40% of the
clients were men on my volunteer days. 

On one of the days that I volunteered, one of the anti choice members parked her
vehicle purposely in front of the clinic's trash cans on garbage pick up day. I even
politely mentioned to her that the truck was just down the street and they would need
access to the trash cans; her response was they (the City sanitation worker) can just
go around her car; when the City worker got there to pick up he said a few things to
her also about blocking his access to the trash cans. She forced him to partially block
the street in a very high traffic area.

Some of the anti choice members also parked as close to the clinic building as
possible to keep people from coming for a visit to be dropped off, picked up or park
closer for their appointments. People have the right to medical appointments without
being stopped and talked to about their personal appointments. The anti choice
group has no idea, nor do the volunteers why a person might be visiting. That is
between them and their doctor, they don't deserve to be stopped, followed or handed
literature as they approach the clinic this should be a neutral zone free of anyone's
personal views.

Thank you for listening.

Lisa, Volunteer Escort 

mailto:lucysmom1234@att.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Chiara Baldanza
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 4:23:30 PM

[EXTERNAL]
To Whom It May Concern,

Please see below for my public comment regarding agenda item 13A at the council meeting
convening on August 18, 2020:

My name is Chiara Lesec and I am a Napa County resident. I am writing to voice my support
of Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes in order to ensure that all Napa residents
can safely access critical health care services.  

While I am in full support of the First Amendment, it is never okay to harass or intimidate
others under the guise of free speech. We as Americans have many options at our disposal to
safely and effectively voice our beliefs without resorting to intimidating others and interfering
with the right to patient privacy when seeking out care. Make no mistake: choosing to protest
at the doors of a medical facility accomplishes exactly that. 

Ensuring safe and unfettered access to healthcare especially impacts the safety and wellbeing
of our female residents. Numerous studies conducted both in the United States and abroad
show that limiting access to women's healthcare services leads to significantly higher
mortality rates among women. 

There is no way to sugar coat it: when you engage in intimidating women and minors out
of seeking care at places like Planned Parenthood, you put the lives of your fellow
community members at risk. 

The onus is on the City Council to ensure that Napa residents are not deterred from seeking
out affordable healthcare services, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. I implore you
to support these ordinance changes to keep our local residents safe and healthy. 

Thank you,
Chiara Lesec

-- 
Chiara Lesec



From: Vicki Green
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 8:16:33 AM

[EXTERNAL]
AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 13A

My comments are based on the knowledge I have as a retired University Professor of Developmental and
Clinical Child Psychology and my experience as a Planned Parenthood Napa Escort Program member.  

Re: Revision City Ordinance 12.68.020
The sidewalk is sufficiently wide for 2 people to walk comfortably.  I have not seen anyone lying on the
sidewalk.  However, even after the protestors were advised not to sit on chairs, they continued to do so as
well as put chairs on the sidewalk, with material and signs placed on them.  (As Escorts, we are trained to
not deal with the presence of materials or chairs on the sidewalks.) 

Including the Health Center into the central pedestrian district would impact these intrusive practices
enabling space for clients to enter and leave the facility comfortably.  

Re: Implementation of a buffer zone in front of the Health Center
Over the years I have been an Escort, I have seen protesters follow, harass, and interfere with the direct
movement of Center clients, either trying to communicate their beliefs or insisting that clients take their
literature.  (As Escorts, we are trained to use non-contact strategies to get between clients and protestors in
order to limit these intrusions.)
I must note here that a portion of the protestors do not engage in such activities but instead they repetitively
chant their prayers with a rosary, some softly and some more loudly, and/or hold large signs while
standing/walking back and forth on the sidewalk. Whereas these second set of activities are not as boldly
intrusive as the first more noticeable practices, they have the power to be psychologically intrusive and
damaging to Center clients.  (As Escorts we are trained to not deal with these strategies.)

In my observations, there are a few clients that do not appear to be disturbed by these practices.   But a
larger number of clients appear to be intimidated and fearful while trying to enter or leave the Center.  Many
of these clients appear noticeably grateful that a readily identifiable escort is there to protect them. 

Implementing a buffer zone would definitely be an effective way to begin to solve these problems/issues.  

Vicki Green, Ph.D.  

mailto:grammevicki@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Cindy Dahlgren
To: Clerk
Subject: City Council Meeting of 8/18 - Agenda Item 13 A
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2020 10:12:20 AM
Attachments: City of Napa public comment 08 14 20.docx

[EXTERNAL]

COMMENT TO COUNCIL - PLEASE READ - see attached 

-- 
Cindy  

mailto:retbusbabe@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org









PUBLIC COMMENT TO NAPA CITY COUNCIL REGARDING AGENDA ITEM 1-C



Submitted by: Celinda Dahlgren  



My name is Celinda Dahlgren and I have been a resident of Napa County for more than 40 years.  and I am a Planned Parenthood member and volunteer patient escort. I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of the residents of Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. The sidewalk in front of the clinic is very narrow, and when the anti-choice protestors are there, clients must run a virtual gauntlet to get to the clinic.  This is highly intimidating, especially for a new, young client. Planned Parenthood has aid that up to 80% of clients CANCEL THEIR APPOINTMENTS during the target protests. Think of what might happen to these people because they were afraid to go to the clinic because of this.  I have witnessed protestors outside the Napa Planned Parenthood health center harass patients seeking healthcare. No person should ever be harassed for going to the doctor. This is about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of government is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your constituents. Thank you. 





 
 
 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT TO NAPA CITY COUNCIL REGARDING AGENDA ITEM 1-C 
 
Submitted by: Celinda Dahlgren   
 
My name is Celinda Dahlgren and I have been a resident of Napa County for more than 40 years.  
and I am a Planned Parenthood member and volunteer patient escort. I support Planned 
Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of the residents of 
Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. The sidewalk in front of the clinic is 
very narrow, and when the anti-choice protestors are there, clients must run a virtual gauntlet 
to get to the clinic.  This is highly intimidating, especially for a new, young client. Planned 
Parenthood has aid that up to 80% of clients CANCEL THEIR APPOINTMENTS during the target 
protests. Think of what might happen to these people because they were afraid to go to the 
clinic because of this.  I have witnessed protestors outside the Napa Planned Parenthood health 
center harass patients seeking healthcare. No person should ever be harassed for going to the 
doctor. This is about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of 
government is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these 
ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your constituents. Thank you.  

 



From: michelle erbs
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 12:58:48 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Regarding Agenda number 13A

Hello:

Please consider this email as support for the proposed changes to Napa City Ordinance
12.68.020 which proposes to extend the central pedestrian district to include Planned
Parenthood on Jefferson Street. I would also like to express my support of adding the buffer
zone in front of said health center. Access to health care should be easy and unencumbered
and patients should be able to arrive and depart without harassment. 

Thank you for adding my voice to what will no doubt be overwhelming support of these
changes.

Best,

Michelle Erbs

Napa, Ca

mailto:maerubij@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Terry Beck
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 3:51:23 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Agenda Item Number 13A

My name is Terry Beck and I have been a Planned Parenthood Escort for several years.  I
support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of
the residents of Napa and the patients of Planned Parenthood Health Center should be the first
priority of the Napa City Council. For years I have personally witnessed protestors outside the
Napa Planned Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass patients seeking
healthcare by following them and attempting to force them to accept written materials. No
person should ever be harassed for going to the doctor. The protesters put chairs, signs and
tables on the sidewalk and the patients have to negotiate getting through them as well as
through the protesters. Some of the patients do not seem to be bothered by this, but others
seem noticeably intimidated and seem anxious and sometimes confused by the 40 Days
protesters. This is about the safety of our community members and friends. In addition, the 40
Days for Life volunteers often chant the rosary and pace right in front of the entrance to the
clinic. The 25 ft. ordinance would limit this behavior. I don't want to deny a person or group's
1st Amendment rights. The purpose of government is to protect and provide for its people, and
I ask that you vote to support these ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your
constituents.

mailto:tlsbeck@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Stacey Bressler
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 3:54:14 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Napa City Clerk and City Council Members,
My name is Stacey Bressler and I am writing in regard to agenda item
number 13A. I am a strong supporter of human rights and have volunteered
as a Planned Parenthood Northern California patient escort for several
years. I have personally witnessed protestors harass and intimidate
people entering and exiting the Jefferson Street Health Center. No one
seeking medical care should ever have to endure such treatment. This
year, in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, I am especially concerned
about the health and welfare of my friends and other community members.
We need your help to mitigate these risks by supporting the proposed
ordinance changes. Creating a buffer zone around the entrance to the
Health Center will lessen the risk for your constituents. Thank you for
protecting the health and well-being of all of us.
Sincerely,
Stacey Bressler

Stacey Bressler
Bressler Vineyards
(707) 963-2903

mailto:Stacey@BresslerVineyards.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Melenn Anaelle Herve
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18- PLEASE READ
Date: Sunday, August 16, 2020 10:09:54 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Agenda Item 13A

Napa City Council,

My name is Melenn Herve and I am a lifetime resident of Napa. I am writing in support of 
Planned Parenthood and their proposed changes to the Napa City ordinance. 

1) city ordinance 12.688.020, to prohibit congregating on the side walk near the center
2) implementation of a buffer zone around the clinic, prohibiting following/harassment within 
25 ft and sound amplifiers 

This is about the safety of our community members and friends. With rising unemployment 
and the access to healthcare becoming increasingly difficult, Planned Parenthood will continue 
to be the vital resource it is to the our community. Especially in the circumstances of COVID, 
it is imperative to reduce contact between people and keep a healthcare facility protected.

Sincerely,
Melenn Herve

mailto:mherve@uci.edu
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
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Caitlin Saldanha

From: Sylvia 
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 2:32 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: Council agenda item 13A, city ordinance 12.68.020 statement

Categories: Domain in Review

[EXTERNAL] 
 
After my husband and I moved to Napa in 2004, we were recruited by close friends to serve as PP Excorts during the 
Lenten demonstrations. I was surprised to see demonstrators blocking the sidewalks and parking and interfering in 
nearby businesses. I am glad those obstacles to personal freedom have since been removed by your actions. I urge you 
to pass this much-needed ordinance to protect both the legitimate and much needed services of Planned Parenthood 
and to prevent unrelated neighbor businesses from suffering. Professing one's personal religious beliefs should not 
prevent other people from seeking either their personal needs for health care or others from carrying out their legal 
businesses. We need civility in our public lives to live in a democracy; it is the responsibility of all of us, including our law 
makers, to support public civility and lawful behavior. Thank you for your continuing support for the rule of law and 
public civility. 
 
Sylvia Weaver Jones 
 

 

 

 
 
 
-- 

 

 
 



From: Joan Taramasso
To: Clerk; Rise Up Napa; Martinez Franks, Margaret
Subject: Comment to Council for August 18 Please Read / Agenda Item 13A
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 11:00:03 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Good evening,

My name is Joan Taramasso.  I am writing today regarding agenda item 13A.

I am a great supporter of our Constitutional rights and believe whole-heartedly in the First
Amendment right to Freedom of Speech.  I also believe that health care should be available
without physical or social impediment and remain confidential between patient and doctor. 
Protesters in the vicinity of the Planned Parenthood clinic on Jefferson Street, as they mostly
peacefully protest, routinely engage with patients and impede foot traffic at the clinic.  They
often make assumptions about a person's reason for visiting the clinic and create awkward
encounters that no woman OR man should have to endure to reach a healthcare facility.  I have
seen this behavior firsthand.  It creates an unsafe and hostile environment for anyone
attempting to enter, or pass by, the clinic, patient or not. I encourage you to support ordinances
that create a safe environment for all.  

Sincerely,

Joan Taramasso

mailto:jtaramasso@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:RiseUpNapa@gmail.com
mailto:mmartinezfranks@ppnorcal.org


From: Roderick Macdonald
To: Clerk
Cc:  Deborah Macdonald
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 , AGENDA ITEM 13A – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 11:01:35 AM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Roderick Macdonald. I am a resident of the City of Napa and have been a Planned
Parenthood escort for many years. I support the constitutional rights of people to protest but I
do not support them:

1. Harassing and intimidating young women, many of them poor, along with other patients
trying to access the PP clinic contrary to California’s Freedom of Access to Clinic and Church
Entrances Act (FACE). This strong law prohibits obstructing, intimidating and harassing
patients and staff

2. Blocking the side walk with chairs, tables and groups of people. This inconveniences Napa
residents as well as those seeking health care

3. Using their vehicles to block parking spaces in front of the clinic, often over the time limit,
as well as using vehicles as billboards

This is particularly concerning in a time of COVID-19. We do not yet know if the 40 Days for
Life protesters will socially distance or even wear a mask during their upcoming fall protest
but having a large group of people outside the clinic, through which patients will need to pass
will constitute a health hazard to patients, Napa residents and protesters themselves

I therefore support the proposed changes to Napa City Ordinance to better protect our patients
and residents by:

1. First a revision to city ordinance 12.68.020, which would extend the central pedestrian
district to include the Napa health center, so sitting or lying on the public sidewalk outside of
the health center would be prohibited

2. The second proposal is to implement a buffer zone in front of the Napa health center. This
buffer zone would prohibit following or harassing any person within 25 feet of the entrance,
would bar impeding access to the door of the health center, and would not allow shouting, or
production of any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational speaking voice

Thank you for your consideration.

Roderick Macdonald

mailto:roderick.macdonald@mac.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:deborah.macdonald@mac.com


From: Angie Mancuso
To: Clerk
Subject: “COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 11:23:28 AM

[EXTERNAL]
13-A

Napa City Resident - I live a few blocks from this clinic and it is absurd the number of
people who crowd the entrance daily. As a woman, I can't imagine wanting to walk in there
if I actually needed to... I think it's imperative that all women have access to their health
needs without being harassed for taking care of their bodies.

-- 
Thanks,

Angie

Angelica Mancuso

mailto:angelica.mancuso@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Tama
To: Clerk
Subject: Regarding Agenda Item #13 A.
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 12:04:36 PM

[EXTERNAL]

My name is Tama Adelman, and I live in Old Town, Napa. I am also an escort for
Planned Parenthood so I have first hand experience with the protesters in front of
Planned Parenthood.

I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that
the safety of the residents of Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City
Council. For years I have witnessed protestors outside the Napa Planned
Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass patients seeking
healthcare. No person should ever be harassed for going to the doctor. This is
about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of government
is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these
ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your constituents. Thank you.
 Tama Adelman

If not me, Who?

If not now, When?

Vote and Volunteer

mailto:tamainnapa@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Rogers-Brandt, Khari
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ-agenda item number 13A
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 1:59:25 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Khari Rogers-Brandt  I am a  resident of Napa and have worked at the Napa
Health Center for 20 years. I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance
changes agenda item number 13A because I believe that the safety of our patients and
residents of Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. I have witnessed
protestors outside the Napa Planned Parenthood health center manipulate and harass
patients seeking healthcare. I have witnessed protestors becoming physical and
shouting at patients claims protestors adamantly deny even though  I myself have
been a victim of their assault. Protestor continue to  hand out written material that is
not medically accurate to coerce patients.  No person should ever be harassed for
going to the doctor. This is about the safety of our community members and friends.
The purpose of government is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you
vote to support these ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your
constituents. Thank you.

Khari Rogers-Brandt(Personal Pronoun Preference: she/her)

Center Director

mailto:krogers-brandt@ppnorcal.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: diane slade
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to City Council for August 18th. Agenda Item #13A Please Read.
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 1:59:44 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Agenda Item #13A     My name is Diane Slade. I am a Planned Parenthood patient escort and I support the two
requested ordinance changes.  No citizen should have to risk their safety and well being to enter a health clinic due
to protestors blocking the narrow sidewalk, insisting that they take printed literature and following them to their
cars.    Now more than ever our community members need access to affordable health care. Thank you.

mailto:dianeslade@att.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Connie Freed
To: Clerk
Subject: Agenda #13A for 8/10/2020
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 2:10:48 PM

[EXTERNAL]
To Napa City Council members,

My name is Connie Freed.  For years, I have witnessed protesters interfering with patients
seeking medical services for 80 days per year in front of the Planned Parenthood Clinic on
Jefferson Street.   I ask you to support the health and safety of Napa County residents by
revising city ordinance 12.68.020 to extend the central pedestrian district to include the
Planned Parenthood Clinic and secondly, to support the proposal being made to create a buffer
zone in front of the clinic of 25 feet .  These changes will help ensure that people seeking
needed health care are not put at greater risk for contracting Covid-19 from protesters and
more likely to seek the health care they need.  Thank you for your attention to the important
matter.
Connie Freed 

mailto:conniefreed06@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Donald Hazelton
To: Clerk
Subject: protesters in front of Planned Parenthood offfice on Jefferson
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 2:50:47 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Agenda #13A for 8/10/2020  Inbox

2:10 PM (27 minutes ago)

to clerk

To Napa City Council members,

My name is Donald Hazelton. Please revise city ordinance 12.68.020 to extend the central pedestrian district to include the
Planned Parenthood Clinic and secondly, to support the proposal being made to create a buffer zone in front of the clinic of 25
feet .  These changes will help ensure that people seeking needed health care are not put at greater risk for contracting Covid-
19 from protesters and more likely to seek the health care they need.  Thank you for your attention to the important matter

mailto:donaldhazelton50@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: amy Garden
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment To Council for Aug 18 - Please Read
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 3:19:03 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Agenda 13A
My name is Amy Garden and I have been a Planned Parenthood patient escort for
several years. I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because
I believe that the safety of the residents of Napa should be the first priority of the
Napa City Council. I can attest that the presence of protestors outside the PP
healthcare center has consistently generated safety concerns for patients, including
blockages to the public right-of-way. No person should ever be intimidated or
harassed for going to the doctor. Creating a buffer zone around the entrance to the
healthcare center will help protect patient safety. I ask that you vote to support
these ordinance changes so that all community members can feel safe and secure
when seeking personal healthcare. 
Sincerely,
Amy Garden

St. Helena Resident

mailto:gardenvan@live.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Todd, Angela
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18th- PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 3:19:23 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Angela Todd, and I am the supervising clinician at Planned Parenthood in Napa.  I

am a registered nurse, licensed public health nurse, nurse practitioner, researcher and Ph.D.
candidate at UC Davis.  Regarding agenda item 13A, I strongly recommend a vote in favor of the two
proposed ordinance changes. 

As the covid-19 crisis continues, I am VERY concerned for the health and safety of patients,
staff, and of the protestors (most of whom are older adults) if these ordinances are not enforced.  I
have personally witnessed many unsafe situations before the pandemic began; including protestors
crowding the front of our business, forcing pedestrians to enter the street to walk around them,
distracting drivers on Jefferson street, and intimidating patients by approaching them quickly, yelling
and/or forcing pamphlets into their hands. 

Now more than ever, having protestors approach a patient quickly and speak loudly into
their face as well as congregating in large groups outside of a health center is a major public health
concern for all parties involved. Further, nobody should ever have to feel scared, intimidated, or
shamed for seeking health care.  The physical, mental, and emotional abuse that I have seen be
employed by the protestors outside of the Napa health center is abhorrent and there is no place for
that kind of behavior in Napa or anywhere. I have been personally harassed by protestors on
numerous occasions for the past seven years that I have worked for Planned Parenthood. 

My personal opinion is that we have a major problem with the behaviors of the protestors in
Napa and something needs to change.  More importantly, my professional and medical opinion is
that these actions lead to unsafe situations including the possibility of physical and emotional
distress, the delay in much needed health care (sometimes life-saving care) for intimidated patients,
motor vehicle accidents on Jefferson Street, and, now, the rise in the spread of covid-19 which is a
highly communicable virus that we do not have adequate control over.  I have seen many people in
Napa collecting in groups without masks and proper eye protection, putting both themselves and
others at risk of contracting a potentially deadly virus.  The statistics surrounding covid-19 are
staggering and sobering; even more so when someone you love is affected. 

A vote in favor of the two proposed ordinance changes will not only protect the providers,
staff, and patients seeking care at our health center, it will protect the groups of protestors as well.
We must work together to make access to health care in Napa as safe and easy as possible and
supporting the changes to these two ordinances is bipartisan step in the right direction.

 
 
 
Angela R. B. Todd M.S.N., R.N., P.H.N., F.N.P.-B.C.
P.h.D. Candidate, UC Davis
Lead Clinican, Napa
Planned Parenthood Northern California
Phone (707) 252-3493
Fax (707) 252-4203

mailto:angelatodd@ppnorcal.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Karen Houghton
To: Clerk
Cc: Martinez Franks, Margaret
Subject: “COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ”
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:14:43 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am writing this email to show my support for Planned Parenthood of Northern California’s revisions to city
ordinance 12.68.020 (Agenda item 13A).  I am a volunteer with the Planned Parenthood Napa Escort Program and
have seen how these revisions will further protect clients using the Planned Parenthood facility.  I have personally
witnessed the intimidation of clients that comes from protesters blocking the sidewalks and following clients to and
from the facility with derogatory comments, signs and literature.  Protesters continue to block the parking spots in
front of the facility and block the sidewalks with their chairs and bodies making it very hard for clients to even reach
the facility.  I think it is very important for all people to get the medical care that they need without worry or
additional stress.  I hope our community and it’s leaders with promote safety and protection for all individuals using
Planned Parenthood’s services. Please incorporate these revisions into the city ordinance.

Thank you,

Karen Houghton

mailto:houghtonfam@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:mmartinezfranks@ppnorcal.org


From: Gianna Furina
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to Council For August 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:17:30 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear City Council Members,

I am writing in for public comment in reference to “Agenda Item 13A” on your August 18th docket. 
This written comment expresses my support for implementing a safety ordinance here in Napa in
alignment with the FACE Act (Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act).  I respectfully urge you to
vote in favor of passing any updates to current city ordinances i.e. 12.68.020 or enact a new
ordinance that would allow for Planned Parenthood at 1735 Jefferson Street to fall within the
pedestrian district of our city.

The “25-foot buffer zone” has been used successfully in many communities. It allows for freedom of
speech which is so key in our democracy; as well as protecting the civil rights of members of our
community allowing for the safety, dignity and privacy of patients and healthcare providers. Such
legislation creates clarity in the law for both sides which alleviates the unnecessary involvement of
law enforcement.

Planned Parenthood provides essential healthcare for our community and allows for the under-
served and socioeconomically challenged population of Napa to have access to reproductive health
education and services.  We should not make it a challenge to access these services regardless of
one’s viewpoint or personal morality with respect to reproductive rights. Both free speech and the
constitutional women’s right to choose can be respected under a safety ordinance.

“The FACE statute has many intimate connections with civil rights. The wording and form of the
statute was modeled after the Civil Rights Act of 1968 that was enacted to prohibit the use of force or
threat of force against persons attempting to exercise their constitutional rights. FACE is designed to
cover only unlawful conduct, such as assault, trespassing, and vandalism, while not infringing on
the free speech rights of abortion protesters. Inasmuch as the statute provides protection to
counseling centers that provide alternatives to abortions as well as to clinics that provide abortions,
it is not meant to discriminate on the basis of content or one’s viewpoint on the morality of
abortion.” - Deflem, Mathieu, and Brian Hudak. 2017. "Freedom of Access to Clinics Entrances Act
(FACE)." Pp. 396-398 in Encyclopedia of American Civil Rights and Liberties: Revised and Expanded,
edited by Kara E. Stooksbury, John M. Scheb II, and Otis H. Stephens, Jr. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-
CLIO. 

I urge you to see this not as a political hot button, but as a straightforward way to protect all
members of our Napa community.

Respectfully,

Gianna Furina

 

mailto:giannarfurina@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Duran, Montserrath
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:19:13 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Montse Duran and I am a resident of Napa. I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed
ordinance 13A changes because I believe that the safety of the residents of Napa should be the first
priority of the Napa City Council. For years I have witnessed protestors outside the Napa Planned
Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass patients seeking healthcare. No person
should ever be harassed for going to the doctor. This is about the safety of our community members
and friends. The purpose of government is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you
vote to support these ordinance changes for the protection and safety of your constituents. I for
myself when I was a patient here  , I dreaded going to planned parenthood only because of the
protestors. They would make me feel very uncomfortable and ashamed of going in even if it was for
routine testing, I felt so uncomfortable and felt harassed and shamed on my way in and out of the
center. Now working here as an  RHS I feel it is very important to voice how horrible the protestors
made me feel coming in and out of planned parenthood  and how they make others feel as well.
  Thank you.

mailto:mduran@ppnorcal.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Angela Todd
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18th-PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:24:09 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Napa City Council Members,
 
Regarding agenda item 13A: I urge you to adopt the ordinance proposals under consideration
regarding distancing between people, especially as it pertains to uninvited proximity of
persons at the Planned Parenthood Health Center on Jefferson St.
I am a 64-year-old woman who has received health care from the staff at this center. Further, I
am a registered nurse and a professor of nursing at Dominican University of California in San
Rafael; specializing in maternal, newborn and women’s health care. I strongly object to any
attempt by persons unknown to me to impede my visit to any health care provider or to
question my reason for visiting. I suspect you would too.
While respecting our society’s rights to engage in peaceful protests, I also respect the limits of
the law and of civility in this regard.
Despite any ideological or political biases or opinions, we can agree that women and men
have the right to safe, affordable, and private access to health care. In fact, the future health
of our nation depends on local, state, and national leaders ensuring this basic right for citizens.
This is especially critical during the current COVID-19 outbreak, with disease transmission
clearly linked to droplet exposure from the respiratory secretions of others.
Under the best conditions, judicious limitations of legal protests need to consider the rights of
all concerned...this is even more true in cases where protesting includes entering another
person’s personal space and/or blocking their access to free movement to and from a health
care facility. 
Please vote in favor of protecting patients, health care providers, staff, members of the public,
and members of your law enforcement departments by passing the two proposed ordinances
supporting physical distancing. Thank you for your consideration.
 
Dr Kathleen R Beebe RNC-OB, PhD

mailto:arbtodd@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Martinez, Patricia
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:24:45 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Patricia Martinez and I am a resident of Napa and a Reproductive
Health Specialist. I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed 13A ordinance changes
because I believe that the safety of the residents of Napa should be the first priority
of the Napa City Council. For years, I have witnessed protesters outside the Napa
Planned Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass patients seeking
healthcare. I have heard countless complaints from patients feeling unsafe walking
in and out of the health center and continually question their personal safety. No
person should ever be intimidated to go to the doctor. This is about the safety of our
community members and friends. The purpose of government is to protect and
provide for its people and ask that you vote to support these ordinance changes.  

Patricia Martinez
She/ her/ hers
Reproductive Health Specialist III

mailto:pmartinez@ppnorcal.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: curtis brandt
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:26:02 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Good evening, 
My name is Curtis Brandt and I am a resident of Napa. I am writing in support of Planned
Parenthood's purposed ordinance agenda item 13-A . This is about the safety of our
community. My daughter and her friends have been harassed on multiple occasions by
protestors while entering the building. The purpose of government is to protect and provide for
its people, and we ask that you prioritize the protection and safety of your constituents. I urge
you to support both ordinance changes.Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Curtis Brandt



Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kandcbrandt@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: kathleen stewart-lightner
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 4:56:31 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Agenda Item 13A

There are a lot of people in our community who don't have healthcare and the women in our
community need to feel safe going to Planned Parenthood for their medical needs.
I've seen the protesters gathered so closely that it would make anyone uncomfortable to pass
them to enter the building.  Even though the patient may not be going for an abortion, they are
still humiliated just because they are seeking medical attention.

The 1st Amendment does not mean a person can harass another and put our fellow community
members in harm’s way. We can all agree that the safety and security of our town and our
community are paramount to us all.

Unemployment is on the rise and less people have health insurance which means they will
come
to Planned Parenthood for their health care needs. The addition of unmasked protestors in that
small sidewalk space would be a nuisance and a health risk.

Please protect our vulnerable women from these self-righteous protesters.

Thank you for protecting our most vulnerable citizens.
-- 
M. Kathleen Stewart-Lightner

"One of the penalties of not participating in politics is, you will be governed by your inferiors" Plato

mailto:kslightner@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Cheryl Woods
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18-PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 5:27:58 PM

[EXTERNAL]
ITEM NUMBER 13A

My name is Cheryl Woods and I am a resident of downtown Napa and a patient escort.

I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of the
residents of Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. For years I have witnessed
protestors outside the Napa Planned Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass
patients seeking healthcare. Patient escorts are necessary to allow patients to enter the premises
without being harassed.  The protestors can sometimes approach the patient (especially the young
ones) and begin to spout off their religious beliefs, before the escorts can get to them.

While I believe in the First Amendment, I don’t think protestors should try to approach the patients. 
We may see a lot of new patients as a result of unemployment.  It is so hard to watch a patient who
already seems very nervous, trying to cope with protestors. The protesters are focused on abortion
and birth control, while ignoring the heath care provided. No person should ever be harassed for
going to the doctor.

I ask that you support a vote on the two proposed ordinance changes.

This is about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of government is to
protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these ordinance changes for
the protection and safety of your constituents. Thank you.

 

Sincerely,

 

-- 
Cheryl Woods

mailto:cherylcwoods@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Anna Chouteau
To: Clerk; Anna Chouteau
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 | Agenda Item, 13A | PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 5:30:40 PM
Attachments: PPNorCal Ordinance letter_Final.pdf

[EXTERNAL]
Hello Napa City Clerk, 

Please read the attached letter at the Napa City Council tomorrow Aug. 18 for the
Agenda item 13A. Also, will you please let me know that you received this email and
could open the attached letter? 

Thank you and best regards, 

Anna

St. Helena City Council 

 

-- 
Anna Chouteau

 

mailto:achouteau@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:achouteau@cityofsthelena.org



August 18, 2020  
 
Dear Napa City Council Mayor, Vice Mayor and Council Members,  
 
Planned Parenthood Northern California Napa Health Center provides vital reproductive health 
care services for individuals living in the City of Napa and throughout the County of Napa. Amid 
a pandemic, the health center continues to provide essential care to people that need it the 
most. The economic challenge of COVID-19 means many people have lost their employer-
sponsored health care; Planned Parenthood provides care regardless of insurance and income 
barriers.  
 
There is an over 10-year history of safety issues at the Napa Health Center. Incidents include 
direct harm to staff, property damage, blocking of the sidewalks and driveways, Napa sign 
ordinance violations, and the constant harassment of patients and staff as they enter and exit 
the clinic. Planned Parenthood Northern California has worked closely with city staff and city 
police to mitigate the ongoing problems by crafting two ordinances that are before you to help 
assist and improve safety near the health center.  
 
The update to Napa City Code 12.88.020 would extend the central pedestrian district to include 
the health center, to eliminate sitting or lying on public sidewalks around the center. This is 
needed because protestors often bring lawn chairs and tables to crowd the outside of the 
health center, making it difficult for individuals to enter and exit the clinic. Individuals deserve 
access to health care -- especially during a pandemic -- without harassment and fear. The 
proposed buffer zone ordinance would prohibit interference with reproductive health care 
facilities by prohibiting the following or harassment of any person within 25 feet of the 
entrance of a reproductive health care facility.  
 
These ordinances do not disrupt any person’s First Amendment rights, and are a way to reduce 
aggressive threats, intimidation, and harassment at the health clinic. Many other cities have 
buffer zones in place, e.g., San Francisco, Sacramento, Redwood City, San Jose, Santa Barbara, 
and San Diego. Planned Parenthood Northern California experiences heightened protesting 
during the 40 Days for Life campaign, and without the clear guidance of the proposed 
ordinances, the physical and verbal threat to patients and protestors will continue. 
 
This is an important issue of access to health care that impacts all of us in Napa County. Both 
ordinances will create a civil framework for both the protestors and supporters to help keep the 
clinic safe and accessible. We urge members of the Council to vote in support of the proposed 
ordinances to create safer accessibility to the Napa Planned Parenthood reproductive health 
care facility.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anna Chouteau, St. Helena City Council Member  
Diane Dillon, Napa County Supervisor  







Marita Dorenbecher, Youtville Council Member 
Mary Koberstein, St. Helena City Council Member 
Irais Lopez, Calistoga City Council Member 
Lisa Pelosi, SHUSD Trustee  
Johanna O’Kelley, President, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Terry Beck, Vice President, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Kelly Hurst, Treasurer, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Richard Bruns, Secretary, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Buck Donnelly, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Genesis Monnet, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Karen McNair, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley, ADEM AD4  
Conchita Marusich, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Chris Benz, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Executive Committee of the Napa County Democratic Central Committee 
G. Anthony  Phillips, American Canyon 
Conchita Marusich, City of Napa 
Kaye Hall 
Beth Painter, City of Napa Planning Commissioner  
Joelle Gallagher, Executive Director First 5 Napa County 
Anne Sutkowi-Hemstreet, Community Programs Manager at First 5 Napa or Director of 
Rainbow Action Network   
Sharon Macklin 
Lisa Seran 
Tracy Krumpen 
Leslie Lew 
Mary Jane Bowker 
Lee Trucker 
Stacey Bressler 
Meagan Sullivan Kemps and John Kemps 
Alex Boeving Allen 
Mary Stephenson 
Loarine and Jack Stuart 
Martha Casselman 
Dana Johnson 
Dawnine Dyer 
Melinda Mendelson 
Michael and Amy Caldarola 
Sandina Bailo 
Cindy Deutsch 
Anne Cottrell 
Kara Brunzell 
Stephanie Gamble 
Deirdre Bourdet 
Hilary Zunin 







Carol Barge 
Dr. Amber Manfree 
Sally Seymour 
Peg Maddocks  
Linda Brown  
Betty Teller 
Grania Lindberg  
Nancy Weiss  
Amy Rogers 
Sarah Gott 
Carole Rehbock 
Susan Smith Allen 
Mary Stuard 
Libby Shafer 
Lester Hardy 
Janet Pagano 
Stephanie Gamble 
Joelle Gallagher  
Ellyn Elson  
Verna Steinhauer               
Cindy Watter 
Denise Henquet 
Jennifer Brown 
Shannon Lail  
Polly Webber 
Angelica Mancuso  
Janet Todd 
Prentiss Willson 
Vicki Albright 
Angelica Mancuso 
Nancy Duckhorn 


 
 


 







August 18, 2020  
 
Dear Napa City Council Mayor, Vice Mayor and Council Members,  
 
Planned Parenthood Northern California Napa Health Center provides vital reproductive health 
care services for individuals living in the City of Napa and throughout the County of Napa. Amid 
a pandemic, the health center continues to provide essential care to people that need it the 
most. The economic challenge of COVID-19 means many people have lost their employer-
sponsored health care; Planned Parenthood provides care regardless of insurance and income 
barriers.  
 
There is an over 10-year history of safety issues at the Napa Health Center. Incidents include 
direct harm to staff, property damage, blocking of the sidewalks and driveways, Napa sign 
ordinance violations, and the constant harassment of patients and staff as they enter and exit 
the clinic. Planned Parenthood Northern California has worked closely with city staff and city 
police to mitigate the ongoing problems by crafting two ordinances that are before you to help 
assist and improve safety near the health center.  
 
The update to Napa City Code 12.88.020 would extend the central pedestrian district to include 
the health center, to eliminate sitting or lying on public sidewalks around the center. This is 
needed because protestors often bring lawn chairs and tables to crowd the outside of the 
health center, making it difficult for individuals to enter and exit the clinic. Individuals deserve 
access to health care -- especially during a pandemic -- without harassment and fear. The 
proposed buffer zone ordinance would prohibit interference with reproductive health care 
facilities by prohibiting the following or harassment of any person within 25 feet of the 
entrance of a reproductive health care facility.  
 
These ordinances do not disrupt any person’s First Amendment rights, and are a way to reduce 
aggressive threats, intimidation, and harassment at the health clinic. Many other cities have 
buffer zones in place, e.g., San Francisco, Sacramento, Redwood City, San Jose, Santa Barbara, 
and San Diego. Planned Parenthood Northern California experiences heightened protesting 
during the 40 Days for Life campaign, and without the clear guidance of the proposed 
ordinances, the physical and verbal threat to patients and protestors will continue. 
 
This is an important issue of access to health care that impacts all of us in Napa County. Both 
ordinances will create a civil framework for both the protestors and supporters to help keep the 
clinic safe and accessible. We urge members of the Council to vote in support of the proposed 
ordinances to create safer accessibility to the Napa Planned Parenthood reproductive health 
care facility.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anna Chouteau, St. Helena City Council Member  
Diane Dillon, Napa County Supervisor  



Marita Dorenbecher, Youtville Council Member 
Mary Koberstein, St. Helena City Council Member 
Irais Lopez, Calistoga City Council Member 
Lisa Pelosi, SHUSD Trustee  
Johanna O’Kelley, President, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Terry Beck, Vice President, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Kelly Hurst, Treasurer, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Richard Bruns, Secretary, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Buck Donnelly, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Genesis Monnet, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Karen McNair, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley, ADEM AD4  
Conchita Marusich, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Chris Benz, Executive Committee, Democrats of Napa Valley 
Executive Committee of the Napa County Democratic Central Committee 
G. Anthony  Phillips, American Canyon 
Conchita Marusich, City of Napa 
Kaye Hall 
Beth Painter, City of Napa Planning Commissioner  
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[EXTERNAL]
Hi City Clerk and Councilmembers of Napa,
 
We appreciate the council’s willingness to discuss the safety concerns outside of the Napa Planned
Parenthood. In anticipation of that conversation I am submitting a few supplemental items for your
review. We hope to move this discussion forward to clarify ordinance language so there is clarity
around enforcement to ensure safety for patients, staff, and protestors. We have worked tirelessly
for many years with city staff and the police department, and even when there is violations of city
code acknowledged by city staff there is no enforcement.  Our hope is clarifying the ordinance
language will provide clear direction for all parties.
 

Summary of incidents: highlights all the major incidents that have been document going back
to 2009.
Napa Safety Petition xls. Is a report of the signatures collect back in March to support changes
to the city ordinances
 Pictures : 2.26.2020, NAPA0005993, Unknown[2] are photo’s illustrating the common
crowding in front of the health center during heightened times of protest.
2019.08.05 Napa is the language for a Safety Buffer Zone that other cities such as San
Francisco, Redwood City, San Jose, Santa Barbara and san Diego have already implemented to
keep all parties safe and provide clear direct for how PD can remedy harassment of patients
and staff.
Napa City 12.68.020 Street Revision- is the language to modify to sitting or lying on public
sidewalks to include the street that the Planned Parenthood is on.

 
We look forward to your support and happy to answer any questions you may have.
 
Thanks!
Lauren Babb, MPS (Personal Pronouns: She/her)

Public Affairs Director 
Planned Parenthood Northern California
2185 Pacheco Street, Concord, CA  94520
Phone: 925-887-5229 | Fax:  (925) 356-2436 | Mobile: (925) 266-6036
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petition_comments_jobs_20885837

		Name		City		State		Postal Code		Country		Commented Date		Comment

		Patricia Trimble		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20		"People seeking healthcare shouldn’t be bullied"

		Tess Shower		napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20		"No one should be denied health care of any kind. The protestors have been jostling the Planned Parenthood escorts as they walk patients to and from the health center and touching them, even when asked not to. Some folks are not receiving potentially life-saving health care when they need to because they are intimidated by these harassing anti-health care 40 Days protesters."

		CHERYL WOODS		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20		"I am surprised that the protesters think they can change the patients opinion in the minute before they enter for their appointment."

		Marisa Coyne		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20		"Harassment-free access to reproductive healthcare services is imperative, particularly during this global health crisis. As a client escort, I have frequently witnessed anti-abortion protestor behavior that invades the now-mandated social distancing orders now in place in CA. Please protect patients from Covid-19 by protecting the them from aggressive anti-abortion protestors outside of healthcare facilities."

		Karen Bartak		Napa		CA		93455		US		3/20/20		"These protestors are too close to patients, please implement this. I saw them out there yesterday! Thanks"

		Karen Garcia		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20		"Especially during these frightening times, when so many people are out of work, have no healthcare and no paid sick leave, valuable community resources like planned parenthood need to be able to provide their services without harassment. These are reasonable requests!"

		Sierra Millet		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20		"I’m signing this because I believe planned parenthood should be protected, and the patients should be protected from harassment !!!"

		Marielle Rutherford		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20		"Healthcare seekers should NOT be harassed under any circumstances. It's an un refuted civil right."

		Charlie Toledo		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20		"Women's reproductive health care is a Human Right! Safe open access is important to basic healthcare. Please protect the providers n their clients at all times. Why has this been aowed for so long??"

		Lisa Cort		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20		"Because I am an escort for Planned Parenthood and clients of the health facility need a safe way to enter the clinic for their appointments.  The 40 Days of Life Protesters are providing non-scientific information to our younger and more vulnerable population and it is unscrupulous.  Our job as escorts is not to intervene and  just try to make clients' walk into and out of the clinic as stress free as we can manage.  But it is almost impossible when the protesting individuals aggressively approach these young people.  I was walking a young woman to her car the other day, and she felt obligated to take a pamphlet and when we got out of earshot from the protester, she said in a very upset voice, "why are they doing this to us?"  Enough said.  Protect PP clients.  Please!"

		Diane Slade		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20		"I believe anyone should be able to access healthcare without being harassed."

		Irit Weir		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"Everyone should and can have a free reproductive choices and freedom from fear when it comes to obtaining personal treatment.  It’s time for us as women and man to come together and continue supporting and protecting basic rights and safety That are being violated.  And thank you to all the escorts in every town ...and all the reproductive providers.  May you have strength to continue giving women choices."

		Amy Martenson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20		"people have the right to feel safe as they access their health care services."

		Joan Taramasso		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20		"Making it in any way, shape or form, difficult for women AND men to get affordable health care is unconscionable.  I call for a block long buffer zone to keep picketers, protesters and anyone else inhibiting the access to Planned Parenthood away from the Planned Parenthood door."

		Karina Berge		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"People have a right to access healthcare 365 days a year without being harassed or in any way judged. Their privacy, their right."

		Lisa Buckman		Vacaville		CA		95688		US		3/21/20		"Everyone deserves unrestricted access to health care and that's what Planned Parenthood's main service is...Healthcare!!"

		Terry Beck		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"Patients should be able to arrive and leave from Planned Parenthood to receive health care without being offered questionable reading materials or being hassled. Patients may feel like they are all alone without the Planned Parenthood Volunteer Escorts there to welcome them and escort them away. Please implement a safety zone for these patients and clients."

		Michele Niklewicz		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"My husband and I have volunteered as escorts at this planned parenthood. The harassment is unbelievable. A buffer zone is needed to protect patients!"

		DonnA McNichol		Oakland		CA		94602		US		3/21/20		"Women (and men) seeking healthcare that is in their best interest should not be intimidated by anyone."

		Penelope A Pawl		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"I believe In Women"

		Evelyn Zlomke		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"I am a Planned Parenthood escort, and have witnessed, and been subjected to harassment, although most people are respectful of the clients and of us. Please help us all feel a little safer."

		Ellie Hubbard		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20		"Planned Parenthood provided vital health care for vulnerable males as well as females in our community.  Jill, please support this issue."

		Mary Field		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20		"No one should be harassed when seeking medical attention. I am a supporter of womens rights. Be safe"

		Jan Gates		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20		"Please do something about this public nuisance and safety issue."

		Gina Bortolussi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20		"Because it’s NONE OF THEIR BUSINESS. Stay out of my uterus!"

		Rebecca Edwards		Santa Rosa		CA		95403		US		3/22/20		"Planned parenthood is a very important medical provider."

		Ron Gordon		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20		"Women have every bit a right to decide what is best for them as men do"

		Linda Schoppert		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20		"People who force their beliefs on folks who don't  agree, should be removed for interfering in a public access to medical care. No compassion apparently."

		Stephanie Ramirez		napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20		"1) they don’t do abortions at this clinic which is 90% of the signs they hold 2) people have the RIGHT to access healthcare (specially reproductive healthcare) and these people are making them feel guilty for accessing these services 3) no one ever stands outside the Queen of the Valley or Kaiser protesting   (maybe except for employees who want fair and equal pay). , and these establishments MAY support patients in getting abortions"

		Kimberley Sullivan		Vacaville		CA		95687		US		3/22/20		"Every woman has the right to safe ingress and egress from a healthcare facility without fear or threat."

		Maria Giusti		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20		"Us women deserve to choose what is healthy for us without shaming and blaming from other who simply disagree."

		Susan Duquette		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20		"people who protest could come up with a solution to care for the children who need our help"

		Keely Dervin		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20		"Because every person has the right to good healthcare."

		Anna Benitez		San Rafael		CA		94903		US		3/23/20		"Planned Parenthood is an essential provider of health services and their patients don't deserve to be harassed!"

		Cami Flake		San Rafael		CA		94901		US		3/23/20		"Patients and care givers should not be subjected to harassing, hate filled threats as they get and give health care."

		Dawn Silva		Groveland				95321		US		3/23/20		"Women have a right to choose what’s right for their body."

		Julie Rodriguez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20		"Every woman deserves true freedom of choice, without harassment, shame or fear."

		Zachary Barker		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20		"As a man that has entered my local Planned Parenthood amidst these religious protesters, the crowds have never denounced my usage of the facility, or harrassed me personally. All of their protest is thinly veiled misogyny, and not about policy or public health."

		Diana Montes		San Francisco		CA		94110		US		3/23/20		"I agree that we all need to have access to healthcare without having to be harrassed by religious individuals"

		Melinda Mendelson		St. Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20		"to protect my friends and neighbors who need reproductive health care now."

		Cheryl Fiedler		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20		"Just last week, a right to lifer screamed at teenagers coming in "Don't kill your babies! You'll go to Hell!". She was standing right across from the entrance, about 8 feet away.How do you think that made those kids feel?That is why we need a change of the local ordinances!Proud PP escort here."

		Lucretia Sawyer		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20		"Our bodies are our own business!"

		Jenna Okelley		Davis		CA		95616		US		3/24/20		"Planned parenthood provides so many essential services, most times basically free for women that lack other resources!! Politics should not have a say in my body and what I do with it."

		Yolanda Odonnell		Napa		CA				US		3/24/20		"Women have a right to make health care decisions regarding their own bodies."

		Cindy Merrill OBrien		Napa		CA				US		3/24/20		"I am signing because now more than ever, we need to protect access to women's reproductive health and preserve their rights."

		Alana Gravatt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20		"Everyone deserves healthcare without harassment!"

		Emily Stuver		Burbank		CA		91505		US		3/26/20		"Protection is needed!"

		Tara Thomas		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20		"I support freedom of choice"

		Judy Kelly		Napa		CA				US		3/26/20		"I believe in it"

		Marta Salas-Porras		San Francisco		CA		94107		US		3/27/20		"I am signing this because I believe that every woman has the right to chose and that Planned Parenthood is a community support we need in our lives and our communities."

		Margaret Franks								US		3/16/20

		Linda Button		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Leslie Lew		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Patricia Trimble		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Beverly Heintz		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Michael Diehl		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		CHERYL WOODS		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Tama Adelman		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Lee Trucker		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Jessica Mennella		Napa		CA		94574		US		3/20/20

		Jennifer Simi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Suzanne Narducci		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Catherine George		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Lisa Seran		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Philip Barber		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Marisa Coyne		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Holly Quate		Napa		CA		94459		US		3/20/20

		Prentiss Willson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Laurie Puzo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		michelle erbs		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Kara Brunzell		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Cheri Nichols		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Karen Bartak		Santa Maria		CA		93455		US		3/20/20

		Miki Hsu Leavey		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Elaine Fohr		Yountville		CA		94599		US		3/20/20

		Rose Harper		Napa		CA		94559-3135		US		3/20/20

		Karen Garcia		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Sierra Millet		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Kelly Decker		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Bria Schlottman		American Canyon		CA		94503		US		3/20/20

		Marielle Rutherford		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Julia Winiarski		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		LAUREN BABB		Concord		CA		94521		US		3/20/20

		Charlie Toledo		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Rachel Nicole		Denton				76210		US		3/20/20

		Eric Khoury		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Kristanae Williams		Sacramento				95835		US		3/20/20

		Maggie Malcolm		Boulder				80304		US		3/20/20

		x y		Miami				33018		US		3/20/20

		Lynnette Neuls		Trenton				8619		US		3/20/20

		Maddie Dutterer		Gibbsboro				8026		US		3/20/20

		Hao Sun		San Diego				92104		US		3/20/20

		zilong wang		New York				10025		US		3/20/20

		christina engstrom		Englewood		CO		80113		US		3/20/20

		Shandra Bellinger								US		3/20/20

		Timothy Brubaker		Columbia				29201		US		3/20/20

		Danna Hernandez		North Hollywood				91601		US		3/20/20

		Vanessa Lee		Portland				97201		US		3/20/20

		Alice Shields		Orlando				32810		US		3/20/20

		Zach Sullivan		Bend				97701		US		3/20/20

		Vicki Ann Green		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Gary Sidhu		Sacramento				95835		US		3/20/20

		Lauren Gaspard		Inglewood				90305		US		3/20/20

		Jennifer Thompson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/20/20

		Jasmine Powell		Brevard				28712		US		3/20/20

		Daven Ramos		Austin				78704		US		3/20/20

		Rita Jacobson		San Jose				95124		US		3/20/20

		Ava Pereira		Kenilworth				7033		US		3/20/20

		Amanda Trevino		Houston				77022		US		3/20/20

		John Kramer		Marshfield				2050		US		3/20/20

		Ellery Hoyt		Overland Park				66213		US		3/20/20

		Junyi Luo		Astoria				11103		US		3/20/20

		James Lanigan		Lakewood				90740		US		3/20/20

		Vicki Albright		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Roslynn Porter		Cary				27519		US		3/20/20

		Daniela Sandoval		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/20/20

		Cheryl Lupinacci		Springfield				1101		US		3/20/20

		Paul Lang		Oakdale				15071		US		3/20/20

		Jennifer Cruz		Northridge				91325		US		3/20/20

		Anita Mata		Salem				97305		US		3/20/20

		Lisa Cort		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Deanna Wargowski		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Deborah Macdonald		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Veronica Diaz		Pico Rivera				90660		US		3/20/20

		Eric Lew		Los Angeles		CA		90045		US		3/20/20

		Roderick Macdonald		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Carrie Smith		Machesney Park				61115		US		3/20/20

		Suzanne Gibbs		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/20/20

		Eve Ryser		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Susan Epstein		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mary Kathleen Stewart-Lightner		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Wendy Beltrami		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Diane Slade		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Stacey Bressler		St. Helena		CA		95474		US		3/21/20

		Irit Weir		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Amy Martenson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Joan Taramasso		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Harry Sullivan		Santa Rosa		CA		95404		US		3/21/20

		Janice Amoroso		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Ed Rapp		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Kerry Aman		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		julie gerien		Napa		CA		94559-4506		US		3/21/20

		Sherrell Harper		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jennifer Marks		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Allison Chamberlaine		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Barbara Sharp		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Karina Berge		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Kellie Anderson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Liz Russell		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Linda George		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Sara Featherstone		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Lisa Buckman		Vacaville		CA		95688		US		3/21/20

		Terry Beck		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Anne Smith		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/21/20

		Connie Max		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Lilea Heine		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		MARY ZIEGLER		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Matt Wilkinson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Corrin Anderson Kornovich		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Andrea Risley		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Laura Christianson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Ingrid McNicoll		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Khari Rogers-Brandt								US		3/21/20

		Alfonso Olguin		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Pat Howard		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Bill Peatman		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Alicia Huddleston		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Kathryn Jackson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Michele Niklewicz		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Gloria Valentine		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Kassie Pagaling		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		DonnA McNichol		Oakland		CA		94602		US		3/21/20

		Jenner Sampton		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Jason Kishineff		American Canyon		CA		94503		US		3/21/20

		Samantha Holland		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Courtney Benedict		Sonoma		CA		95476		US		3/21/20

		Edgar Ceron		San Francisco		CA		94124		US		3/21/20

		Wendy Lindroos		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Linda Mininger		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Margaret Wigger		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Robert Wargowski		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/21/20

		Erin gulbransen		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Isabelle Guillou Herve		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		RICHARD BRUNS		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Connie Lowe		Kapolei				96707		US		3/21/20

		Lauren Vanderkamp		Des Moines				50310		US		3/21/20

		Courtney Tate		Maple Grove				56093		US		3/21/20

		Priscilla Yan		Brooklyn				11214		US		3/21/20

		Penelope A Pawl		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Fawn Palmen		Saint Peter				56082		US		3/21/20

		Adriana Zeron								US		3/21/20

		Kendren Cox		Baytown				77521		US		3/21/20

		Alethea Lindsey		Paramount				90723		US		3/21/20

		Janapriya Raju Shalimala Murali		Dayton				45324		US		3/21/20

		Lidia Rivas		Bakersfield				93313		US		3/21/20

		Roscio Rupp		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Savanna Jacks								US		3/21/20

		Alexis Oppedahl11		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Rosemarie Vertullo		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Marvin Johnson		Middle River				21220		US		3/21/20

		Farrah Zapanta		San Bruno				94066		US		3/21/20

		Karla Shanahan		Saint Charles				55972		US		3/21/20

		Eduardo Aranda jr		San Antonio				78201		US		3/21/20

		Tina Swanson								US		3/21/20

		RUSTY T LECONTE		Rockford				61114		US		3/21/20

		Ansley Hill		Cleveland				37311		US		3/21/20

		Ivannette Santos		Aurora				80017		US		3/21/20

		Joanne Sutro		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Claudia Chavez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mary Jane Bowker		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Holly Yoho		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Iris Mallgren		Berkeley		CA		94803		US		3/21/20

		Harriet Spitz		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Lauren Turigliatto		San Francisco		CA		94132		US		3/21/20

		Merasha Scurry		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/21/20

		Alina Cedeno		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/21/20

		Nataly Terrazas		Vallejo		CA		94590		US		3/21/20

		Danielle Zoller		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Toni Hayashi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mellissa Tate		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Gisela diaz		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/21/20

		Amanda Marvel		Phoenix		AZ		85009		US		3/21/20

		Ixchel Rollins		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/21/20

		Nathan Jensen		Concord		CA		94520		US		3/21/20

		JoAnna Chocooj		Napa		CA		4559		US		3/21/20

		Amber Paukert		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Thays Diaz		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/21/20

		Valerie Wolf		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Sharon Lampton		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Laura Langley		Oroville		CA		95966		US		3/21/20

		Kathy Lenning		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jessica Chapin		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Hannah Bradford		Camberwell				SE5		UK		3/21/20

		Evelyn Zlomke		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Sally Sheehan-Brown		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Leslie Frommelt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Judy Waggoner		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Deb Bloomberg		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Karla Bailey		Fairfield		CA		94533		US		3/21/20

		Summer Heartt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		BARBARA LUSTIG		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Avery Spicer		Colorado Springs				80906		US		3/21/20

		Celena Scott		Bath				4530		US		3/21/20

		Ellie Hubbard		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Alondra Diaz		Sacramento				95825		US		3/21/20

		Karina Montanez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mauro Brito		Philadelphia				19152		US		3/21/20

		Jordan Lackey		Statesville				28677		US		3/21/20

		Maira P		Bayville				8721		US		3/21/20

		Aaiyana West		Detroit				48221		US		3/21/20

		Ashlea Pennington		Pueblo				81004		US		3/21/20

		Linda Jesmok		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Richard Putz		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Darlene Friedman		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Kristin Metson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Desteny Lott		Long Beach				90805		US		3/21/20

		Kyle Heartt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Patricia Damery		San Francisco		CA		94110		US		3/21/20

		joyce moldovan		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Michael Sanchez		Anaheim				92801		US		3/21/20

		Bridget Vasquez		Pittsburgh				15227		US		3/21/20

		Melanie Bourlier		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Ahmed Wally		Cairo						US		3/21/20

		Sarina Brandle		Reynolds Station				42368		US		3/21/20

		Christian Brenske		Saginaw				48601		US		3/21/20

		Zachariah Geyer		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Aileen Rothenberg		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Alexis Martinez		Odessa				79765		US		3/21/20

		Endy Oscar		Grand Prairie				75052		US		3/21/20

		Cheryl Huber		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Caleb Wojtkowski		Peoria				85382		US		3/21/20

		steve ruiz		Gary				46409		US		3/21/20

		Christina Nelson		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/21/20

		Daniella Sundquist		Rexburg				83440		US		3/21/20

		Mohammad Abulawi		Houston				77204		US		3/21/20

		Regina Chu		Portland				97206		US		3/21/20

		Mary Field		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Terri Hamm		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Peyton Fatherree Fatherree		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Angela Allen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Carmen Santos		napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Jenna Paulson		Benicia		CA		94510		US		3/21/20

		Phyllis Hunt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Bianca Collins		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Annmarie Baker		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Karla Stromberger		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Rusty Cohn		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Pamela Condos		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Laura Blessing		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Niki Williams		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Donna Mendelsohn		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mark Glickstein		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Lynn Krynen		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Vickie Allen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Nate Sams		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jaye Petrick		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Maryellen Vander Sluis		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Garett Lyon		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Simone Barber		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Brenna Boss		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		carolyn gillen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Lily Haupt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Reyna Victoria		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jan Gates		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Tamar Weir		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Hugh Miles		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Donna Hall		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Elisabeth Bertolucci		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		SUSAN HAFLEIGH		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		richard moreira		Herndon		VA		20171		US		3/21/20

		Betsy Puett		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Michael Stacel		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jude Orozco		Burbank		CA		91503		US		3/21/20

		Diana Doyle		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Erika Fredericks		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Laurie Budash		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Maria Duval		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Janet Nottley		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Izzy b		Miami				33177		US		3/21/20

		Angel Santiago		Takoma Park				20912		US		3/21/20

		Adam Kaluba		Burleson				76028		US		3/21/20

		Alan Friedman		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Meghan Freeman		Claremont				91711		US		3/21/20

		Robin Poppino-Kuntz		Antioch		CA		94509		US		3/21/20

		Alden Kaai		Richmond				23235		US		3/21/20

		Shae Hunt		Snellville				30039		US		3/21/20

		Michael Budash		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Breanna Wagstaff		Prescott				86305		US		3/21/20

		Tamer Enaia		Miami				33141		US		3/21/20

		Angelina Schmidt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Javier Onofre		Anaheim				92802		US		3/21/20

		Katie Shine		Tucson				85705		US		3/21/20

		Yetta Wilson		Anaheim				92804		US		3/21/20

		Sandra Hyman		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Chaz Biton-Reynolds		St louis park				55416		US		3/21/20

		Vaughn Pilcher		Cuyahoga Falls				44223		US		3/21/20

		Jamar Thetford		Bronx				10472		US		3/21/20

		Carla Dal Porto		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Dyas Kinkeade		Crossville				38555		US		3/21/20

		Jose Lopez		Orlando				32810		US		3/21/20

		Karen Robledo		Benicia		CA		94590		US		3/21/20

		Olivia Herard		Brunswick				4011		US		3/21/20

		Priscilla Salas		El Monte				91733		US		3/21/20

		Joseph Murphy		University Center				48710		US		3/21/20

		Janice Pitts		Tulsa				74129		US		3/21/20

		Evan Babula		Eden Prairie				55347		US		3/21/20

		Annie Budash		Redlands		CA		92373		US		3/21/20

		Tallulah Cardazone		Summit				7901		US		3/21/20

		Sherri Pierce		Clifton Park				12065		US		3/21/20

		Brian Batten		Fort Bragg				28307		US		3/21/20

		Helen Pham		Orlando				32835		US		3/21/20

		Khristine Ulanday		Centreville				20121		US		3/21/20

		Tammy Birkland		Seattle				98146		US		3/21/20

		diego durand								US		3/21/20

		fatima Mendenhall		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Jesus Salamanca		Wenatchee				98801		US		3/21/20

		Max Ademiluyi		Atlanta				30318		US		3/21/20

		Stephanie Bank		Murrells inlet				29576		US		3/21/20

		Pamela Smith		Martinez				94553		US		3/21/20

		Samuel Martin		Arcata				95521		US		3/21/20

		Sandi Keist		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Stacie Buchanan		Waverly				45690		US		3/21/20

		Jacqueline Williams		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Mia Valenzuela		Las Vegas				89120		US		3/21/20

		Carla Poe		Surprise				85379		US		3/21/20

		Margaret Clark		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Liz Campbell		New York				10025		US		3/21/20

		Kelly Fields		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Renee Martinez		Miami				33180		US		3/21/20

		Gina Bortolussi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		harleigh layton		Berlin				21811		US		3/21/20

		Dana Williscroft		Manchester Township				8759		US		3/21/20

		Big Daddy Nezar		Arlington				22204		US		3/21/20

		Curtis Parker		Itta Bena				38941		US		3/21/20

		Inge Eggert		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Braden Norris		Raleigh				27609		US		3/21/20

		Rebecca Edwards		Santa Rosa		CA		95403		US		3/21/20

		Geoff Nelson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Maqui Martinez		Jamaica Plain				2130		US		3/21/20

		Maria Mendez		Los Angeles				90044		US		3/21/20

		Yaritza Toledo		Myrtle beach				29579		US		3/21/20

		Joy Kapileo		Portland				97239		US		3/21/20

		Letitia Green		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		shelley Alleyne		Brooklyn				11236		US		3/21/20

		ed moody		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Kathy Simmons		NAPA		CA		94558		US		3/21/20

		Katherine Kovacs		Lebanon				3766		US		3/21/20

		Carole Kelly		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/21/20

		Daisy Dodd		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Rommel Torres		Sacramento				95835		US		3/22/20

		Daphne Veliz								US		3/22/20

		Marissa Tonge		Ridgefield Park				7660		US		3/22/20

		Theresa Pearson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Kele MURRAY		Kilauea				96754		US		3/22/20

		Skylar Bentley		Marion				24354		US		3/22/20

		jessica talkington		Balch Springs				75180		US		3/22/20

		Ohoud Aziz		Philadelphia				19138		US		3/22/20

		Mahdi Aljaberi		Dearborn				48126		US		3/22/20

		Kathy Wallis		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Nancy Mena		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		William Munyon		ABSECON				8201		US		3/22/20

		Susan Wilsey		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		ori gracy		napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Paul Davis		Dallas				75235		US		3/22/20

		Liska Ostojic		Los Angeles				90068		US		3/22/20

		Grant Ulrigg		Salt Lake City				84116		US		3/22/20

		Heather Gupton		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Malia Guercia		East Norwich						US		3/22/20

		Erin League		Portland				97202		US		3/22/20

		Apple Jackson		Gardena				90247		US		3/22/20

		Gisele Tenecela		Queens				11421		US		3/22/20

		James Baek		Los Angeles				90032		US		3/22/20

		Ron Gordon		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Adrian Limas		Chula Vista				91911		US		3/22/20

		Linda Schoppert		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Jacqueline Kahana		Hilo				96720		US		3/22/20

		Matt Chipps		Akron				44305		US		3/22/20

		name not displayed		Phoenix				85014		US		3/22/20

		Mina Tawdrous		Chantilly				20152		US		3/22/20

		Victoria Hamilton Hamilton		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Dharmishtha Patel		Union City				94587		US		3/22/20

		Robyn Horsley		Grandview				64030		US		3/22/20

		Aeon Turner		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Erick Sucuzhanay		Brooklyn				11219		US		3/22/20

		Shereen Elnaggar		Wake Forest				27587		US		3/22/20

		Elana Martir-Samson		Eugene				97404		US		3/22/20

		Linzey Keys		Dallas				75287		US		3/22/20

		Coral Cataldo		Los Angeles		CA		90042		US		3/22/20

		Ashley Egelhoff		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Christopher Chestnutt		Williamsburg				24055		US		3/22/20

		Adam Kent		Hudsonville		MI		49426		US		3/22/20

		Anaid aznadoM Anube		Butuan City				8600		US		3/22/20

		Patricia Belden		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Aaliyah Hilario		Indio				92201		US		3/22/20

		Carlie Speelman		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Michelke Palmaffy		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/22/20

		Lana Stanley		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Lexie Cataldo		Thousand Oaks		CA		91360		US		3/22/20

		Valeria Lopez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Andrew Barker		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Teri Lansberry		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Valeria De Haro		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Julia O'Reilly		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Judy Behrendt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Robin Stalbaum		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Toni Raffetto		Oakland		CA		94602		US		3/22/20

		Carl Lutz		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Amber Pinarretta		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Erik Bally		Antioch		CA		94509		US		3/22/20

		Virginia Betourne		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Kimberley Sullivan		Vacaville		CA		95687		US		3/22/20

		Jasmine Leong		Santa Clara				95050		US		3/22/20

		Samantha Sumarinas		Riverside				92280		US		3/22/20

		Avery Erickson		Minneapolis				55414		US		3/22/20

		Camille Heywood		Henrico				23233		US		3/22/20

		Ally Aguilar		Los Angeles				90096		US		3/22/20

		Monica Hi ole		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Daryl Carter		Washington				20019		US		3/22/20

		Emily webb		San Diego				92126		US		3/22/20

		Clara Rodriguez		Bakersfield				93307		US		3/22/20

		Crystal Riggs		North Vernon				47265		US		3/22/20

		n/a n/a		Irvine				92604		US		3/22/20

		Dinah Ramirez								US		3/22/20

		Manuk Papazyan		Ontario				91762		US		3/22/20

		Sanprit kaur Jhitta		Antioch				94531		US		3/22/20

		Anita Culver		Poplar Bluff				63901		US		3/22/20

		Catherine Fan		Covina				91724		US		3/22/20

		Jordan Anderson		Carson				90746		US		3/22/20

		Francisco Gonzalez		Denver				80260		US		3/22/20

		Helen Rideaux		Houston				77009		US		3/22/20

		Corine Lindberg		Kennewick				99336		US		3/22/20

		Kim Gish		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Wendy Rose		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Heather Farris		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Mahesh Karri		Hyderabad				500001		India		3/22/20

		Destiny King		Chambersburg				17202		US		3/22/20

		Curtis Alford		New Bern				28562		US		3/22/20

		Trisha Fackenthall		Yakima				98902		US		3/22/20

		Chris Olesch						60169		US		3/22/20

		Blair Mackintosh								US		3/22/20

		Ashley Dirkes		Washington				74003		US		3/22/20

		Ana Perez		Warrenton				20186		US		3/22/20

		Shelia Bailey		Columbus				31903		US		3/22/20

		Elijah Saleem		Medford				8055		US		3/22/20

		Shane Nishikawa		Hacienda Heights				91745		US		3/22/20

		Elizabeth P Popp		American Canyon		CA		94503		US		3/22/20

		Amanda Meltzer		Napa		CA		94581		US		3/22/20

		Lindsey Greene		Medford				2155		US		3/22/20

		Ramonita Cedres		Brooklyn				10453		US		3/22/20

		Caley Meredith		Royersford				19468		US		3/22/20

		Lisa Gadoury		Warwick				2886		US		3/22/20

		diane russo		Staten Island				10301		US		3/22/20

		Richard McConnell		Crown Point				46307		US		3/22/20

		Elyssa Toribio		Pine Brook				7058		US		3/22/20

		Mary McKenzie		San Diego		CA		92103		US		3/22/20

		Joe Giardino		West Coxsackie				12192		US		3/22/20

		Joe Wegman		Fairfield				45014		US		3/22/20

		Sui Tial		Ft Mitchell				41017		US		3/22/20

		Kelsey Taylor		Martinsburg				25404		US		3/22/20

		Peter Samuel		Brooklyn				11237		US		3/22/20

		Quantae Goldston		Sanford				27330		US		3/22/20

		Kimberly Barrett		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Roland Cavanagh		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Leslie Cogan		Oakland		CA		94605		US		3/22/20

		Destini Lambert		Batesville				72503		US		3/22/20

		Silvia Valente								US		3/22/20

		Ron Tuason		San Francisco				94110		US		3/22/20

		jade staniforth		Ft. Myers				33908		US		3/22/20

		Jasmen Page		Lakeland				33801		US		3/22/20

		Elizabeth Bueno		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Matthew Degennaro		Passaic				7055		US		3/22/20

		Teekona Steiner		Fairbanks				99701		US		3/22/20

		Jennifer Reyes		Delray Beach				33445		US		3/22/20

		Jennifer Payne		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Candice Koester		London				43140		US		3/22/20

		Josh Imbimbo		Vernon				7461		US		3/22/20

		Kathrynne Shaffer		Marshall				56258		US		3/22/20

		Henry Gallet		Chicago				60628		US		3/22/20

		Tameeka Anderson		Elizabeth				7201		US		3/22/20

		Brad Shurmantine		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Angel Serrano		Brooklyn				11233		US		3/22/20

		Jessica Shin		Newbury Park				91320		US		3/22/20

		Louise Gesswein		Largo				33770		US		3/22/20

		Melinda Efta		Altamonte Springs				32701		US		3/22/20

		Alexandria Lipford		Huntsville				35816		US		3/22/20

		Lisa Brady		Price				84501		US		3/22/20

		Devin Anderson		Norman				73071		US		3/22/20

		Harry Nice		Berkeley springs				25411		US		3/22/20

		Christina Fortwengler								US		3/22/20

		A. M Mae		Altadena				91001		US		3/22/20

		Myo Lynn Htay		Sacramento				95823		US		3/22/20

		JANET GONZALEZ		MIAMI				33165		US		3/22/20

		Glinda Suero		Murrieta				92563		US		3/22/20

		Trevor Morrow		Redding				96003		US		3/22/20

		Shunglavia Rolle-Brown		Fort Lauderdale				33314		US		3/22/20

		Aslam Kahoot		Kenner				70065		US		3/22/20

		Michael Rincon		Brooklyn		NY		11207		US		3/22/20

		Janei Duran		Bakersfield				93306		US		3/22/20

		Justin Kaufman		Fort Wayne				46805		US		3/22/20

		Jamie Pearce		Fort Worth				76177		US		3/22/20

		Christine Wilson		Cleveland Heights				44112		US		3/22/20

		Joshua Muncy		Emeryville				94608		US		3/22/20

		Mary Tran-Lasaath		Lemon Grove				91945		US		3/22/20

		Dina Doughem		Carmel				46033		US		3/22/20

		Rosalei Morefield		Sacramento		CA		95842		US		3/22/20

		Jasmine Chedotte		Aliso Viejo				92656		US		3/22/20

		Azeneth Tijerina		Dallas				75227		US		3/22/20

		Diep Pham		Los Angeles				90803		US		3/22/20

		Maisah Rosario		Virginia Beach				23462		US		3/22/20

		Carolyn DePascale		Gillett				72055		US		3/22/20

		Katie Lucier								US		3/22/20

		JULIE Tingle		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Dana Campbell		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Maria Giusti		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Michaele Drew		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Stan Krueckemeier		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Susan Duquette		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Lotte Cosca		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Mohit Mehtani		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Patricia Magro		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Jerry Foster		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Carrie Gunderson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Lisa Blackwood		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Jeannette Hull		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Fernando Espinoza		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		heda kalenia		Bandung				40161		Indonesia		3/22/20

		kayla hawkins		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/22/20

		Bailey Gray		San Francisco		CA		94103		US		3/22/20

		Kharma Fisher		San Francisco		CA		94131		US		3/22/20

		Ethan Shoemaker		Darlington				21034		US		3/22/20

		Jay Cee		Buena Park				90620		US		3/22/20

		Jesu Pena Galvan		Houston				77073		US		3/22/20

		Cynthia Garcia		Caldwell				83605		US		3/22/20

		Adrienne Mckellar		Long Beach				90814		US		3/22/20

		Allison Hansen		San Jacinto				92582		US		3/22/20

		Areli Sanchez		Harlingen				78550		US		3/22/20

		Janna Kociban		Stroudsburg				18360		US		3/22/20

		Beverly Beale		Hampton				23669		US		3/22/20

		Gabrielle Liddy		Brighton				48116		US		3/22/20

		JeriAnn Swanson		Philadelphia				19116		US		3/22/20

		Cielo Sarabia		Covina				91724		US		3/22/20

		Roanin Fisher		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Darren Carter		Washington				20020		US		3/22/20

		Andy Bui		San Jose				95121		US		3/22/20

		Brady Sipe		Berkeley springs				25411		US		3/22/20

		Kawan Rawls		Columbus				43222		US		3/22/20

		Jan Slatter		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Benjamin Melendez		2920 labella walk falls church				22042		US		3/22/20

		Gabby Bon		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/22/20

		Karina Aleman		Harlingen				78550		US		3/22/20

		Erin Carr		Katy				77449		US		3/22/20

		Melissa Kern Stewart		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Monet Malik		Tacoma				98409		US		3/22/20

		Carol Keith		PORT HURON				48060		US		3/22/20

		Hoang Nguyen		Federal Way				98023		US		3/22/20

		Krystle Faker-Feist		Tacoma				98466		US		3/22/20

		Marcy Bell-Ott		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Madison Whitlow		Plymouth				48170		US		3/22/20

		Samantha Butler		Chicago				60643		US		3/22/20

		Owen Lawson		Liberty				64157		US		3/22/20

		Prashant Thapa		Oakland				94601		US		3/22/20

		Adriana Motiei		Valley Village				91607		US		3/22/20

		Nicole Driscoll		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Matt Fisher		Portland		OR		97225		US		3/22/20

		Sharon Gredvig		Portland		OR		97219		US		3/22/20

		Fiona Shelton		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Gabriel Aguilera-Trejo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Leslie Erickson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Alicia Mcbride		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Teresa Foster		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Julie A.		Victorville				92392		US		3/22/20

		Janelle Rodrigues Gonsalves								US		3/22/20

		Daysi Rojas		Tampa				33607		US		3/22/20

		Yelidad Linares		Newark				7102		US		3/22/20

		Dominique Burnett		Virginia Beach				23464		US		3/22/20

		Charles Henry		Knoxville		TN		37923		US		3/22/20

		Marilou Pancho		Edinburg				78542		US		3/22/20

		Rajeana Tesmer		Mikado				48745		US		3/22/20

		Margaret Nelson		Bronx				10469		US		3/22/20

		Sarah Hernandez		Panorama City				91402		US		3/22/20

		Julie Owen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Jaimey Brower		Mountlake Terrace				98043		US		3/22/20

		Ivonne Gomez		Brownsville				78526		US		3/22/20

		Caitlin Mayo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Lelia Yousif		Dearborn				48124		US		3/22/20

		Isaac Marez		Sacramento				95815		US		3/22/20

		Eva Tijerina		Mcallen				78501		US		3/22/20

		Audrey Hague		Louisville				40208		US		3/22/20

		Noah Tatarsky-Omarzu		Woodacre				94973		US		3/22/20

		Maria Rodriguez		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Iman Akhtar		Katy				77450		US		3/22/20

		Sierra Peterson		Napa		CA				US		3/22/20

		Sarita Porter								US		3/22/20

		Chris Mostek		Lawrence				66046		US		3/22/20

		Daniel Bunter		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Lisa Gustafson		Santa rosa		CA		95401		US		3/22/20

		David Pruett		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Reese Mecchi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Rebecca McAhren		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Ardys Cochran		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Andres Cantera		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Vanessa Meno		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Brenda Hensley		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Ann Short		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/22/20

		Madison Jacque		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Ruby Harvey		Amherst		MA		1002		US		3/22/20

		julia Wildt		Petaluma		CA		94954		US		3/22/20

		robin ellison		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Richard Tate		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Mary Ward		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Janet Peischel		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Kathleen Herdell		Sonoma		CA		94574		US		3/22/20

		Nadia Kinkade		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		US		3/22/20

		Keely Dervin		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/22/20

		Kaitlin Morrissey		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/22/20

		Rose Alcorn Alcorn		Cathedral City		CA		92234		US		3/22/20

		Lyssa Jaye		San Rafael		CA		94903		US		3/23/20

		Marie Smith		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Johanna Jensen		Chattanooga		TN		37411		US		3/23/20

		Nicola Broda		Rosedale		MD		21237		US		3/23/20

		Susan Wallis		San Rafael		CA		94903		US		3/23/20

		Don Nguyen		Morrow				30260		US		3/23/20

		angel chavez		La Puente				91744		US		3/23/20

		Linda Stone		Berkeley		CA		94702		US		3/23/20

		Russell Mello		New Bedford				2745		US		3/23/20

		Bailey Fox		Rhinelander				54501		US		3/23/20

		Jose Hernandez		Sacramento		CA		95825		US		3/23/20

		Shannon Smith-Bernardin		Berkeley		CA		94703		US		3/23/20

		Billie Nordness		Evansville				53536		US		3/23/20

		Nathan Mitchell		Waterville				13480		US		3/23/20

		Dominique Camblard		Trenton				8618		US		3/23/20

		Debah Massamba		Irving				75062		US		3/23/20

		Jesse Mora		Los Angeles				90028		US		3/23/20

		Trisha Salazar		Pueblo				81008		US		3/23/20

		Kate Fee		Washington				20002		US		3/23/20

		Marqual Simpson		Hyattsville				20784		US		3/23/20

		Anitha Doddapaneni		Cumming				30024		US		3/23/20

		Trinity Hughes		Franklin				3235		US		3/23/20

		Tiffany Romero		Clifton				7012		US		3/23/20

		Isabella Martinez		Las Vegas				89141		US		3/23/20

		Susan O'Brien		Northbridge		MA		1534		US		3/23/20

		Angel Serna		Santa Ana				92704		US		3/23/20

		Hussein Mohsin		Palos Hills				60465		US		3/23/20

		Abbie Moore		Claremont		CA		91711		US		3/23/20

		Andrea Ramos								US		3/23/20

		Cristian Chavez		Concord				94520		US		3/23/20

		Vicente Pasciolco		Pacoima				91331		US		3/23/20

		Jaime Manzano		Tustin				92780		US		3/23/20

		Fahad Mizan		Jersey City				7306		US		3/23/20

		cindy guerrero		Santa Ana				92704		US		3/23/20

		Isabel Dopp		Fairfield				94534		US		3/23/20

		Keith Gibson		Wrentham				2093		US		3/23/20

		Anna Benitez		San Rafael		CA		94903		US		3/23/20

		Jaclyn Zundell		New Haven				6511		US		3/23/20

		Shanda Minines		Lancaster				93535		US		3/23/20

		Daisy Alvarez		Garden Grove				92840		US		3/23/20

		Richard Tyrrell		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Cristian Pulido		Santa Ana				92703		US		3/23/20

		Matthew Williams		Peoria				85351		US		3/23/20

		Margarita Colon		Orlando				32810		US		3/23/20

		James Lee		Stillwater				74074		US		3/23/20

		Bella Campos		Perris				92570		US		3/23/20

		Mindy Sullivan		Fresno				93722		US		3/23/20

		Robin khan		Bronx				10461		US		3/23/20

		Juan Torres		Santa Ana				92707		US		3/23/20

		Lavila Jackson		Clarksville				21029		US		3/23/20

		Diana Gamboa		Santa Ana				92704		US		3/23/20

		Candice Wenger		Albuquerque				87110		US		3/23/20

		Jean Imouk		Houston				77082		US		3/23/20

		Rebecca Atencio		Worcester				1608		US		3/23/20

		Cami Flake		San Rafael		CA		94901		US		3/23/20

		King Kairri		Matthews				28105		US		3/23/20

		Tanesia Nyshelle		Greenville				29607		US		3/23/20

		Frances Coutts		Sedalia				65301		US		3/23/20

		Angeles Hernandez		Compton				90220		US		3/23/20

		Ephrem Fantaye		Lynnwood				98087		US		3/23/20

		Jessica Pierotti		Chicago				60622		US		3/23/20

		Viviana Wilder		Newport				37821		US		3/23/20

		Cory Macomber		San Diego				92021		US		3/23/20

		Ingrid Venereo		Miami				33172		US		3/23/20

		Barry C. Williams								US		3/23/20

		Katy Shand		San Leandro		CA		94578		US		3/23/20

		Loryn Mullens		Shafter				93263		US		3/23/20

		Amy Lopez		Santa Ana				92707		US		3/23/20

		Lorraine Wade		Warren				2885		US		3/23/20

		Steven Moerch		Seattle				98107		US		3/23/20

		Joe Mazza		Manchester				6040		US		3/23/20

		Darick Jones		Woodbridge				95258		US		3/23/20

		Ruweyda Ali		Saint Cloud				56301		US		3/23/20

		Evelyn Arevalo		Santa Ana				92703		US		3/23/20

		Miguel Villela		Fountain Valley				92708		US		3/23/20

		Taylor Elizabeth								US		3/23/20

		Manhal Asha		West Bloomfield				48322		US		3/23/20

		Weili He		San Jose				95120		US		3/23/20

		Janice Calep		Castor				71016		US		3/23/20

		Shannon Santana		Oakley				94561		US		3/23/20

		Dorys DEMIRANDA		Littleton				80121		US		3/23/20

		Dikla Meitis		Maitland		FL		32751		US		3/23/20

		Lorenzo DiMaggio		New York				10036		US		3/23/20

		Dina Naser		Montréal				H3B		US		3/23/20

		isabel galvan		Los Angeles				90031		US		3/23/20

		Masa Kinoshita		Los Alamitos				90720		US		3/23/20

		Eldev Ochir Ankhbaatar		Arlington				22203		US		3/23/20

		Destany Dougherty		Sparks				89436		US		3/23/20

		Francisco GUILLEN		Fontana				92337		US		3/23/20

		Mariana Avila		Hollywood				33025		US		3/23/20

		abderrahim amara		New Bedford				2746		US		3/23/20

		Alexa Porcayo		Long Beach				90805		US		3/23/20

		britney baker		Louisville				40258		US		3/23/20

		Erica Solano		South San Francisco		CA		94080		US		3/23/20

		samantha sheppard		Petaluma		CA		94901		US		3/23/20

		Elda Hernandez		El Cerrito		CA		94530		US		3/23/20

		Shirleen Hall		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Lillya Roldan		berkeley		CA		94720		US		3/23/20

		Martin Ramirez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Madeleine Thompson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Miranda Morgan		Rohnert Park		CA		94928		US		3/23/20

		Avery Gerhardt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Cindy Bannister		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Dawn Silva		Groveland				95321		US		3/23/20

		Jennifer Burke		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Tessa Henry		Angwin		CA		94508		US		3/23/20

		Kari Blakely		Santa Rosa		CA		95405		US		3/23/20

		Juliet Stamperdahl		Berkeley		CA		94703		US		3/23/20

		Eileen Guerard		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Mercedes Angelo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		michelle Allen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Sophia Sanguinetti		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Julie Rodriguez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Zachary Barker		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		David Ryder		Yountville		CA		94599		US		3/23/20

		Brittany Maguire		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Jennifer Kirsch		Berkeley		CA		94702		US		3/23/20

		Kennedy Wheaton		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Natalie Herriott		Yountville		CA		94599		US		3/23/20

		Chelsea Ofstedahl		Surprise		AZ		85374		US		3/23/20

		Maria Ochoa		San Pablo		CA		94806		US		3/23/20

		Wm Love		Carrickfergus		NIR		BT387EA		UK		3/23/20

		Belen Flores		Los Angeles		CA		90005		US		3/23/20

		LINH NGUYEN		Toronto				M6S		Canada		3/23/20

		Amalani Latu		Gaffney				29340		US		3/23/20

		Barbara Hill		Rocky Mount				27801		US		3/23/20

		Rick Wild		Baltimore				21230		US		3/23/20

		Mia Sweet		Smithton				62285		US		3/23/20

		Jeffrey Rivera		Miami				33193		US		3/23/20

		Devon Mathias		Lancaster				17602		US		3/23/20

		Jalyssa Ramirez		Bakersfield				93306		US		3/23/20

		Mical Guillot		Hialeah				33013		US		3/23/20

		Shyla Salmon		Colorado Springs				80915		US		3/23/20

		Karis Feydo		Roanoke				24015		US		3/23/20

		Miguel Vargas		Perris				92570		US		3/23/20

		LuAnn Kremer		Litchfield Park				85340		US		3/23/20

		Beki Anderson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Peggy Getty		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Kurdo slo		Zakho						Iraq		3/23/20

		Patrick Mulcahy		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Jenelle green		newark				19702		US		3/23/20

		Victoria Wilder		Wilson				27893		US		3/23/20

		Zak Miller		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Emilie Beauchamp		Brattleboro				5301		US		3/23/20

		Curissa Grady		Jacksonville Beach				32250		US		3/23/20

		Alexis Calatayud		El Paso				79928		US		3/23/20

		Geraldvan Pinheiro		Wilkes-barre				18702		US		3/23/20

		phoebe pyden		Cumming				30040		US		3/23/20

		Diana Montes		San Francisco		CA		94110		US		3/23/20

		Mali Benvenutti		Macon				31204		US		3/23/20

		Jill Allen		Burlington				5401		US		3/23/20

		Loren McKay		Lake Ariel				18436		US		3/23/20

		Kimia R		Boca Raton				33431		US		3/23/20

		Brayden Mcconnell		Cornelia				30531		US		3/23/20

		Terry Ribera		San Diego				92104		US		3/23/20

		Leslie Musante		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Stephanie Pierson		Kalamazoo				49007		US		3/23/20

		Hanna Morcos		Manassas				20109		US		3/23/20

		Jazlyne Reyes		Chicago				60617		US		3/23/20

		Susan Johnson		Monrovia				91016		US		3/23/20

		Noel Hermosillo		Oak lawn				60453		US		3/23/20

		Allison Jones		Myrtle Beach				29577		US		3/23/20

		Sharday Brown		Buffalo				14213		US		3/23/20

		Jasmin Rivera		Woodridge				7075		US		3/23/20

		Amy Bennett		Middletown				7748		US		3/23/20

		Dolores Inzunza		Coachella				92236		US		3/23/20

		Vilma Tomaj		Trumbull				6611		US		3/23/20

		MAISHA JONES		San Bernardino				92408		US		3/23/20

		Gary Szczepanowski		Charlotte				28213		US		3/23/20

		Harrison Keen		Plainville				2762		US		3/23/20

		Amberlynn Ramos		Moriarty				87035		US		3/23/20

		Amanda Schulman		New York				10009		US		3/23/20

		Manny Gutierrez		Placentia				92870		US		3/23/20

		Jan Goodman		Santa Monica				90402		US		3/23/20

		Maddie Wagner		Roanoke				24018		US		3/23/20

		Andrise D’Haiti		New York		NY		10118		US		3/23/20

		shannon risko		Egg Harbor Township				8234		US		3/23/20

		Theresa Vazquez		Perth Amboy				8861		US		3/23/20

		Karalyn Eldridge		Kalamazoo				49009		US		3/23/20

		Charles Bonham		Houston		TX		77019		US		3/23/20

		stacy braunstein		napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Ashley Hanlon		Kelseyville		CA		95451		US		3/23/20

		Kimberly Sanchez		Riverside		CA		92405		US		3/23/20

		Jose Garcia		Miami				33183		US		3/23/20

		mary BudgickLien		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Andrea Marke		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Forrest Wagg		Oakland		CA		94618		US		3/23/20

		Sandra Flint		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Sandra Sauter		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Richard Cabral		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Kate McBride		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Lisa Hirsch		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Eilin Rasmussen								US		3/23/20

		Donald Jenkiins		napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		KIm Hyo Min		Gangneung						South Korea		3/23/20

		Dana Ceballos		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		ji seo		Samcheok						South Korea		3/23/20

		Alicia Kelley		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Angela Todd		Oakland		CA		94601		US		3/23/20

		Melinda Mendelson		St. Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20

		Nichole Peterson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		kaylah kramer		San Luis Obispo		CA		93401		US		3/23/20

		Laura Isham		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Erica Simpson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Michelle Moore		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Erica Swenson		Saint Paul				55117		US		3/23/20

		San K		El Sobrante				94803		US		3/23/20

		Shonya Beale		Norfolk				23507		US		3/23/20

		Joseph King		Piedmont				29673		US		3/23/20

		Victoria Chavez		Los Angeles				90018		US		3/23/20

		Rebecca Rubio		Escondido				92027		US		3/23/20

		Terry Carlson		Lady Lake				32159		US		3/23/20

		Natalie Heinrichs		Glenelg				21739		US		3/23/20

		Morgan Maxey		Spokane				99205		US		3/23/20

		Kym Rodrigues		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Keith Denman		Houston				77007		US		3/23/20

		Tonya Witmer		Philadelphia				19146		US		3/23/20

		rheanna woodcock		Chester				23831		US		3/23/20

		Brady Dement		Annapolis				21409		US		3/23/20

		Teera Hicks		Capitol Heights				20743		US		3/23/20

		Kiana Meyer		Napa				94558		US		3/23/20

		Diamond Maldonado		Warren				2885		US		3/23/20

		alexandra Kasdan		novatoa				94949		US		3/23/20

		Laura Mckan		Washington						US		3/23/20

		Kathleen Beebe		Sonoma		CA		95476		US		3/23/20

		Samuel Johnson		Fountain Valley				92708		US		3/23/20

		Ashley Maro		Dubuque				52003		US		3/23/20

		Karen Bybee		Steelville				65565		US		3/23/20

		Valentina Cardenas		Elizabeth				7202		US		3/23/20

		Megan Anderson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Ryan Conway		Merrimac				1860		US		3/23/20

		Nancy Warren		Havertown				19083		US		3/23/20

		alison lopez		Ontario				91762		US		3/23/20

		Noah Garcia								US		3/23/20

		Paulina Flores								US		3/23/20

		Jenny Maldonado		Sanford				32773		US		3/23/20

		Sufia Rashid		Chandler				85224		US		3/23/20

		Jayden Keller		Sunset				84015		US		3/23/20

		LeeAndrea Green		Owensboro				42301		US		3/23/20

		Sue Wollack		San Francisco		CA		95474		US		3/23/20

		Jodi Paquin		Corvallis				97330		US		3/23/20

		mariya dolph		Portland				97223		US		3/23/20

		Bernadette Jean		Roxbury Crossing				2120		US		3/23/20

		Jeannie Gross		Gloucester Courthouse				23061		US		3/23/20

		Adrian Ramirez		Los Angeles				90745		US		3/23/20

		Roberto Garcia		Kyle				78640		US		3/23/20

		M’Shiari Gonzales		Valley Stream				11580		US		3/23/20

		Tiffany Keen		Columbus				53925		US		3/23/20

		Iuliia Kochergina		Saint Petersburg				33703		US		3/23/20

		Joy Caldwell		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Isabella Rogers		Covington				70433		US		3/23/20

		Judy Myers		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Jose Serrano		Richmond				23228		US		3/23/20

		Randall Menke		Harrison				72601		US		3/23/20

		Michael Stevenson		Beaumont				77713		US		3/23/20

		julia whelan		warsaw				22572		US		3/23/20

		Bonita Hawkins		Washington				20003		US		3/23/20

		Luisa Heymann		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Xavier Braxton		Detroit				48219		US		3/23/20

		Cedric Ware		Atlanta				30306		US		3/23/20

		Jonathan Cornelius		Fontana				92337		US		3/23/20

		Nelson Summerlin		Atlanta		GA		30349		US		3/23/20

		Anna Tang		Sandy				84093		US		3/23/20

		Jason Williamson		Hampton				23666		US		3/23/20

		Stephanie Romero		Paso Robles				93446		US		3/23/20

		Theresa Nio		Petaluma		CA		94954		US		3/23/20

		Ryleigh Valdez		San Clemente				92672		US		3/23/20

		Liliana Betancourt		Morehead City				28557		US		3/23/20

		Zoe Mesko		Sun City				85373		US		3/23/20

		Arda Kilickan		Los Angeles				90028		US		3/23/20

		Lucia Westgate		Cape Coral				33914		US		3/23/20

		John Watanabe		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20

		Brian Liu		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Celinda Dahlgren		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Cynthia Crawford		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Courtney Throckmorton		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20

		KALISHA Todd		Marshall				49068		US		3/23/20

		Marc Frankenstein		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		Brittany Bramwell		Lutz				33548		US		3/23/20

		Arthur Mcdaniel		Chester				23836		US		3/23/20

		abigail canter		Tampa				37620		US		3/23/20

		Axel Ochoa		Hayward				94541		US		3/23/20

		Marelyn Lyan		Fall river				2720		US		3/23/20

		Laury Polanco		Reading				19605		US		3/23/20

		Elizabeth Milliken		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20

		Lagilelei Alapati		Kent				98032		US		3/23/20

		Paul Franson		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Brenda Lynn		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/23/20

		cooper hughes		Omaha				68134		US		3/23/20

		Kiersten Bjorkman		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/23/20

		Amy Yang		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/23/20

		Elizabeth McQueeney		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/24/20

		Jennifer Tronstad		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Nancy McIlvaine		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		William Allen		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Alison Shull		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Janet Gotch		Yountville		CA		94599		US		3/24/20

		Amy Elliot		Yountville		CA		94599		US		3/24/20

		Jen Rose		Vallejo		CA		94591		US		3/24/20

		Cheryl Fiedler		Napa		WA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Lucretia Sawyer		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Jenna Okelley		Davis		CA		95616		US		3/24/20

		Beth Wagner		San Francisco		CA		94131		US		3/24/20

		핔핣핪핤핥핒핝 한핣핖핥핖핣		San Pedro				90731		US		3/24/20

		Lori Candland		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Betty Labastida		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Kaitlyn Keyes		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Katy Bandy		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Jane Berger		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Karyn Loveland		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Ahmed Fofana		Woodbridge				22193		US		3/24/20

		Bushra Rizwan		Silver Spring				20906		US		3/24/20

		Terri Price		Lompoc				93436		US		3/24/20

		Cecilia McCusker		Denver		CO		80209		US		3/24/20

		Gabi Montalvo		Eugene				97405		US		3/24/20

		Connor Doan		Glen Allen				23059		US		3/24/20

		Jesus Verduzco		Riverbank				95367		US		3/24/20

		Tara Doran Muccitelli		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Angelo Raffaele		Danvers				1923		US		3/24/20

		Cassandra Luna		Bolinas		CA		94924		US		3/24/20

		funshine sunshine								US		3/24/20

		Kelly Smith								US		3/24/20

		Suzy Gostas		Neenah				54956		US		3/24/20

		Erik Wait		Denver				80206		US		3/24/20

		Biju Manadyel		Tampa				33634		US		3/24/20

		Emma Bennett		Los Angeles		CA		90066		US		3/24/20

		Lea Dunham		Fort Lauderdale				33324		US		3/24/20

		Allie Jacob		Bergenfield				7621		US		3/24/20

		Laurie Higuera		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Dhete Cooper		Zephyrhills				33541		US		3/24/20

		Kevin Mosier		Gordonsville				38563		US		3/24/20

		Gianni Garcia		New York				10025		US		3/24/20

		Cindy Pham		Springfield				22153		US		3/24/20

		Abby Payne		Rancho Palos Verdes				90275		US		3/24/20

		Madi Montgomery		Richmond				23236		US		3/24/20

		Dar Hinson-Andre		Brooklyn				11203		US		3/24/20

		Christopher Gabriel		Bronx				10457		US		3/24/20

		Angela Hatcher		Griffin				30223		US		3/24/20

		Imonnie Booker		Kansas City				64119		US		3/24/20

		Yolanda Odonnell								US		3/24/20

		Talisa Valentine		Carrollton				75007		US		3/24/20

		Elysa Smith		West palm beach				33413		US		3/24/20

		Jackson Cason		Atlanta				30329		US		3/24/20

		Emily Powers		Malvern				72104		US		3/24/20

		Yaimara Viera		Opa Locka				33147		US		3/24/20

		Alexis Fiske		Panama City				32405		US		3/24/20

		Heather Johnson		Surfside Beach				23605		US		3/24/20

		Steven Scott		Hayes				23072		US		3/24/20

		Andy Garcia		Martinsville				24112		US		3/24/20

		Sahand S.		sherman oaks				91401		US		3/24/20

		Destine williams		Delaware				19720		US		3/24/20

		Angie Chen		Albany				12205		US		3/24/20

		Pavan Ravindra		College Park				20740		US		3/24/20

		Françoise Peschon		Calistoga		CA		94515		US		3/24/20

		Rich Schultz		Wells				56097		US		3/24/20

		Erik Lopez		Los Angles				91503		US		3/24/20

		Savannah Covey		New York				3109		US		3/24/20

		teimy Hernandez		Washington				27889		US		3/24/20

		Allison R		Bell				90202		US		3/24/20

		melina ceja		Santa Rosa				95409		US		3/24/20

		Trisha Burns		Palatka		FL		32177		US		3/24/20

		Betsy Moulds		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Meghan Goins		Georgetown				40324		US		3/24/20

		Chikako Barnes		Urbana				61801		US		3/24/20

		Hama Ganji		Kirkuk						Iraq		3/24/20

		Jaden Aldridge		Brockton				2301		US		3/24/20

		Binoob Sredharan		Orlando				33980		US		3/24/20

		Nat Tan		Reseda				91324		US		3/24/20

		Brittany Garrison								US		3/24/20

		avery rrutherford		Justin				76247		US		3/24/20

		robert eggleston		martinsville				24112		US		3/24/20

		Lisa López		Kissimmee				34743		US		3/24/20

		Amber Alvarez		Knoxville				37912		US		3/24/20

		Mariama Sarr		Philadelphia				19120		US		3/24/20

		Connie Bedell		Burbank				91503		US		3/24/20

		Warren Nelson		Whangarei				94558		New Zealand		3/24/20

		Jahmal Jones		Stephens City				22655		US		3/24/20

		Andrew Thompson		Martinez				94553		US		3/24/20

		joseph kendall		Manhattan Beach				90266		US		3/24/20

		Stacey Williams-Smith		Waldorf				20603		US		3/24/20

		cary swallows		Springfield				62704		US		3/24/20

		Vak Barbour		Crozet				22932		US		3/24/20

		Yen Ngo		Costa Mesa				92626		US		3/24/20

		Tony Antole		Lockport				60441		US		3/24/20

		Nathaly Torres		Inglewood				90303		US		3/24/20

		Will Kreidler		Redwood City				94063		US		3/24/20

		Cameron Orr		South Jordan				84095		US		3/24/20

		Steve Moulds		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Robert Clegg		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/24/20

		Cathy Martin		Medford		OR		97504		US		3/24/20

		Carol Schmidter		Orlando		FL		32801		US		3/24/20

		Ellen Hannah		Napa,		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Cynthia Dempsey		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Diane Flyr		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Lamonique Allen		Harker Heights				76548		US		3/24/20

		Paul Garcia		Conroe				77301		US		3/24/20

		Sam Mikesic		Collegeville				19426		US		3/24/20

		Kalea Jensen		Portland				97267		US		3/24/20

		Yiqing Ye		Columbia				29201		US		3/24/20

		Elsa Dias		Columbia				7832		US		3/24/20

		Amber Howard		Millbrook				36054		US		3/24/20

		Bernadette Harrison		Burbank				91503		US		3/24/20

		Matthew Colson		Manassas				20110		US		3/24/20

		Tomas Lara		Laredo				78046		US		3/24/20

		Melanie Meehan		Niantic				6357		US		3/24/20

		Kelly Walsh		Long Beach				90815		US		3/24/20

		Ellen Kra		Bronx				10456		US		3/24/20

		Sergio Tellez		Chicago				60637		US		3/24/20

		Joanie Baker		Naylor				31641		US		3/24/20

		Sandra Figueroa		Fontana				92335		US		3/24/20

		Bailey Rodd		Richmond				23227		US		3/24/20

		Marleny Vargas		Houston				77089		US		3/24/20

		Tylian McDaniel		Aurora				60504		US		3/24/20

		Hannah Karnes		Columbus				43215		US		3/24/20

		Patrisia Ramos		Paramount				90723		US		3/24/20

		Roshni Shah		Oldsmar				34677		US		3/24/20

		Herson Soto		North Hills				91343		US		3/24/20

		William Puckett		Virginia Beach				23454		US		3/24/20

		Jose Mateo		Desert hot springs				92240		US		3/24/20

		Nicole Blair		Douglasville				30134		US		3/24/20

		Axel Torres		Bogart				30666		US		3/24/20

		Nicole Bonifacio		Delano				93215		US		3/24/20

		Noah Larkin		Hesperia				92345		US		3/24/20

		Jaheim Horton		Atlanta				30301		US		3/24/20

		Melissa Lyumanova		Vancouver				98682		US		3/24/20

		Dani Sydorowich		Bernalillo				87004		US		3/24/20

		Lucy Anderle		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Cynthia Deutsch		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Page Marco		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Cindy Merrill OBrien								US		3/24/20

		Hoyeong Lee		Mapo						South Korea		3/24/20

		Ashley Reloba		Red Lodge				59068		US		3/24/20

		Michele Torres		St. Helena		CA		95474		US		3/24/20

		Tiffany Butler		Oakland		CA		94610		US		3/24/20

		Starr Sullins		Clanton				35045		US		3/24/20

		Bella Scully		Middletown				10940		US		3/24/20

		Jessica Aburto		Oxnard				93035		US		3/24/20

		Carlos Mendia		Baltimore				21206		US		3/24/20

		Paul Blackburn		Elizabethtown		KY		42701		US		3/24/20

		Leanna Busby		Hueytown				35023		US		3/24/20

		Kylie Spiekerman		Saginaw				48604		US		3/24/20

		Nathan Howard		White lake				48386		US		3/24/20

		Mariana Espinoza		Laredo				78041		US		3/24/20

		Dmitri Gonzalez		Fitchburg				1440		US		3/24/20

		Sandra Hernandez		Arlington				76004		US		3/24/20

		Veronica Villagran		Houston				77055		US		3/24/20

		Michelle Waco		Cornelius				97113		US		3/24/20

		Tuan Do		Santa Ana				92706		US		3/24/20

		Christian Vivas		McFarland				93250		US		3/24/20

		Thais Durazo		Morristown		NJ		7960		US		3/24/20

		Stephane Rhodes		Fort Worth				76124		US		3/24/20

		Chloe Parry		Fredericksburg				78624		US		3/24/20

		Joshua Lum		Kihei				96753		US		3/24/20

		Bob Man		Fort Lauderdale				123455		US		3/24/20

		Spencer Koch		Scottsdale				85254		US		3/24/20

		Laura Arisman		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Annette Abrajan		Centerfield				84622		US		3/24/20

		Robin Glauser		Monticello				71655		US		3/24/20

		Nikeya Dade-Archie		Richmond				23234		US		3/24/20

		Ana Alfaro		Indio				92203		US		3/24/20

		Nicholas Valdez		Carrollton				30117		US		3/24/20

		Mary Churchill		Wichita				67211		US		3/24/20

		Jasmin Gomez		Bronx				10457		US		3/24/20

		Steven Thomason		Kapaa				96746		US		3/24/20

		Alexandra Farrington		Georgiana				36033		US		3/24/20

		J. F.		Altoona				50009		US		3/24/20

		Alex Gaskins		Newport News				23608		US		3/24/20

		Austin Robinson		Atlanta				30306		US		3/24/20

		Kenna Noelle		Dallas				75204		US		3/24/20

		Anahi Cortes		Oxnard				93030		US		3/24/20

		Julie Daly		Avondale				85323		US		3/24/20

		brynnley kuehl		Wasilla				99654		US		3/24/20

		Nikki Dimeck		Los Angeles				90068		US		3/24/20

		Katelyn Katelyn		High Point				27265		US		3/24/20

		Elizabeth Beynon		Pakersburg				62101		US		3/24/20

		Sara Dominguez		Hesperia				92245		US		3/24/20

		Mia Andino		Houston				77448		US		3/24/20

		Christina W Jennings		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Yessenia Paredes		Burbank				91503		US		3/24/20

		Kerly Moreno		Flushing				11354		US		3/24/20

		clariza castellanos		Orlando				32832		US		3/24/20

		Toshi Suwa		Moss Landing				95039		US		3/24/20

		Talesha Mercer		Albany				31707		US		3/24/20

		Gabriel Santamaria		Richmond				23220		US		3/24/20

		lui gomez		Valencia				91354		US		3/24/20

		Hasie Selmani		Davenport				52804		US		3/24/20

		Gavin Russel		Birmingham				35213		US		3/24/20

		tanissa white		Blythe				92225		US		3/24/20

		Rovin Aplaon		Milpitas				95035		US		3/24/20

		Amanda Strickland		Oroville				95965		US		3/24/20

		Rusul Abdulsattar		Liberty Lake				99019		US		3/24/20

		stacy McLean		brooklyn				11213		US		3/24/20

		Alana Gravatt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Sally Alcantar		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/24/20

		steve lokos		lacey				98513		US		3/24/20

		Aaliyah Nuñez		Fontana				92336		US		3/24/20

		Tiffany Gracia								Indonesia		3/24/20

		Velly Delafeni		Jakarta				16512		Indonesia		3/24/20

		Kenneth Terry		Bloomsburg				17815		US		3/24/20

		James Seay		Arlington				22206		US		3/24/20

		Dangely Martin		Miami				33177		US		3/24/20

		Kemi Savage		North Brunswick Township				8902		US		3/24/20

		Judy Saguin		Destin				32541		US		3/24/20

		Christina Dobson		Greenville				32331		US		3/24/20

		Mira Peterson		SF						US		3/24/20

		Jeremy Anderson								US		3/24/20

		Angie O'Star								US		3/24/20

		Danny Vasquez		Woodbridge				22191		US		3/24/20

		Caleen Grant		Laurens				29360		US		3/24/20

		서연 김		Namyangju						South Korea		3/24/20

		Alice Neiufi		Pittsburg		CA		94565		US		3/24/20

		Anne Mccaffrey		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Jessica Tuteur		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Karen Cahill		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Sarah Barry		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Darian Jones		Richmond				94804		US		3/24/20

		Shamar Catoe		Nashville				37222		US		3/24/20

		Luis Batista		Timberville				22853		US		3/24/20

		Kevin Cruz		Apopka				32712		US		3/24/20

		Kevin Kole		Torrance				90504		US		3/24/20

		Maria De Armas		Miami				33126		US		3/24/20

		Andrée Cranford		Escondido				92027		US		3/24/20

		Hector Bernal		Anaheim				92804		US		3/24/20

		Denise Juarez		San Francisco				94112		US		3/24/20

		Tamra Snow		Lakewood				90712		US		3/24/20

		Kelsey Taylor		Roanoke				24016		US		3/24/20

		Hayleigh Davis		Johnson City				37604		US		3/24/20

		Molly Huey		Topsham				4086		US		3/24/20

		Celathia Rhodes		Walterboro				29488		US		3/24/20

		Greg Pelke		Los Angeles				90045		US		3/24/20

		Jenna Horowitz		Somers Point				8224		US		3/24/20

		Ericka Graham		Newark				7107		US		3/24/20

		Christina Weitzel		Allentown				18103		US		3/24/20

		Allison Heard		Cary				27518		US		3/24/20

		LaDonna Campbell		High Point				27262		US		3/24/20

		Bradee Hay		Mineral Wells				76067		US		3/24/20

		Hannah Heilpern		White				30184		US		3/24/20

		Tejvir Badwal		White Marsh				21162		US		3/24/20

		Michelle Kinnun		Ventura				93003		US		3/24/20

		Harry Reese		Bozeman				59715		US		3/24/20

		Kelly Tims		Redding				96003		US		3/24/20

		Joselyne Acosta		Lucerne				95458		US		3/24/20

		Sierra Geldreich		Molalla				97038		US		3/24/20

		Ashley Johnson		Jonesboro				30238		US		3/24/20

		Cierra Lewis		Orange				22960		US		3/24/20

		Beckie Bella								US		3/24/20

		Derick Stroud		Oakland				94603		US		3/24/20

		Felix Lansana		Mishawaka				46545		US		3/24/20

		Thelma Brenes		Hialeah				33016		US		3/24/20

		Leonardo Rios		Napa				94558		US		3/24/20

		Gina Canada		Palmdale				93551		US		3/24/20

		Anthony Webster		Riverside				92505		US		3/24/20

		SHAMEKA MCCLENDON		Jonesboro				30236		US		3/24/20

		Cassie Davis		Boone				28607		US		3/24/20

		Kelly Towns		Reisterstown				21136		US		3/24/20

		Morgan Hurt		Atlanta				30305		US		3/24/20

		Cynthia Kairys		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Pauline Bray		Florissant				63031		US		3/24/20

		Kim Demerly		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Julie hall		Winter Garden				34787		US		3/24/20

		ramon soler		Miami				33155		US		3/24/20

		Zachary Bowman		Lancaster				17601		US		3/24/20

		Emily Ehmann		Plano				75024		US		3/24/20

		zhen li		Fresh Meadows				11365		US		3/24/20

		Savion Benjamin		Orangeburg				29115		US		3/24/20

		Lexie Pace		Sandy				84094		US		3/24/20

		Jeff LaPenna		Novato				94947		US		3/24/20

		Cathy Bennett		Alexandria				22304		US		3/24/20

		J C		Houston				77002		US		3/24/20

		John Rainwater		Seattle				98106		US		3/24/20

		Ashley Capellan		Lawrence				1841		US		3/24/20

		damarys socarras		Burbank				91503		US		3/24/20

		Claudia Castro		Lake Mary				34714		US		3/24/20

		Samson Tchitava		Miami Beach				33140		US		3/24/20

		Xandra Hawks		Star				83669		US		3/24/20

		Mckenzie Lay		Kenton				43326		US		3/24/20

		Borislav Velikov		Roseville				95661		US		3/24/20

		Kristina Musa		Eden Prairie				55347		US		3/24/20

		Nancy Duckhorn		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Julie Arcand		Kirkland				98033		US		3/24/20

		Angel Clifton		Memphis				38141		US		3/24/20

		John Kane		mesa				85208		US		3/24/20

		Karen Wesson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Candace Bigelow		Swannanoa				28778		US		3/24/20

		kat rives		Reston				20194		US		3/24/20

		Xiaorui Liu		Bayside				11360		US		3/24/20

		Nia Anderson		Harleysville				19438		US		3/24/20

		Tyra Stinnie		Charlottesville				22901		US		3/24/20

		Naruto Uzamaki		Clarksburg				26301		US		3/24/20

		Leela Hildenbrand		Beaufort				29902		US		3/24/20

		Jessica Price		Naperville				60563		US		3/24/20

		Randal Collier		Seattle				98134		US		3/24/20

		Carol Barge		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		keila marmol		Arlington				22204		US		3/24/20

		David Haggard		Cullman				35622		US		3/24/20

		Robin Whiteside		San Francisco		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Mery Rosario		Bergenfield				7621		US		3/24/20

		Jo Annie Vera		Bergenfield				7621		US		3/24/20

		Vânia Glazer		Windermere				34786		US		3/24/20

		Jan Ehrenberg		Temecula		CA		92591		US		3/24/20

		Melanie Salinas		Bakersfield				93311		US		3/24/20

		Gabriela Freitas		Miami				33128		US		3/24/20

		kimberly perpich		Gainesville				32608		US		3/24/20

		Adrian Renfro				IL				US		3/24/20

		Yan Yan Chen		Long Island City				11101		US		3/24/20

		John Charo		Austin		TX		78705		US		3/24/20

		Miguel Jacuinde		Moreno Valley				92553		US		3/24/20

		Matthew Loewenstein		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Galen Drace		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/24/20

		Veronica Rogers		New Orleans				70122		US		3/24/20

		Lourdes Tejada		Middleburg				32068		US		3/24/20

		Debra Wallace		Napa				94559		US		3/24/20

		Tresa Shatto		Kansas City				64114		US		3/24/20

		Andrea Perez		San Diego				92113		US		3/24/20

		Kyle Owens		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Ashley Camino		Harrison				7029		US		3/24/20

		Shannette Jordan		Bronx				10473		US		3/24/20

		Brandon Macer		Portland		OR		97211		US		3/24/20

		paula kornell		Sonoma		CA		95476		US		3/24/20

		Angela Stem		San Jose		CA		95125		US		3/24/20

		ShaQuisha Dillard		Tucker				30084		US		3/24/20

		Haiden Freeman		Charlotte				28213		US		3/24/20

		Soteemon Poley		Sioux Falls				57106		US		3/24/20

		Sandra Veliz		Newbern				28560		US		3/24/20

		Gustavo Rubio		Greensboro				27407		US		3/24/20

		Alexandra Puterbaugh		Hollywood				33024		US		3/24/20

		Cheryl Goodwin		Macon				31206		US		3/24/20

		Elizabeth Passmore		Woodbridge				22191		US		3/24/20

		Nancy Snowden		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		N LaRose		San Diego				92114		US		3/24/20

		Darcy Cajune		Emerado				58228		US		3/24/20

		Betsy Devine		Rockville Centre				11570		US		3/24/20

		Cata Parkhur		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Tucker Lyngstad		Sioux Falls				57106		US		3/24/20

		Aurelie Golfier-Kockx		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Mellene Miller		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Devon Cyr		San Francisco				94111		US		3/24/20

		Anthony Alfaro		Houston				77037		US		3/24/20

		Tessa Geesink		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Michelle Stange		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Michelle Fulbrook		Oakland		CA		94610		US		3/24/20

		Fisk Beckham		Boulder				80303		US		3/24/20

		Emily Decker Marroquin		Saint Helena				94574		US		3/24/20

		Kathleen Hevenor		Napa,Ca,04558		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Kaela Hudnall		Opp				36467		US		3/24/20

		Kenneth Durbin		Beaver Dam				42320		US		3/24/20

		Zachary Bissemberg		San Bernardino				92405		US		3/24/20

		Xurui Lu		Boston				2215		US		3/24/20

		Yesenia Aceves		Lakewood				90712		US		3/24/20

		jason valencia		lawrenceville				30043		US		3/24/20

		Nathan Sexton		Danielsville				30114		US		3/24/20

		Edward Cordero		Indio				92201		US		3/24/20

		Joseph O’Loughlin		Bellingham				98225		US		3/24/20

		Brittany Parker		Vinemont				35179		US		3/24/20

		Noel Garza		Houston				77015		US		3/24/20

		kongkon reza shoily		Sanford				32771		US		3/24/20

		Jane Smith		Brooklyn				11233		US		3/24/20

		Zod Rau		Florence				35630		US		3/24/20

		Grace Dolan		Henrico				23228		US		3/24/20

		Cadey Hullinger		Noblesville				46062		US		3/24/20

		Veronica Pierce		Winter Garden				34787		US		3/24/20

		Jewel Bean		Lyons				80501		US		3/24/20

		Sophie Vick		orem				84097		US		3/24/20

		Tatiana Rodriguez		Lake Worth				33463		US		3/24/20

		Brandon Kettrick		Charleston				29412		US		3/24/20

		Leslie Bonilla		Houston		TX		77080		US		3/24/20

		Aiden Adkins		Paducah				42003		US		3/24/20

		Denise FLAHERTY		Calistoga		CA		94515		US		3/24/20

		Karlem Medina		Anaheim				92825		US		3/24/20

		Alyssa O’Kelley		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Anitra Jackson		Lake Elsinore				92530		US		3/24/20

		Elaine Padilla		Homestead				33033		US		3/24/20

		Maulana Sadeva								Indonesia		3/24/20

		Edwin Beltran		Ellenwood				30294		US		3/24/20

		Seamus Foley		San Diego				92110		US		3/24/20

		Michael Becker		Stuart				24171		US		3/24/20

		Tere Charney		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Lalenea Gao		Henderson				89014		US		3/24/20

		Mykayla Johnson		Missouri City				77489		US		3/24/20

		Eileen Crane		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Victoria Interiano		Los Angeles				90063		US		3/24/20

		Korbin Hornbuckle		Gruetli Laager				37339		US		3/24/20

		Maryiam Bhatti		Galloway				8205		US		3/24/20

		Jeff Beaman		Atlanta				30312		US		3/24/20

		Regina Stanton		Merryville				70653		US		3/24/20

		Ellen Udoff		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/24/20

		Archer lossing		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/24/20

		Mary Asmus		Sacramento		CA		95820		US		3/24/20

		anais Blake		Sarasota				34236		US		3/24/20

		Daniel Traslavina		East Hampton				11937		US		3/24/20

		Emily Zentz		Tampa				33614		US		3/25/20

		Your mom Is gay.		Houston		TX		77080		US		3/25/20

		Melissa Heagney		St. Louis				63110		US		3/25/20

		Mohamed Ahmed		Lake in the Hills				60156		US		3/25/20

		Celia Welch		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/25/20

		Dajerah Drumgold		Washington				20068		US		3/25/20

		Kathy Dewey		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Eneida Cigarroa		Boynton Beach				33436		US		3/25/20

		Marina Villareal		Glendale				85303		US		3/25/20

		Chris Becker		Dayton				45424		US		3/25/20

		Miracle Harris		Memphis				38120		US		3/25/20

		Noor Ghannoum								US		3/25/20

		Reanne Stewart		Phoenix				85032		US		3/25/20

		Jennifer Williams		Kingman				86401		US		3/25/20

		Joseph Batista		Orlando				32822		US		3/25/20

		Aika Yamazaki		Fredericksburg				22407		US		3/25/20

		Aleigha Mack		Whitehall				49461		US		3/25/20

		Keturah Sawyers		Chattanooga				37421		US		3/25/20

		Timothy Heslop		Fallon				89406		US		3/25/20

		Yu Du		Franklin				37069		US		3/25/20

		Tempe Reichardt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/25/20

		Madison Smith		Mcdonough				30252		US		3/25/20

		Layla Mentes		Phoenix				85008		US		3/25/20

		yvette lopez		Long Beach				90805		US		3/25/20

		Kylee Thayer		Wausau				54401		US		3/25/20

		Stevie Neal		Richmond				94804		US		3/25/20

		Chloe West		Granite				62040		US		3/25/20

		Rebecca Knigge		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Alexandria Chapman		Kingman				86401		US		3/25/20

		Miguel Lopez		Tracy				95376		US		3/25/20

		Andrea Orozco		San Juan Capistrano				92675		US		3/25/20

		Carlos Lievano perez		Shelbyville				40065		US		3/25/20

		Ana Serna		Miami		FL		33161		US		3/25/20

		Cameo Wolschleger		Davison		MI		48423		US		3/25/20

		Belle Cooper								US		3/25/20

		Brett Henderson		Atlanta				30305		US		3/25/20

		Emily Barouch		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Lucy Nguyen		Houston				77080		US		3/25/20

		Andrew Dominguez		Hayward				94541		US		3/25/20

		Kaylie Vaughn		Graves				42088		US		3/25/20

		brea edwards		Houston				77202		US		3/25/20

		angelina loadholt		Savannah				31419		US		3/25/20

		Annalisa Anderson		Atlanta				30312		US		3/25/20

		Linda MacDonald		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Christina Accardo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Darlene Scott		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		David Whisnant		Shelton				98584		US		3/25/20

		maya washington		Phoenix				85027		US		3/25/20

		Jenny Barajas		Seattle				98118		US		3/25/20

		Joshua Pessoa		Stroudsburg				18360		US		3/25/20

		Phuong Pham		Baltimore				20904		US		3/25/20

		Gabriela Gosney		Vancouver				98664		US		3/25/20

		Kimberly Reyes		Houston				77034		US		3/25/20

		Jada Rodriguez		San Antonio				78249		US		3/25/20

		Sasha Rager		Albuquerque				87110		US		3/25/20

		Sophia Swalley		Chicago				60647		US		3/25/20

		Aryssa Parham		Deer Park				77536		US		3/25/20

		Joseph Ralws		Detroit				48227		US		3/25/20

		Emily Joshlin		Cabot				72023		US		3/25/20

		Rasha Abdulridha		Wayne				48184		US		3/25/20

		Matt Eusebio		Phoenix				85008		US		3/25/20

		Eric Shin		Smithtown				11787		US		3/25/20

		Victoria Gantt		Staten Island				10303		US		3/25/20

		Minerva Ostos		Las Cruces				88011		US		3/25/20

		Calvin Gale		Bigrock				37013		US		3/25/20

		Jessica Podesta		Rupert				83350		US		3/25/20

		Emily Vega		Richmond				77407		US		3/25/20

		Jackie Corona		Santa Ana				92704		US		3/25/20

		Andrea Blau		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/25/20

		Gaolatlhe Khumo Mogatwane		Gaborone						Botswana		3/25/20

		Kendra Robison		Yuba City				95991		US		3/25/20

		Collin Burgess		Marysville				98270		US		3/25/20

		Barklyn Miller		Duluth				30096		US		3/25/20

		Gabriel Martinez		Taylors				29609		US		3/25/20

		Isaias Lopez		Canton				30115		US		3/25/20

		rinkle bhagat		Dallas				75204		US		3/25/20

		Savannah Tripp		White city				97503		US		3/25/20

		Jason Ballard		Des Plaines				60016		US		3/25/20

		Camrynn Battle		Delmar				21875		US		3/25/20

		Frans Imanuel		Jakarta				11720		Indonesia		3/25/20

		Jamai Parker		Las Vegas				89103		US		3/25/20

		Jocelyn Vazquez		Springdale				72764		US		3/25/20

		Kahra Parker		Lithonia				30058		US		3/25/20

		Ana Diaz		Vista				92084		US		3/25/20

		Rene Ortega		Los Angeles				90011		US		3/25/20

		Hoang Le		Orlando				32826		US		3/25/20

		Manuel Guzman		Charlotte				28213		US		3/25/20

		Lesly Lambarena		Porterville				93257		US		3/25/20

		Tebenguni Mkhatshwa		Mbabane						Swaziland		3/25/20

		Lauren Davenport		Detroit				48219		US		3/25/20

		Amber Miller		Casper				82609		US		3/25/20

		ashley gundling		Lebanon				17042		US		3/25/20

		synthia dove		Pahrump				89048		US		3/25/20

		Sofia Soto		Yonkers				10701		US		3/25/20

		Nuran Cebe		Miami				33172		US		3/25/20

		Matthew Fowers		Worcester		MA		1606		US		3/25/20

		Marko Baker		Ashburn				20149		US		3/25/20

		Alveida McDonald		Groveland				34470		US		3/25/20

		Michelle Baker		Brandon				33511		US		3/25/20

		DABRIEL CAMPBELL		Miami				33142		US		3/25/20

		Erik Flores		Fort Smith				72904		US		3/25/20

		Vickie Spinos		Richmond				23235		US		3/25/20

		Maria Martinez		Peoria				85383		US		3/25/20

		Teresa Kaiser		Cincinnati				45238		US		3/25/20

		Steph Fiorillo		Brooklyn		NY		11215		US		3/25/20

		stardeisha roseman		chesapeake				23321		US		3/25/20

		Dottie Whitted		Fort Mill				29707		US		3/25/20

		rita lobascio		carle place		NY		11514		US		3/25/20

		Anna Dorfman		Los Angeles				90025		US		3/25/20

		jonas DiCaro		cypress				77433		US		3/25/20

		Rosey Martinez		Houston		TX		77060		US		3/25/20

		Miguel Delgado		Lynwood				90262		US		3/25/20

		Nicholas LiCausi		Port Saint Lucie				34983		US		3/25/20

		Luis Romero		Merced				95348		US		3/25/20

		Brock Deshay		Cedar Creek				78612		US		3/25/20

		Robert Carothers		Sacramento				95835		US		3/25/20

		Danny Steinman		Findlay				45840		US		3/25/20

		Justin Raymond		Clinton				52732		US		3/25/20

		CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS		Overland Park				66224		US		3/25/20

		William A Powell		Belton		SC		29627		US		3/25/20

		Evelyn Behill		Ontario				91762		US		3/25/20

		Janeen Kennedy		Detroit				48202		US		3/25/20

		Keagen Chatel		Grand Rapids				49548		US		3/25/20

		Gabriel Haugen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Mariam Samake		South Hadley				1075		US		3/25/20

		Ivis Arteaga		Miami				33168		US		3/25/20

		Cassandra Camp		Brooklyn				11212		US		3/25/20

		Lilian McAdams		Hillsborough				8844		US		3/25/20

		Cyrenee Rodriguez		Rosemead				91770		US		3/25/20

		Lisa Vincent		Oceanside				92083		US		3/25/20

		Sophia Bendishaw		Uniontown				15401		US		3/25/20

		Gabrielle Rountree		San Carlos				94070		US		3/25/20

		Yaquelin Gonzalez		Miami				33175		US		3/25/20

		Christina Lopez		Dallas				75204		US		3/25/20

		Ethan Puck		Greenwood				46143		US		3/25/20

		Rachel Orloff		New York				10016		US		3/25/20

		Stacy AfifElouazzani		Waterbury				6708		US		3/25/20

		michelle flabiano		Dallas				75206		US		3/25/20

		Cheryl Cammarano		Cooper City				33330		US		3/25/20

		Leivi Gonzalez		Laredo				78041		US		3/25/20

		Ronald Pulley-bernhard		Avondale				85323		US		3/25/20

		Jayden Moore		Granite City				62040		US		3/25/20

		Wayne Nugent		Ft Lauderdale				33312		US		3/25/20

		Eveonni Tordesillas		Bronx				10461		US		3/25/20

		Mary Flores		Glendale				85308		US		3/25/20

		Wyatt Lemmon		El Dorado Hills				95762		US		3/25/20

		Crystal Cropp		Clarksburg				26301		US		3/25/20

		Dulce Arredondo		Houston				77067		US		3/25/20

		Sarah McMurtrie		Phoenix				85017		US		3/25/20

		JEREMIAH ROBERSON		Edwardsville				62026		US		3/25/20

		Alexis Scott		San Leandro				94578		US		3/25/20

		Alora�� Stoddard		Whittier				90602		US		3/25/20

		Aracely Magana		Anaheim				92804		US		3/25/20

		Maria Celaya		Tucson				85705		US		3/25/20

		Christin Gordon		Fairfield		CA		94534		US		3/25/20

		Jacqueline Guyot		Cypress				90630		US		3/25/20

		Delisia W		Belton				29627		US		3/25/20

		Anella Aquino		Los Angeles				90064		US		3/25/20

		Bianca Ramirez		Los Angeles				90062		US		3/25/20

		kadence turner		Vancleave				39565		US		3/25/20

		Michael Johnson		Pittsburgh				15227		US		3/25/20

		Abagayle Byrd		Spring hill				34606		US		3/25/20

		charlene abdullah		Paramount				90723		US		3/25/20

		Rachael Rasdke		Houston				77024		US		3/25/20

		Harley Jones		Philadelphia				19140		US		3/25/20

		Joan Perry		Zephyrhills				33541		US		3/25/20

		Melissa Catalano		Lawrence				11559		US		3/25/20

		Henry P		Spring				77379		US		3/25/20

		Alexandra Erkman		Flemington				8822		US		3/25/20

		Jazmin Milligan		Mount Pleasant				29464		US		3/25/20

		Jasmine Templin		Compton				90220		US		3/25/20

		Blair Bones		Philadelphia				19145		US		3/25/20

		Diamond Bridges		Detroit				48219		US		3/25/20

		Countess Rayne		Elkhart		IN		46516		US		3/25/20

		Brae Jones		Atlanta				30312		US		3/25/20

		riley white		Laguna Beach				92651		US		3/25/20

		Lois Frederick		Beaver Bay				55601		US		3/25/20

		Jennifer Baisa		Bridgeview				60455		US		3/25/20

		Billy Kennedy		Terre Haute				47802		US		3/25/20

		Yolanda Bullard		Anaheim				92804		US		3/25/20

		Vickie Stanley		North Las Vegas				89032		US		3/25/20

		Jean Miele Sr. Miele		Brooklyn				11215		US		3/25/20

		Conner Brewer		Carrollton				30117		US		3/25/20

		Ian Kubasiewicz		Vista				92084		US		3/25/20

		Narasimhan Kannan		Gainesville				20155		US		3/25/20

		Cristal Cervantez		Chula Vista				91915		US		3/25/20

		Jay Pawar		White Plains				10605		US		3/25/20

		Jacob Kines		Rome				30165		US		3/25/20

		Makayla Atkinson		Rapid City				57702		US		3/25/20

		Lindsey Langford		Laurens				29360		US		3/25/20

		Katia Hamel		Olathe				66061		US		3/25/20

		ty Simpson		Peoria				85381		US		3/25/20

		Francisco Diaz		Costa Mesa				92626		US		3/25/20

		Adel Atefi		Irvine				92612		US		3/25/20

		Christina Benz		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/25/20

		Yahda Alimin						11620		Indonesia		3/25/20

		Melissa Catala		Austin				78751		US		3/25/20

		Retard Dumbass		Savski Venac						Serbia		3/25/20

		r r		Winnipeg				R2R		Canada		3/25/20

		Maya Morrison		Chicago				60626		US		3/25/20

		ANDREW J.L SAIDEN		Lilongwe						Malawi		3/25/20

		Clarissa Mendoza		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Kevin Padilla		Pico Rivera				90660		US		3/25/20

		Sandra Zepeda		Ventura				93001		US		3/25/20

		Melissa Heithaus		Mckinney				75070		US		3/25/20

		Cheyenne DiRubio		Salem				97304		US		3/25/20

		Don Bird		Milledgeville				31061		US		3/25/20

		Maegan Ramsey		Summerville				29485		US		3/25/20

		Míkayla Tenorio		Albuquerque				87112		US		3/25/20

		Ryann Gatley		Columbus				43228		US		3/25/20

		Teyona Pickens		Clemson				29631		US		3/25/20

		Nadeen Marqus		El Cajon				92020		US		3/25/20

		lupita arechiga		Phoenix				85035		US		3/25/20

		Daniel Zapata		West Valley				84140		US		3/25/20

		Truc Dang		Antioch				94509		US		3/25/20

		Kristopher Campbell		Richmond				40475		US		3/25/20

		Carlos Mendez		Los Angeles				90038		US		3/25/20

		hailey sutton		Marion				28752		US		3/25/20

		Jamie Vallejos		Ogden				84404		US		3/25/20

		Annie Wong		Gilbert				85298		US		3/25/20

		Jessica Lytle		College station				77840		US		3/25/20

		sara caffee		clearwater				33762		US		3/25/20

		Tanya Mandella		Hemet				92545		US		3/25/20

		John Stofko		Allentown				18102		US		3/25/20

		adriana gonzalez		Houston				77077		US		3/25/20

		Zhiwei Yang		New Bern				28562		US		3/25/20

		Neveen Salmo		El Cajon				92019		US		3/25/20

		Marvn Shlaimon		Riverside				92505		US		3/25/20

		Summer Lee Arnold		Billings				59102		US		3/25/20

		Megan Armbruster		Evanston				60201		US		3/25/20

		Olivia Perovic		Crystal Lake				60014		US		3/25/20

		Odilia Z servidea		DuBois				15801		US		3/25/20

		Marc Simone		Caldwell				7006		US		3/25/20

		Brittney Bond		Everett				98208		US		3/25/20

		Nikole Farchione		Lutz				33549		US		3/25/20

		Natalie Walsh		Bath county				40360		US		3/25/20

		Adriana ?		Tucson				85757		US		3/25/20

		Joey Palomera		Spring				77386		US		3/25/20

		Sonam Dhargyal		Brooklyn				11221		US		3/25/20

		esmeralda vaca		Houston				77039		US		3/25/20

		Anitra Linowski		Saint Petersburg				33713		US		3/25/20

		Phoebe Curtis		Durham				27712		US		3/25/20

		RUI WANG		Lake Forest				92630		US		3/25/20

		Anthony Bruno		Des Moines				50310		US		3/25/20

		Lobsang Jamyang		Brooklyn		NY		11206		US		3/25/20

		Margaret Parish		Duncanville				75116		US		3/25/20

		Mona Li		Los Angeles				90038		US		3/25/20

		Belle Stanley		bristol				24202		US		3/25/20

		Ashley Morse		Cuba				65453		US		3/25/20

		Erika Gomez		Mission				78572		US		3/25/20

		Charlie Lewis		Hot Springs National Park				71913		US		3/25/20

		Khambia Clarkson		Marshalltown				50158		US		3/25/20

		Zach Hartshorn		Kent				98030		US		3/25/20

		Jay BinFamous		Bronx				10461		US		3/25/20

		Jay Rod		Port St. Lucie				34953		US		3/25/20

		Rochelle Mae Eda		Delano				93215		US		3/25/20

		Maddie Guenther		La Habra				90633		US		3/25/20

		Amanda Tutton								US		3/25/20

		laura arenz		mendota				61342		US		3/25/20

		Ben Herrington		Bismarck				58503		US		3/25/20

		Beau The cutie		Houston				77040		US		3/25/20

		Dayson Baker		Mattawan				49071		US		3/25/20

		Su Meh		Indianapolis				46250		US		3/25/20

		Rachelle Bains		Palo Alto				94303		US		3/25/20

		audreyyy p		Abbeville				29620		US		3/25/20

		Ava Handwerk		Phillipsburg				8865		US		3/25/20

		Adam Oam		Rohnert Park				94928		US		3/25/20

		Wyatt Taylor		Nowata				74048		US		3/25/20

		Shania Rocha		Lompoc				93436		US		3/25/20

		John Dutka		Vernon				13476		US		3/25/20

		Hatice Hasman Fugate		Fort Lauderdale				33308		US		3/25/20

		sepeatom alamooti		Novato				94947		US		3/25/20

		Dillon Gonzalez		Odessa				79765		US		3/25/20

		Barbara Lombard		Portland				97216		US		3/25/20

		Celeste Forgues		Portland				97219		US		3/25/20

		Karen Prussman		Reading				19601		US		3/25/20

		Billy Sharper		Cheraw				29520		US		3/25/20

		Ale BamBino		Tulsa				74115		US		3/25/20

		Annie Favia-Erickson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Ellen Sabine		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/25/20

		Jessica Shaheen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Kaily Garcia		Brick				8723		US		3/25/20

		Julie de Polo		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Caren Hatton		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Felicia Gagliasso		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Ella Fernandez		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Maddie Erickson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Josie Erickson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/25/20

		Jasper Conacher		Daly City		CA		94015		US		3/25/20

		Kali Heys		San Francisco		CA		94123		US		3/25/20

		Sophie B		Pasadena		CA		91101		US		3/25/20

		Carolyn Younger		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/25/20

		fritze mayer		Los Angeles		CA		90063		US		3/25/20

		Linda Ramos		Orlando				32822		US		3/25/20

		Justin Jin		Potomac		MD		20854		US		3/25/20

		Henry Kaspar		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Jane Lommasson		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Heather seigler		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Chris Jameson								Australia		3/26/20

		Denise Renteria		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/26/20

		MEGHAN KRSEK		NAPA		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Calondra Arline		Bronx				10457		US		3/26/20

		Emily Stuver		Burbank		CA		91505		US		3/26/20

		j z		Los Angeles				90044		US		3/26/20

		Hannah Deeb		Mechanicsville				23116		US		3/26/20

		Ana Maria Hernandez		Alexandria				22304		US		3/26/20

		Thalia Jimenez		Asheboro				27205		US		3/26/20

		Seung Park		Los Angeles				90006		US		3/26/20

		Savan Kourm		Stockton				95207		US		3/26/20

		Torie Thoman		Grayslake				60030		US		3/26/20

		Axel Lopez		Baton Rouge				70817		US		3/26/20

		Levi Woodard		Saint Joseph				49085		US		3/26/20

		Jesus Rojas		Rancho Cordova				95670		US		3/26/20

		Rowaida Zro		Paramount				90723		US		3/26/20

		Ashley Meghan		Houston				77038		US		3/26/20

		Andy Guillory		Little cypress				77630		US		3/26/20

		Mckency Gomez		Los Banos				93635		US		3/26/20

		Kelly Contreras		Grand Island				68803		US		3/26/20

		Sylvia Velazquez		Bellflower				90707		US		3/26/20

		kalia wardlow		Nashville				37207		US		3/26/20

		Katie Iniguez		Minneapolis				55423		US		3/26/20

		Hope Thomas		Dallas				52728		US		3/26/20

		Tiara Meyers		Stockton				95207		US		3/26/20

		Taylor Denier		Levittown				11756		US		3/26/20

		Randall Billiot		Tunkhannock				18657		US		3/26/20

		Abigail Devore		Orem				84097		US		3/26/20

		Tricia Hirt		Hammonton				8037		US		3/26/20

		Gurjinder pal Singh								US		3/26/20

		Jessica Santiago		Garden grove				92840		US		3/26/20

		Rubi Benitez		Sanford				29676		US		3/26/20

		Jessica Ortiz		Enterprise				84725		US		3/26/20

		Kellyn Barnes		Littleton				80124		US		3/26/20

		Kelly Nestelroad		Kansas City				66109		US		3/26/20

		Zania Raglin		Little Rock				72209		US		3/26/20

		kathy Barnes		phx				85043		US		3/26/20

		Kevin Lozano		Pacoima				91331		US		3/26/20

		LaMejonna Lee		Oakland				94621		US		3/26/20

		Danielle Sanchez		Las cruces				88011		US		3/26/20

		Juliette Montano		Las Vegas				87701		US		3/26/20

		Leilani Osorio		Orlando				32824		US		3/26/20

		Zane Dillard		Seattle				98125		US		3/26/20

		Maria Pham		Richmond				23228		US		3/26/20

		Khang Huynh		Belleville				48111		US		3/26/20

		Xavier Long		Bessemer				35022		US		3/26/20

		Denise Rojas		biscoe				27209		US		3/26/20

		Melissa Vergara		Chicago				60629		US		3/26/20

		Jazmyn Thigpen		Tampa				33647		US		3/26/20

		Payton Schmanski		Ogden				84405		US		3/26/20

		greg tierney		Fort Myers				33912		US		3/26/20

		Devon Butler		Philadelphia				19140		US		3/26/20

		Angela Hurt Gordon		Franklin				37064		US		3/26/20

		Melissa Tavares		Vancouver				98683		US		3/26/20

		Danielle Johnson		Midvale				84047		US		3/26/20

		Jessica Pinzon		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Stephanie Dranoff		Brooklyn				11234		US		3/26/20

		위 나린		Songpa						South Korea		3/26/20

		Sheldon Kessler								US		3/26/20

		Miles Mendoza		Los Angeles				90041		US		3/26/20

		maya unchangco		Stockton				95201		US		3/26/20

		Devyn Miller		Colorado Springs				80911		US		3/26/20

		Sabrina Lora		Springfield Gardens				11368		US		3/26/20

		Linda Beranek		Yale				48097		US		3/26/20

		Wilson Pacheco		Brooklyn				11237		US		3/26/20

		Leriza Beig		Bacoor						US		3/26/20

		Barbara George		Springfield				65810		US		3/26/20

		janina c		Anchorage				99503		US		3/26/20

		Justin Rassman		Warsaw				41095		US		3/26/20

		Dylan Reilly		Santa Cruz				95062		US		3/26/20

		janice Harris		Princeton				42445		US		3/26/20

		Shawn Glass		Lawton				73505		US		3/26/20

		Yia Xiong		Eau Claire				54703		US		3/26/20

		Chad Herriman		Mundy Twp				48473		US		3/26/20

		melvina robinson		Ladson				29456		US		3/26/20

		Erfan Maleki		Los Angeles				90014		US		3/26/20

		Nasly Lazo		Miami				33147		US		3/26/20

		Ivy Lau		Amherst				1002		US		3/26/20

		Cody Scafidi		Irving				75039		US		3/26/20

		Austin Tubbs		Sun Prairie				53590		US		3/26/20

		Emre Kaya		Ashburn				20149		US		3/26/20

		Allison Mello		Taunton				2780		US		3/26/20

		Cynthia Thompson		Dallas				76246		US		3/26/20

		Kady Curran		Columbus				39702		US		3/26/20

		Kailee Buckner		Palatine				60074		US		3/26/20

		Pedro Ramirez		La Junta				81050		US		3/26/20

		Cindy Phan		Wichita Falls				76310		US		3/26/20

		Monica Ramirez		Roy				84067		US		3/26/20

		Jovon Dejesus								US		3/26/20

		Jennyfer Rueda		Van Nuys				91405		US		3/26/20

		Mervin Watkins		Houston				77036		US		3/26/20

		Iris Morales		Lake Worth				33460		US		3/26/20

		Igor Ryvkin		New York				10029		US		3/26/20

		James Jones		Garland				75042		US		3/26/20

		Andrew Potter		Commerce Township				48382		US		3/26/20

		Shie-La Begay		Phoenix				85015		US		3/26/20

		Kathy Woode								US		3/26/20

		Tiyana Wisdom		Philadelphia				19121		US		3/26/20

		Susan Harris		Spring Branch				78070		US		3/26/20

		Marie Popiolek		Meadowview				24361		US		3/26/20

		alyssa baker		Paducah				42003		US		3/26/20

		Alyssa Higbee		Peoria				85382		US		3/26/20

		Rivaldo Guillen		West palm beach				33415		US		3/26/20

		Olivia Forgione		Sterling Heights				48310		US		3/26/20

		David Spurlin		Hopkinsville				42240		US		3/26/20

		Amani Chunawala		Frisco				75033		US		3/26/20

		Nathaniel Kirby		Wapakoneta				45895		US		3/26/20

		Jeremiah Barranco		Durham				27703		US		3/26/20

		Morgan Strong		Cambridge				2140		US		3/26/20

		ZAHILY Rodriguez		Miami				33178		US		3/26/20

		Kandice McCord		Chapmanville				25508		US		3/26/20

		Renee Rolke		Sonoma		CA		95476		US		3/26/20

		Ashley Alva								US		3/26/20

		Vincent Ntim		Accra						Ghana		3/26/20

		Keila Islas		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/26/20

		vanezza Garcia		Los Angeles				90044		US		3/26/20

		Morgan Earnest		Lewistown				17044		US		3/26/20

		Aliyah Mendez		Victorville				92394		US		3/26/20

		Alex Lopez		Houston				77019		US		3/26/20

		David Widener		Minneapolis				55420		US		3/26/20

		Norma Crain		LEMOORE						US		3/26/20

		Leighann Contreras		Corpus Christi				78411		US		3/26/20

		Melody Tai		Quincy				2171		US		3/26/20

		Olivia Blood		Billings				59102		US		3/26/20

		Jacob Mcnemar		East Liverpool				43920		US		3/26/20

		Maggie Clark		Frankfort				40601		US		3/26/20

		Janet Peterson		Troy				48084		US		3/26/20

		Samantha Martinez		Lawrence				1843		US		3/26/20

		Cayron P		Houston				77093		US		3/26/20

		Peter Walls		Montvale				7645		US		3/26/20

		Samantha Mederos		Cleveland				77328		US		3/26/20

		Samantha Smith		Braintree				2184		US		3/26/20

		Shakayla Thomas		Compton				90220		US		3/26/20

		Helen Luo		San Antonio				78228		US		3/26/20

		Emma Hamilton		Red Wing				55066		US		3/26/20

		Callie Adkins		Denver				80218		US		3/26/20

		Theodore Santiago		Lakewood				8701		US		3/26/20

		Mahmoud Mousa		Falls Church				22040		US		3/26/20

		Alejandra Martinez		Omaha				68110		US		3/26/20

		Richard Seeman		Chatsworth				30705		US		3/26/20

		Karen pigg		Mineral wells				76067		US		3/26/20

		Gregory Soriano		Phoenix				85021		US		3/26/20

		Yajaira Ramirez		Stanton				90680		US		3/26/20

		Cameron Simmons		Buffalo				14226		US		3/26/20

		tien tran		San Francisco				94109		US		3/26/20

		noah buchanan		Thomasville				27360		US		3/26/20

		monica ghazaryan		Valley Village				91607		US		3/26/20

		Hannah Phelps		Morton				61550		US		3/26/20

		John Bubbert Jr.		Fremont				68025		US		3/26/20

		Ana Lemus		Hermiston				97838		US		3/26/20

		Kiley Rea		Oakland				94621		US		3/26/20

		Ryan Curamen		Columbus				43215		US		3/26/20

		Sayaka Minami		Brea				92821		US		3/26/20

		Zhao Wang		Chesterfield				63005		US		3/26/20

		autumn nash		Houston				77002		US		3/26/20

		Lianny Gomez		Everett				2149		US		3/26/20

		Jesus Mata		Laredo				78040		US		3/26/20

		Jackeline Paz		Sterling				20165		US		3/26/20

		christopher Nippy		Mount Rainier				20712		US		3/26/20

		Katherine Lefforge		Piedmont				73078		US		3/26/20

		Brianna Seals		Chicago				60827		US		3/26/20

		Yf Chen		Brooklyn				11211		US		3/26/20

		Corshawn Layne		Nashville				37205		US		3/26/20

		Mika Andrike		South Jordan				84095		US		3/26/20

		Jason Saravia		Houston				77074		US		3/26/20

		Lisa Sellers		Havertown				19083		US		3/26/20

		Haakon Scheibler		Wenatchee				98801		US		3/26/20

		Caroline Crenshaw		Johns Creek				30097		US		3/26/20

		Allan Knapp		Bismarck		ND		58503		US		3/26/20

		Emy Ariola		Brooklyn				11207		US		3/26/20

		Paige Fox		Lansing				48912		US		3/26/20

		Isaiah Pena		Dumas				79029		US		3/26/20

		Caniyua Brown		Colonial Heights				23834		US		3/26/20

		Ben Maholtz		Greenville				29687		US		3/26/20

		Alicia Giraldo		New York				10036		US		3/26/20

		Ruby Mata		Sun City West		AZ		85375		US		3/26/20

		Pamela Fernando		Fountain Hills				85268		US		3/26/20

		Sheila Mata		Phoenix		AZ		85053		US		3/26/20

		Te'a Harris		Fort Lauderdale				33351		US		3/26/20

		Connie Wilson		Saint Helena		CA		94574		US		3/26/20

		Mary Miranda		San Pablo				94806		US		3/26/20

		Manbin Monteverdi		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Tara Thomas		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Daniel Boter		Sicklerville				8081		US		3/26/20

		Chinika Perez		Philadelphia				19133		US		3/26/20

		Judy Kelly								US		3/26/20

		Mayra A		Chicago				60616		US		3/26/20

		Ivan Cuevas		Los Angeles				90063		US		3/26/20

		Shannon Leitner		Edwardsville				62025		US		3/26/20

		Ella Frankland		Visalia				93291		US		3/26/20

		Mary Renee Malcom		Moreno Valley				92553		US		3/26/20

		Paul Bromme		Lehigh Acres				33976		US		3/26/20

		Ubaldo Guijosa		San Bernardino				92410		US		3/26/20

		Charlotte Wheeler		Bellevue				98004		US		3/26/20

		Vanessa Wernette		Flint				48507		US		3/26/20

		KAY sanchez		Houston				77044		US		3/26/20

		Jennifer-Lyn Youberg		Brooklyn				11204		US		3/26/20

		Edmundo Lopez		Tucson				85757		US		3/26/20

		Alyssa Gonzales		Long Beach				90810		US		3/26/20

		Jacoby Olden		Horn Lake				38637		US		3/26/20

		Jennifer ramos		Watsonville				95076		US		3/26/20

		Sara Knorr		Lafayette				80026		US		3/26/20

		Nicholas Mayeux		Farmington				87401		US		3/26/20

		Ben Duckworth		Anaheim				92807		US		3/26/20

		Francesca Tumminello		Wellington				33414		US		3/26/20

		Joseph Holguin		Orlando				32826		US		3/26/20

		Alexis Garcia		West Covina				91790		US		3/26/20

		Shannon Leong		Torrance				90501		US		3/26/20

		Bobert Poulos		Mahopac				10541		US		3/26/20

		Connor Patterson		Sun prairie				53590		US		3/26/20

		Isabel Perez		San Diego				92105		US		3/26/20

		Steven Gonzales		San Francisco				97459		US		3/26/20

		Pedro Paz		Hollywood				33024		US		3/26/20

		Ronaldo Cisneros		Arlington				22204		US		3/26/20

		Lizett Martinez		Mcallen				78504		US		3/26/20

		Lisa Johns		Peoria				85345		US		3/26/20

		Robert Davis		Yamhill				97148		US		3/26/20

		aiyanna pakootas		Lewiston				83501		US		3/26/20

		Faith James		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/26/20

		Iesha Johnson		Hollywood				33020		US		3/26/20

		Ashley Rosario		Bronx				10474		US		3/26/20

		Tolulope Oladele		Richmond				77407		US		3/26/20

		Brandon Phan		Las Vegas				89141		US		3/26/20

		Chevy Weakley-Guinn		Venice				34285		US		3/26/20

		Edriana Davis		Rockingham				28379		US		3/26/20

		Andres Fuentes		Los Angeles				90066		US		3/26/20

		Javonte Malone		McKinney				75069		US		3/26/20

		Catrina McTier		Saint Petersburg		FL		33705		US		3/26/20

		Lucas Rizzo		Tampa				33647		US		3/26/20

		Aquedriana Ibarra		Houston				77018		US		3/26/20

		Rigoberto Valdez		Hawthorne				90250		US		3/26/20

		Jody Pimental		Waianae				96792		US		3/26/20

		joob noob		Issaquah				98029		US		3/26/20

		Shawn Robinson		Syracuse				84075		US		3/26/20

		Mercedes Johnson		Philadelphia				19131		US		3/26/20

		Jonas L		Lake Hopatcong				7849		US		3/26/20

		Anthony Guerra		Hialeah				33012		US		3/26/20

		Kade Ellifritz		Rock Springs		WY		82901		US		3/26/20

		Rosa Pulice		Pittsburgh		PA		15216		US		3/26/20

		edward medina		Huntington Beach				92649		US		3/26/20

		Santrica Thomas		Miami Gardens				33056		US		3/26/20

		Kimberly Lyles		Aberdeen				98520		US		3/26/20

		Alex Mohr		Fair Oaks				95628		US		3/26/20

		Geneva Brown								US		3/26/20

		Holli Davison		Huntsville						US		3/26/20

		Luis Facundo		Pasco				99301		US		3/26/20

		victoria brown		Phoenix				85006		US		3/26/20

		Ethan Moncrief		Loganville				30052		US		3/26/20

		Roxana Medina		Chicago				60629		US		3/26/20

		Ellie Hughes		Minneapolis				55449		US		3/26/20

		Joanna Sayegh		Orlando				32877		US		3/26/20

		John Naglosky		Tehachapi				93561		US		3/26/20

		Lakerrick Williams		Conyers				30094		US		3/26/20

		Yanesa Dorticos		Bronx				10474		US		3/26/20

		Clint Grant		Oceanside				92057		US		3/26/20

		Julissa Anaya		Alsip				60803		US		3/26/20

		Yadira Mendoza-Rodríguez		Hermiston				97838		US		3/26/20

		Gabriel Yves Van Bockstaele		New York				10025		US		3/26/20

		Ari Brundage		Uxbridge				1569		US		3/26/20

		Doris Varela		Miami				33161		US		3/26/20

		danyra vazquez		Cypress				77429		US		3/26/20

		Faithann Evans		Montrose				81401		US		3/26/20

		Aracely Gonzalez diaz		Omaha				68111		US		3/26/20

		Lakacia Stevenson		Colville				99114		US		3/26/20

		Charlett Fentress		Philadelphia				19124		US		3/26/20

		Aileen Rz		San Diego				92105		US		3/26/20

		Dr Beverly Griffin PhD								US		3/26/20

		Cheikh Gadio		Columbus				43230		US		3/26/20

		Genesis Juarez		Yorkville				60560		US		3/26/20

		Jordan Butler		Buffalo				14213		US		3/26/20

		Kaden Hunter		Berwick				18603		US		3/26/20

		Magen Graves		Phoenix				85032		US		3/26/20

		jennifer McNeish		Newport Beach				92660		US		3/26/20

		Yui Hsieh		Irvine				92620		US		3/26/20

		Rylee Westby		Devils Lake				58301		US		3/26/20

		Brihanna Garvin		Commerce				30529		US		3/26/20

		Marisa Cardenas		Tucson				85716		US		3/26/20

		Daisy Bell		Santa Ana				92704		US		3/26/20

		Jennifer Helmick		Baltimore				21236		US		3/26/20

		Wendy Warner		Phoenix				85213		US		3/26/20

		Quadd Ware		Fort knox				40121		US		3/26/20

		rachel clark		Crested Butte				81224		US		3/26/20

		Anna Khvorova Komar		Gates Mills				44040		US		3/26/20

		Andrew Tepper		San Diego				92107		US		3/26/20

		Hail Wise		Millersville				17061		US		3/26/20

		Brianna Castro		Los Angeles				90009		US		3/26/20

		Gabriele Hospelt		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/26/20

		Phil Powell		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Dustin Winters		Rome				13440		US		3/26/20

		Victoria Fowler		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/26/20

		Dame Rahal		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/26/20

		Joe Glazier		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/27/20

		Kathleen THOMAS		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/27/20

		Kai Hinson		Elk Grove		CA		95758		US		3/27/20

		Jessica Schreuder		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/27/20

		Yen Ping Chang		Kaohsiung						Taiwan		3/27/20

		Justine To								US		3/27/20

		Tajeer Robinson		Maplewood				7040		US		3/27/20

		Zoey Young		Bali						Indonesia		3/27/20

		Patricia Hyatt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/27/20

		Marta Salas-Porras		San Francisco		CA		94107		US		3/27/20

		Brian Tairo		Babati						Tanzania		3/27/20

		Vanessa Zaragoza		Houston				77044		US		3/27/20

		Minna Svaerd		Dallas				75211		US		3/27/20

		Ousio Saeteurn		Sacramento				95823		US		3/27/20

		Matt Dizoglio		Wilmington				1887		US		3/27/20

		DeQuaria Bolton		Gulfport				39503		US		3/27/20

		Jayrah Mccoy		Ithaca				14850		US		3/27/20

		Samy Dali osmane		Anchorage				99516		US		3/27/20

		Tsz Wun Lee		Seaside				93955		US		3/27/20

		Jazmine Huerta		Valencia				91355		US		3/27/20

		Kayla Rodriguez		Albuquerque				87121		US		3/27/20

		Treylan Bernard		Houston				77026		US		3/27/20

		Sarah Anderson		Roseville				95661		US		3/27/20

		Myles Wellington		Fort Bragg				95437		US		3/27/20

		Rowena Merto		South San Francisco				94080		US		3/27/20

		emily will		Blairsville				15717		US		3/27/20

		Abigail De León		Houston				77093		US		3/27/20

		Anessa Martinez		Houston				77025		US		3/27/20

		Malarie Miller		Vanderbilt				77991		US		3/27/20

		Ketzia Garza		Brownsville				78521		US		3/27/20

		Allison Wensel		Pinellas Park				33782		US		3/27/20

		madalyn kilgo		Conyers				30094		US		3/27/20

		Michelle Carroll		Lexa				72355		US		3/27/20

		cole alsup		Hermitage				37076		US		3/27/20

		Raniya Simpson		Lima				45801		US		3/27/20

		Jordyn Wardlaw		San Ramon				94582		US		3/27/20

		Arlette Osuna		Riverside				92504		US		3/27/20

		Berenice Nicolas		Omaha				68104		US		3/27/20

		Darlene Nguyen		santa ana				92704		US		3/27/20

		Saul Gonzalez		San Benito				78586		US		3/27/20

		Jill Schellhase		Saint Louis				63105		US		3/27/20

		Conner Dalbeck		Beaverton				97006		US		3/27/20

		Ezequiel Estrada		Dalton				30721		US		3/27/20

		Makenna Keyes		Sloughhouse		CA		95683		US		3/27/20

		Rachelle Harrelson		Phoenix				85015		US		3/27/20

		Luis Ahumada		San Jose				95112		US		3/27/20

		Naisey Ramirez		Chula Vista				91910		US		3/27/20

		sarina lacey		Portland				97219		US		3/27/20

		Ashley Vides		Houston				77009		US		3/27/20

		Leeah Tallent		Tallahassee				32317		US		3/27/20

		BALWINDER Singh		Seattle				98001		US		3/27/20

		Alice Aguirre		El mirage				85335		US		3/27/20

		rory oconnell		Milwaukee				53215		US		3/27/20

		Alexandria Davis		Carrboro				27510		US		3/27/20

		Ash Rose		Bronx				10458		US		3/27/20

		Leila Rivas		Watsonville				95076		US		3/27/20

		VIRGINIA TORRES		Elizabeth				7201		US		3/27/20

		Miriam Sanabria		The Colony				75056		US		3/27/20

		Lisa Lively		Virginia Beach				23456		US		3/27/20

		Richard Fontes		North Canton				44720		US		3/27/20

		Keshae Smith		Houston				77002		US		3/27/20

		Arjun Rasaily		Columbus		OH		43232		US		3/27/20

		Melissa Bieri		Letts				52754		US		3/27/20

		91405 Rios		Van Nuys				94102		US		3/27/20

		HEATHER TELLIER		MCKINNEY				75071		US		3/27/20

		Randy Sluder		Kansas City				64121		US		3/27/20

		Karley Campbell		Crowley				70526		US		3/27/20

		Jacqueline Brodsky		Lima						Peru		3/27/20

		Russell Croker		Ilford				ig1 2sq		UK		3/27/20

		Jacolene Garza		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/27/20

		maggie shimchak		chatham				7928		US		3/27/20

		Claire Joseph		Killeen				76549		US		3/27/20

		Evelin Pecina		San Benito				78586		US		3/27/20

		Tavi B		Somerville				2143		US		3/27/20

		Ali Qassim		Dearborn				48124		US		3/27/20

		Jeannette Valbuena		Fort Lauderdale				33319		US		3/27/20

		Anis Smajkan		Henrico				23060		US		3/27/20

		Marcus Dilorenzo		Colorado Springs				80917		US		3/27/20

		Selina Vega Rodriquez		Phoenix				85281		US		3/27/20

		Dana Maxut		Clinton Twp				48038		US		3/27/20

		Donovan Cannzzario		Atlanta				30301		US		3/27/20

		Susan Reese		Saint Augustine				32095		US		3/27/20

		Gregorio Rangel		Orlando				32839		US		3/27/20

		griselda guzman		Charlotte				28213		US		3/27/20

		Sasha Secor		Stanfordville				12581		US		3/27/20

		Tygre Geery		Nashville				37216		US		3/27/20

		Sree Nayani Damarla		San Antonio				78209		US		3/27/20

		Jake Allmon		Knoxville				37920		US		3/27/20

		U Don’t know me		Festus				63028		US		3/27/20

		Jackson Papendorf		Appleton		WI		54914		US		3/27/20

		Bubbles Fishy								US		3/27/20

		Robert Lethcoe		South dakota				57103		US		3/27/20

		Hannah Kelly		Goodyear				85395		US		3/27/20

		Sonny Tran		New Orleans				70127		US		3/27/20

		Claudia Rojas		Richmond				23225		US		3/27/20

		Anna Williams		Valley				36854		US		3/27/20

		Zakwon Lee		Atlanta				30344		US		3/27/20

		Lisa Heinz		Redmond				98052		US		3/27/20

		Kara Clifton		Salt Lake City				84123		US		3/27/20

		Jean Christian Niyonkuru		Tolleson				85353		US		3/27/20

		Anissa Dauphin		Rockaway Park				11694		US		3/27/20

		Keaton Weber		Miamisburg				45342		US		3/27/20

		Sol m Ortegs		Orlando				32801		US		3/27/20

		Benjamin Estrada		Matteson				60443		US		3/27/20

		Jeremy Anderson								US		3/27/20

		Cynthia McInerny		Prescott				86305		US		3/27/20

		Bradyn Boyce		Rigby				83442		US		3/27/20

		Ilse Leyva		Chicago				60645		US		3/27/20

		Maely Herrera		Elkridge				21075		US		3/27/20

		Ivy Tollefsen		Chicago				60612		US		3/27/20

		Nhya G		Norfolk				23513		US		3/27/20

		elina ghods		san diego				92091		US		3/27/20

		Caroline Shellard		Inverness						UK		3/27/20

		Sab Hasa		Elk Grove				95758		US		3/27/20

		Adamary Ramirez		Houston				77008		US		3/27/20

		walker simkins		Washington				84780		US		3/27/20

		Marissa Sanchez		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/27/20

		Katie Moore		Smyrna				30080		US		3/27/20

		Lea Hall		Holbrook				2343		US		3/27/20

		Jacqueline Marin		Los Angeles				90011		US		3/27/20

		dawson losh		Murfreesboro				37128		US		3/27/20

		Gillian Smith		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/27/20

		Jill Parriott		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/28/20

		Talia Richardson		Colorado Springs				80917		US		3/28/20

		Odilio Sanchez		Manitou Springs				7324		US		3/28/20

		Naomi Chamblin		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/28/20

		Lorenzo Anthony		Winters				95694		US		3/28/20

		Tim Misner		El cajon				92020		US		3/28/20

		Omar Ramirez		Dodge City				67801		US		3/28/20

		Jose Hernandez		Houston				77076		US		3/28/20

		brandi M		Dallas						US		3/28/20

		Heaven Phillips		Charlotte				28227		US		3/28/20

		Julian Mendez		Los Angeles				90027		US		3/28/20

		Foster Boom		Las Vegas				89121		US		3/28/20

		Rob H		Orange Park				32073		US		3/28/20

		John Doe		Los Angeles				6790		US		3/28/20

		Johnrhey Ladines		San Francisco				94109		US		3/28/20

		Huwaida Tobiya		El Cajon				92020		US		3/28/20

		maria gregorio		Los Angeles				90063		US		3/28/20

		Nelie Aguayo		Antioch				94509		US		3/28/20

		sabrina bolling		Memphis				38120		US		3/28/20

		DYLAN Speech		Jackson				39212		US		3/28/20

		Niobe Wright		Atlanta				30349		US		3/28/20

		Monte Reyhanian		Glendale				91202		US		3/28/20

		Ava Gallegos		San Antonio				78251		US		3/28/20

		georgie milligan		Cedar Park				78613		US		3/28/20

		Addison Kinney		Roseville				95747		US		3/28/20

		Rose Sitton		Ellensburg				98926		US		3/28/20

		Destiny Graves		Coldspring				77331		US		3/28/20

		Jami Schulte		Centralia				62801		US		3/28/20

		Theresa Greathouse		Youngstown				44509		US		3/28/20

		Katherine Valverde		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/28/20

		Alexandra Avalos		Los Angeles				90001		US		3/28/20

		Jonathan Zheng		North Olmsted				44070		US		3/28/20

		Madison Lawing		Fernandina Beach				32034		US		3/28/20

		Kyle Crane		Traverse City				49685		US		3/28/20

		Lillyanna Kalogirou		San Bernardino				92404		US		3/28/20

		Safaa Aldulaimi		Peoria				85345		US		3/28/20

		Nadine Fitriniar		Bekasi				17158		Indonesia		3/28/20

		Restua Mahardday Situmorang		Bandar Lampung				35131		Indonesia		3/28/20

		Laila Schnebelt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Sarah Schnebelt		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Abner Solis		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Zach Joson		San Jose		CA		95126		US		3/28/20

		Thapelo goitsimang		Pretoria						South Africa		3/28/20

		slimbo bimbo		Sherman Oaks				91403		US		3/28/20

		dianne weyna		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/28/20

		Kim Leih								US		3/28/20

		Elle Rojas		Waxhaw				28173		US		3/28/20

		Ruth Rodriguez		San Jose				95111		US		3/28/20

		Theresa Romano		Whitesboro				13492		US		3/28/20

		Ethan Cantrell		Madison				35758		US		3/28/20

		Vivian Okpara		Austin				78704		US		3/28/20

		Alesha Jennette		Trenton				8610		US		3/28/20

		ralph santana		Jacksonville				32225		US		3/28/20

		Cody Kennedy		Milford				60953		US		3/28/20

		Elena González		Hialeah				33015		US		3/28/20

		anna welty		grayslake				60030		US		3/28/20

		Cate Haigh		Harleysville				19438		US		3/28/20

		Linda Scrivens		Winooski				5404		US		3/28/20

		Regina Brooks		Pittsburgh				15209		US		3/28/20

		Jarred Feely		Tonawanda				14150		US		3/28/20

		jill Hirsh		Scottsdale				85251		US		3/28/20

		Preeya Tunick		Bristow				20136		US		3/28/20

		Alice Simmons		Brooklyn				11225		US		3/28/20

		Crystel Ross / Lee		San Francisco				98544		US		3/28/20

		miriam medina		aztec				87410		US		3/28/20

		Jayda Rodriguez		New York				10029		US		3/28/20

		Reese Kazdal		Mesa				85206		US		3/28/20

		riza nevitawati								Indonesia		3/28/20

		Kaleigh Mcguire		Greenwood				29649		US		3/28/20

		Mayra kelita Sabino salinas		Lima						Peru		3/28/20

		patricia gutierrez		El Cajon				92020		US		3/28/20

		Vincent Sanchez		Oakland				94606		US		3/28/20

		Carlin Haase		Papillion				68046		US		3/28/20

		Richard Xiong		Woodbury				55125		US		3/28/20

		Cecilia Gonzalez		Grand Prairie				75050		US		3/28/20

		Malena Manley		Martinez				94553		US		3/28/20

		Ekaterina Efremova		San Francisco				94109		US		3/28/20

		Gabriella Terry		Sachse				75048		US		3/28/20

		Andrea Cabarcas		Maspeth				11378		US		3/28/20

		Roosevelt Young		Wallingford				6473		US		3/28/20

		Kayla Elfenbein		Massapequa				11758		US		3/28/20

		jorie jones		Gowanda				14070		US		3/28/20

		Khang Nguyen		Westminster				92683		US		3/28/20

		Irene Tracey		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Preston Hicks		Baton Rouge				70892		US		3/28/20

		Abel Maures		Hollywood				33024		US		3/28/20

		Kaiden Daniels		Dumas				71639		US		3/28/20

		Joe Hennessy		Portsmouth				3801		US		3/28/20

		Cindy Salazar		New York				11385		US		3/28/20

		kassie newkirk		Council Bluffs				51503		US		3/28/20

		Jayden Hanna		Macedon				14502		US		3/28/20

		Lottie Knippen		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Robert Meanza		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/28/20

		Dell Wolfensparger		Langley				98260		US		3/28/20

		Aylen Díaz		West Palm Beach				33409		US		3/28/20

		Marielena Chavarria		Tegucigalpa						Honduras		3/28/20

		Oyainis Santos		West Palm Beach				33461		US		3/28/20

		Claudia Pena		Miami				33161		US		3/28/20

		Mineylis Dominguez Brizuela		Macapa						Brazil		3/28/20

		Yasmani Gonzalez		Dallas				75208		US		3/28/20

		Mairelis Pimentel		Miami				33185		US		3/28/20

		Milena Canepa		Jacksonville				32225		US		3/28/20

		Lindbergh Saladin		Stoughton				0		US		3/28/20

		Karla Lubin		Miami				33142		US		3/28/20

		Luis Diaz		Katy				77449		US		3/28/20

		Julisa Gomez		Miami				33162		US		3/28/20

		Fidel Manuel Caceres Loriga		Hialeah				33010		US		3/28/20

		Norelvis Hernández		Tampa				33634		US		3/28/20

		Manasse Noel		Boynton beach				33435		US		3/28/20

		Yuslemi Hernandez		Hialeah				33016		US		3/28/20

		Walces Castelly		Irvington				07111-4582		US		3/28/20

		tatum morris		Dallas				75211		US		3/28/20

		Yetsy Ramirez		Cumana						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Christine Lopez		Salinas				93906		US		3/28/20

		Juan Nicolas Pastor Devicenci		Homestead				33033		US		3/28/20

		Lizeth Pasco		Lima						Peru		3/28/20

		Taiyana Lafourcade		Orlando				32810		US		3/28/20

		Regino Sarmiento		Tampa				33634		US		3/28/20

		Darbi Stephens		muncie				47304		US		3/28/20

		Cindy Margarett Quispe Carbajal		Hollywood				33027		US		3/28/20

		Shelley Immken		Van Nuys				91405		US		3/28/20

		Maydenis Palenzuela		Tampa				33622		US		3/28/20

		Larissa Gomez		La Puente				91744		US		3/28/20

		Katrina Morgan		Amelia				45102		US		3/28/20

		Lester Perez		Hialeah				33012		US		3/28/20

		Yaisbel Chala		Las Vegas				89169		US		3/28/20

		Kimberly Gonzales		Las Vegas				89102		US		3/28/20

		Sonia Cohen		Manlius				13104		US		3/28/20

		Sofia Rodriguez		Miami				33125		US		3/28/20

		Ruben Pagan		Louisville				40219		US		3/28/20

		Eyanireth Jimenez		Kissimmee				34746		US		3/28/20

		Russell Allen		Burbank				91503		US		3/28/20

		Ashley Asberry		Dallas				75228		US		3/28/20

		pedro gonzalez		Valencia						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Arlenis Guerrero		Desoto				75115		US		3/28/20

		kamara allridge		Los Angeles				90044		US		3/28/20

		Gladys Pazo		Miami				33161		US		3/28/20

		Ernesto Rodriguez		Miami				33126		US		3/28/20

		Joey Sarfo		Newark				19702		US		3/28/20

		Ailec Arias		Miami				33147		US		3/28/20

		Paul Espin		Tres Marias						Brazil		3/28/20

		Yekisbel Lara Alba		Sierra Vista				85635		US		3/28/20

		Sophie Ross		New York				10003		US		3/28/20

		veronica lenox		Bridgewater				8807		US		3/28/20

		Marielle Ramos		Orlando				32822		US		3/28/20

		Shu-Huan Yang		San Jose				95129		US		3/28/20

		Sil Mek		El Cajon				92019		US		3/28/20

		Ligia  Cristina González Navarro		Managua						Nicaragua		3/28/20

		Israel Alvarado		Westland				48185		US		3/28/20

		Carmen valdes		Miami				33165		US		3/28/20

		Lazaro Suarez		Cape Coral				33914		US		3/28/20

		Yurisleidy Valero Navarro		Las Vegas				89121		US		3/28/20

		Elijah Epps		Philadelphia				19152		US		3/28/20

		Alberto Gomez Perez		Hollywood				33025		US		3/28/20

		Pragnya Gangapuram		Marietta				30068		US		3/28/20

		Jared Volkman		Freedom				54130		US		3/28/20

		Natalia Negrete		Anaheim				92825		US		3/28/20

		Jody Gibson		West Des Moines				50265		US		3/28/20

		Malena Medina		Miami				33126		US		3/28/20

		Dileimy Sanchez		Sunrise				33323		US		3/28/20

		Alfredo Portal Garcia		Miami Beach				33140		US		3/28/20

		Dania Mayo		Miami				33165		US		3/28/20

		Osvaldo Lliteras		Atlanta				33012		US		3/28/20

		Alexei Alfonso Macias		Hollywood				33023		US		3/28/20

		Mireya Alberteris Díaz		Lakeland				33809		US		3/28/20

		Kelly DeGregorio		Orlando				32836		US		3/28/20

		Maria Santos		Watertown				2472		US		3/28/20

		Fausto Rodriguez		Houston				77040		US		3/28/20

		Alicia Francisco		Indianapolis				46203		US		3/28/20

		Saulay Diaz								US		3/28/20

		Ismael Bucarito		Barcelona						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Miguel Angel Roque Sosa Sosa		Miami				33165		US		3/28/20

		Julian David Castillo Meza		Manizales						Colombia		3/28/20

		Adan Rey Gomero Justiz		Miami				33133		US		3/28/20

		Stephanie Jean baptiste		Santiago De Los Caballeros						Dominican Republic		3/28/20

		Maria jose Ugueto		Valencia						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Zaidee Acosta		Lake Worth				33460		US		3/28/20

		Jose Ortiz		Miami				33147		US		3/28/20

		Mercedes Marin		Miami				33135		US		3/28/20

		Katherine Chanel Cabrera Sanz		San Fernando						Trinidad & Tobago		3/28/20

		Jeannett Herbas		Hollywood				33020		US		3/28/20

		Lorena Fernández		Bogotá						Colombia		3/28/20

		Isidro Torres		Hialeah				33012		US		3/28/20

		Yoleisi Cantillo		Lake Worth				33463		US		3/28/20

		Jose Burgos		Hialeah				33015		US		3/28/20

		James Leiken		Napa		CA		94558		US		3/28/20

		Dunia Nunez		Miami				33102		US		3/28/20

		Elsa Romero		Maracaibo						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Disney Quesada Martinez		Norcross				30071		US		3/28/20

		Evelyn Leyva Carrasco		Anaheim				92804		US		3/28/20

		María Eugenia Pulgar		Caracas						Venezuela		3/28/20

		Andrea Lazo		Boca Raton				33433		US		3/28/20

		Wenddy Anez		Rockville				20852		US		3/28/20

		Dayami Eliot		Bogota						Colombia		3/28/20

		Yudit Hidalgo Barley								US		3/29/20

		Priya kadakia		Las Vegas				89121		US		3/29/20

		Lazaro Diaz Cardenas		Hialeah				33015		US		3/29/20

		Rina George		Hialeah				33016		US		3/29/20

		Nika Borhani		Goleta				93117		US		3/29/20

		Gabriel Vargas Santiago		Bayamon						US		3/29/20

		Mercedes Williams		Hialeah				33012		US		3/29/20

		Sydney de Polo		Portland		OR		97203		US		3/29/20

		Yudexis De Gouveia		Orlando				32832		US		3/29/20

		Harold Guevara		Caracas						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Osmany escriba santiesteban		Kennedy						Colombia		3/29/20

		Catharine Mcdaniel								US		3/29/20

		megan laviolette		Marrero				70072-3545		US		3/29/20

		Stephanie Vu		Los Angeles		CA		90033		US		3/29/20

		Noelia George		Quimistán						Honduras		3/29/20

		Marialys Martinez		Miami				33126		US		3/29/20

		nooby noob		New Port Richey				34654		US		3/29/20

		María Prosperi		Maturín						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Ari Wijaya						30163		Indonesia		3/29/20

		Richard Rodríguez		Caracas						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Miguel Fernandez		Dania				33004		US		3/29/20

		Esther Horstman		Madison						US		3/29/20

		Nelson Rivera Rojas		Louisville				40219		US		3/29/20

		Héctor Denys Feliz Montero		Santo Domingo						Dominican Republic		3/29/20

		Luis. Nunez		Naples				34109		US		3/29/20

		César Hernández								Venezuela		3/29/20

		Lisandra Valdivia		Houston				77093		US		3/29/20

		Liliam Mayora		Maracay						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Lhien Singh Sin		Irving				Texas		US		3/29/20

		Agustin Garcia		Davie				33331		US		3/29/20

		Eko Pranandhita						73112		Indonesia		3/29/20

		María Soldo		Valencia						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Olivia Ilsley		San Leandro		CA		94578		US		3/29/20

		Sam Riordan		Anaheim		CA		92825		US		3/29/20

		Esme Lipton		San Francisco				94118		US		3/29/20

		Nur Aisyah						15418		Indonesia		3/29/20

		Rodolfo Argüello		Nicaragua						Nicaragua		3/29/20

		Liliana Hunt		San Diego		CA		92103		US		3/29/20

		Carol Levy		Allentown				18104		US		3/29/20

		Ryan Rhudy		Valencia				91355		US		3/29/20

		Sachiko Reed		Pacifica		CA		94939		US		3/29/20

		Lauren Felix		Redondo Beach				90278		US		3/29/20

		Nineya Acosta		Orlando				32837		US		3/29/20

		Maritza Morgado		Hollywood				33020		US		3/29/20

		Ivan Rivera Barrios		Miami				33174		US		3/29/20

		Ardhian Chai						11730		Indonesia		3/29/20

		Monja Cathrin Odenn		Grimstad				4886		Norway		3/29/20

		Florence Veray-Houston		Oxnard				93035		US		3/29/20

		Leandro Reyes		Maracaibo						Venezuela		3/29/20

		Eduardo Mendez		Miami				33012		US		3/29/20

		Alberto Castillo fabian		Tampa				33617		US		3/29/20

		Rhiyena Milfeld		Los Angeles				90026		US		3/29/20

		Alexis Speed		Tampa				33617		US		3/29/20

		Loïda Nzen		Douala						Cameroon		3/29/20

		emily miron		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/29/20

		Cullen Bivona		Arlington				76013		US		3/29/20

		Ava Fabian		Renton				98059		US		3/29/20

		Ben Duron		Bronx				10474		US		3/29/20

		Shanmon Washington		Lansing				48915		US		3/29/20

		Bonnie Rodriguez								US		3/29/20

		Dixie Singletary		Macclenny				32040		US		3/29/20

		MARY BLESSING		Jupiter				33458		US		3/29/20

		Sam Lax		Danville				94526		US		3/29/20

		Jayson Lopez		Santa Ana				92701		US		3/29/20

		Fisher Anderson		Plano				75023		US		3/29/20

		Wendy Willett								US		3/29/20

		Ronnie Lawson		Lake Elsinore				92532		US		3/29/20

		Erica Delarosa		San Antonio				78257		US		3/29/20

		Serena Jimenez		San Antonio				78207		US		3/29/20

		Flora Twumasi Ampofo		Mableton				30126		US		3/29/20

		Beckham Perez		Salem				53168		US		3/29/20

		Caroline Cox		Denver				80224		US		3/29/20

		tamera Starling		Cuthbert				39840		US		3/29/20

		Miryam Paredes		Freeport				11520		US		3/29/20

		Trevor Herigstad		North Hollywood				91606		US		3/29/20

		THELITQUEEN ISASAVAGE		Burden				67019		US		3/29/20

		Swady Primus		Brooklyn				11226		US		3/29/20

		Martez Dukes		Fairburn				30213		US		3/29/20

		Bob White		Downers Grove		IL		60515		US		3/29/20

		Ayat Shahzad		Carteret				7008		US		3/29/20

		Hilary Zeiter		Roseville				95678		US		3/29/20

		Samuel Lawes		Hyrum				84319		US		3/29/20

		Kelly Long		Gainesville				76240		US		3/29/20

		Eugenia Ahern		Philadelphia				19143		US		3/29/20

		Marilyn McDonald		Denver				80110		US		3/29/20

		Peyton Duncan		Olive Hill				41164		US		3/29/20

		Roxana Barahona		Visalia				93292		US		3/29/20

		Brittney Brustow		New Bedford				2745		US		3/29/20

		Lupe Hernandez		Los Angeles				90002		US		3/29/20

		Dominick David		Spanaway				98387		US		3/29/20

		Alex Carter		Anchorage				99515		US		3/29/20

		Marissa Cabral		Boston				2163		US		3/29/20

		Rebecca Quasne		Fort Mohave				86426		US		3/29/20

		Brenda Painter		Springfield				62703		US		3/29/20

		Meosha Corbin		Lima				45805		US		3/29/20

		Willow Trembath-Soderholm		Mt. Pleasant				48858		US		3/29/20

		Armin Harris		Odenton				21113		US		3/29/20

		Tiffany Lyndall		Brandon				33511		US		3/29/20

		HENRY KOPEC		Dover				3820		US		3/29/20

		Deshawndra Staples		Wyandotte				48192		US		3/29/20

		Juan Bedoy		Yuma				85365		US		3/29/20

		Ashley Martinez		Brooklyn				11236		US		3/29/20

		Nicole Ady		Tolleson				85353		US		3/29/20

		Iris Barrie		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/29/20

		Breonnah Colon		Rochester				14618		US		3/30/20

		Benita Robinson		Albany				12209		US		3/30/20

		Hasnaini Aini		Binjai				20735		Indonesia		3/30/20

		Ikey Martinez		Lima						Peru		3/30/20

		Amparito de jesus Ramirez aguilar		Lima						Peru		3/30/20

		Emily Medley		Pensacola				32506		US		3/30/20

		Nancy Thelot		East Orange				7018		US		3/30/20

		Julia Dasilva		Arlington				2474		US		3/30/20

		Allison Beresford		Arlington				22201		US		3/30/20

		Judy Barnes		Los Angeles				90044		US		3/30/20

		anna vasquez		Tolleson				85353		US		3/30/20

		Yang Ting shang		Taipei						Taiwan		3/30/20

		Ismelys Corzo		Hollywood				33021		US		3/30/20

		Μαρία Παπαδοπούλου		Athens						Greece		3/30/20

		Yiannis Mpekos		Athens						Greece		3/30/20

		Kyle Blumenthal		Edmonton				T6G		Canada		3/30/20

		Lisa Aziz		Corona				92881		US		3/30/20

		Marthanisa Dandelina		Bandung				40286		Indonesia		3/30/20

		Yaimedy Perez		Mcallen				78504		US		3/30/20

		Yakensy Marquez		Miami Beach				33141		US		3/30/20

		Jorge Borges		Miami				33185		US		3/30/20

		Lexi Hubbard		Maitland				K0e		Canada		3/31/20

		Rita missiaty Rita missiaty		Beirut						Lebanon		3/31/20

		idra kayne		Athens						Greece		3/31/20

		Dwinanda Kinanti		Grogol , Kota Administrasi Jakarta Barat				11440		Indonesia		3/31/20

		Biggus Niggus								Sweden		3/31/20

		Seth Cantrelle		Golden Meadow		LA		70357		US		3/31/20

		Erley Grinan Lobaina		Wilton Manors				33334		US		3/31/20

		Enrque Riano		Miami				33186		US		3/31/20

		Arielys Martínez		Miami				33185		US		3/31/20

		Sally Gordon		Napa		CA		94559		US		3/31/20

		Julio César Horna Quiñones								Peru		3/31/20

		Farida Anggayuh		Purwokerto				53191		Indonesia		3/31/20

		Seci Culquicondor Rivera		Trujillo						Peru		4/1/20

		Jennie Maguire		Liverpool				L8 4xl		UK		4/1/20

		Raffalah Riwansia		Malang				65141		Indonesia		4/1/20

		Yujin Han		Cheongju						South Korea		4/1/20

		munsy soamole								Indonesia		4/1/20

		Katerina Papatheodorou		Athens						Greece		4/1/20

		Leena sarntaridou		thessaloniki						Greece		4/1/20

		Muji Rahayu		Jakarta						Indonesia		4/1/20

		Alf Vlachos		Athens				16345		Greece		4/1/20

		Evangelia Stoltidou		Thessaloníki						Greece		4/1/20

		Kyu Shinden		Apolonio Samson						Philippines		4/1/20

		Stana Abdo		Erbil						Iraq		4/1/20

		Ana Stamp		Athens						Greece		4/1/20

		Mood Nizer								Indonesia		4/1/20

		Raysa Sanchez Leon								US		4/1/20

		Alexandros Iliakis		Athens						Greece		4/1/20

		Artemis Penaki		Thessaloniki				54647		Greece		4/1/20

		Jenna Miles		Dartmouth				B2V 2K2		Canada		4/1/20

		Athina Papageorgiou		Athens						Greece		4/1/20

		Sara Arana		Lima						Peru		4/2/20

		Eleni Papamichail		Athens						Greece		4/2/20

		Martha Argyropoulou		Athens						Greece		4/2/20

		Yolanda Charisma adi		Sleman						Indonesia		4/2/20

		Alina Santamaria		Santa Rosa		CA		95407		US		4/2/20

		Cleopatra Sevastaki		Cairo						Egypt		4/2/20

		ΧΡΥΣΑΝΘΗ ΚΙΡΚΙΛΕΣΗ		Athens						Greece		4/2/20

		Nur fitri lutfiani		Jombang				61473		Indonesia		4/2/20

		Chrysanthi Koutri		Den Haag				2586		Netherlands		4/2/20

		Margarita Spilioti		Athens						Greece		4/2/20

		Abdulbaqi Arsalan		Erbil						Iraq		4/2/20

		Robert Burkholder		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/2/20

		Rita Inzai		Nairobi						Kenya		4/2/20

		eirini kougioumoutzaki		Heraklion						Greece		4/2/20

		Amy Garden		St. Helena		CA		94574		US		4/3/20

		Benta Awori		Nairobi						Kenya		4/3/20

		Danae Jimenez		Athens						Greece		4/3/20

		Πασχαλία Τσακιρίδου		Xánthi						Greece		4/4/20

		kira nott		Johannesburg						South Africa		4/4/20

		Nadya Putri alperta		Medan						Indonesia		4/4/20

		Alexia Nikolopoulou		Athens						Greece		4/4/20

		Dimitra Karatzioula		Kateríni						Greece		4/4/20

		Stella Bouki		Athens						Greece		4/4/20

		Vijaya Bhaskar Utla		Hyderabad				500072		India		4/4/20

		Mary Hatzigiannos		Athens						Greece		4/4/20

		Christina Hatziioannidou		Athens						Greece		4/4/20

		Danae Dimopoulou		Athens						Greece		4/4/20

		Despoina Nikolaou		Patras						Greece		4/4/20

		Luisa Vega Contreras		San Salvador						El Salvador		4/5/20

		John Dorenbecher		Yountville		CA		94599		US		4/6/20

		Mahmood Tahir		Leicester				LE2 1DB		UK		4/7/20

		Patricia Lynch		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/8/20

		Radean Seeley		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/8/20

		Harry Collamore		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/8/20

		Ludovic Dervin		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/8/20

		Allan Bree		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/8/20

		Chuck Dresel		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/8/20

		Cesar Fernandez		San Francisco				94103		US		4/9/20

		Elaine Kearney		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/18/20

		Cierra Olivarez		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/18/20

		Nicholas Diakon		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/18/20

		Nina Richner		Hidden Valley Lake		CA		95467		US		4/18/20

		Peter Stephens		Napa		CA		94558		US		4/18/20

		Sybil Baffoe		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/18/20

		Merilyn A		Napa		CA		998554		US		4/18/20

		Scott Heathcote		Napa		CA		94559		US		4/19/20

		Geni Bennetts		Napa		CA		94558		US		5/11/20

		Jerry Miller		Hyde				16843		US		5/11/20

		Katherine Huerta		Sunland				91040		US		5/11/20

		Kameila Tuscany		San Leandro				94577		US		5/11/20

		Synamon Lyle		Louisville				40218		US		5/11/20

		Kaitlin Schwemmer		Baltimore				21231		US		5/11/20

		Samu Shrestha		Fairfield				52556		US		5/12/20

		barbara chalom		Pompano Beach				33076		US		5/12/20

		Brianna Roundy		Liverpool				13090		US		5/12/20

		Daniel Thompson		Salt Lake City				84120		US		5/12/20

		Andrea Walker		Gulf Breeze				32563		US		5/12/20

		April Ochman		Lincoln Park				48146		US		5/12/20

		Kathrina Moore		Melbourne				32901		US		5/12/20

		Zenobia Griggs		Philadelphia				19114		US		5/12/20

		Molly Brown		Stafford				22554		US		5/12/20

		Holly Hubbard		North Ridgeville				44039		US		5/12/20

		Aria Hemingway		District Heights				20747		US		5/12/20

		Timothy Rochefort		Dedham				2026		US		5/12/20

		Mike Lara		Los Angeles				90037		US		5/12/20

		Rodric Anderson		Atlanta				30349		US		5/12/20

		Carlos Diaz		Santurce						US		5/12/20

		Alexis Obenauer		Pointe Coupee				70736		US		5/12/20

		Erika Alaquinez		Houston				77002		US		5/12/20

		Keyla Padilla		Bayamon						US		5/12/20

		Julain P		New Jersey				8610		US		5/12/20

		Jen Brewer		Eau Claire				54703		US		5/12/20

		John Doe		Stafford				22554		US		5/12/20

		Eduardo E Ruisanchez Pozo		Hollywood				33024		US		5/12/20

		Susan Hernandez		Redlands				92374		US		5/12/20

		Edward Diaz		Alexandria				22312		US		5/12/20

		Matt .		Quincy				2169		US		5/12/20

		Cathy Thomas		Los Angeles				90019		US		5/12/20

		Chris Chanelle Watford		Albquerque				87108		US		5/13/20

		Phyllis Jones		Vineland				8360		US		5/13/20

		Aubrey Hofmann		Brownsburg				46112		US		5/13/20

		Patrick W. Mulligan		Mims				32754		US		5/13/20

		Breyla Lundgard		South Bend				46615		US		5/13/20

		Jennifer Garcia		Reseda				91356		US		5/13/20

		Mariam A		Macungie				18062		US		5/13/20

		Ally Miller		Brick				8757		US		5/13/20

		Victoria Andrew		Los Angeles				90034		US		5/13/20

		gabby warrenfeltz		York				17403		US		5/13/20

		Mikel Green		Atlanta				30301		US		5/13/20

		Ella Daigle		Enosburg Falls				5450		US		5/13/20

		Debby Willette		Greencastle				46135		US		5/13/20

		hadyn green		Silver Spring				20906		US		5/13/20

		Adrienne Festa		New York				10118		US		5/13/20

		Dakota Miars		Eugene				97405		US		5/13/20

		Kayleigh Stanford		Lancaster				29720		US		5/13/20

		Jackeline Candelaria		Fort Lauderdale				33314		US		5/14/20

		Victoria Rezgui		Oklahoma City				73132		US		5/14/20

		sam scott		Burlington				98233		US		5/14/20

		Casey Ayers		McDonough				13801		US		5/14/20

		Chelsey Stanley		Proctorville				45669		US		5/14/20

		Harmony Himler		Sarasota				34234		US		5/14/20

		Alexander Howen		Milwaukee				53213		US		5/14/20

		Anna Collier		Manhattan Beach				90266		US		5/14/20

		Isaac Osipchuk		Lebanon				37087		US		5/14/20

		Nora Diaz		Albuquerque				87120		US		5/14/20

		Christi Hoolahan		Savannah				31405		US		5/14/20

		Mia Florentino		San Jose				95111		US		5/14/20

		Caden Burnett		Columbus				43214		US		5/15/20

		Jazmine Ojeda		Tracy				95377		US		5/15/20

		Michelle Kleckner		Omaha				68104		US		5/15/20

		Romel Steele		Fresno				93737		US		5/15/20

		Matthew DeLaCruz		San Antonio				78249		US		5/15/20

		Dominique King		Aliso Viejo				92656		US		5/15/20

		Courtney Ericksen		Ashtabula				44004		US		5/15/20

		Nicholas Seibert		Lebanon				17046		US		5/15/20

		Marvin Galley		Boardman				97818		US		5/15/20

		Dick Luna		Yonkers				10705		US		5/15/20

		Victoria Brambila		Austin				78758		US		5/15/20

		bob billy		Norfolk				23513		US		5/15/20

		Laura Jesko		Southfield				48086		US		5/15/20

		Alyssa Tamagri		Pensacola				32504		US		5/15/20

		Greyden French		Bedford				10506		US		5/15/20

		Bree Moehnke		Katy				77494		US		5/15/20

		Adoracion Abrencillo		Clementon				8021		US		5/15/20

		JoJo Adams		Mc Kees Rocks				15136		US		5/15/20

		Yamil Perez		San Juan						US		5/15/20

		Iesha K		Woodbridge				22193		US		5/15/20

		Amanda Fetig		Gardner				1440		US		5/16/20

		Sarah Mo		Madison		WI		53703		US		5/17/20

		Stefani Barwick		Sun City West		AZ		85375		US		5/18/20

		Olivia Merrell		Texarkana		AR		71754		US		5/29/20








Summary of Incidents  
2009-Recent 


 


2/25/2009-during protest PP staff had liquid thrown on her. PD called (case#npd09001534) 


3/11/2009-fire crackers thrown at the 40 days for life protestors 


11/8/2012-rocks thrown through health center window (case#12-6594) 


11/05/2015- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#15-7117) Officer Medina 
responded. Ron removed, next step arrest.  


12/28/2015-Protestors shouting blocking sidewalk and entrance. PD called (case#15-8108) 


3/8/2016-Shots fired 9:07pm. Health center windows broken. (Case#16-1753) 


4/7/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-2015) 


4/28/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress. PD called (report#16-2513) 


5/9/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (report#E16053387) 


5/19/2016-Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress. As advised, 8:30am, Napa PD dispatch contacted. 
9:25am received a call from Officer Hansen stating he was parked around the corner. He has not received any 
further instruction from his superiors. He will not remove or site Ron Maxson for blocking sidewalk egress.  


6/8/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-3404)) 


6/9/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-342) 


7/27/2016-Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (report#E160611127) 


9/1/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress (case#16-5263) 


9/30/2016- 40 days for life protestor on the sidewalk with metal pole in hand. Waving the pole around as 
people attempted to walk down the sidewalk. He entered the health center with pole in hand.  He was asked 
to leave.  Did so without incident. Left on foot with pole in hand. Napa PD called. 11:50am-no response. 
12:31pm-advised by Captain Manzer unit drove by 


10/05/2016-escort walked a women to her car that was dropping off her resume when protestor (Marsha) 
followed pushing pamphlets making contact with the women.  Napa PD called. (Case#16-5982) 
 
11/7/2016-Alpha Pregnancies Ultrasound RV parked in front of the Health Center approaching clients on the 
sidewalk and escorting them into the RV.   
 
11/14/2016- Alpha Pregnancies RV has returned 
 
12/28/2016 - Ron Maxson and a large group (24 people) blocking the sidewalk.  
Ron Maxson is using amplified sound (Case#16-773) 
 







2/03/2017 – Planned Parenthood Northern California staff met with senior representatives of the City to 
discuss the protesting and lack of follow up from the City around proactive solutions like a parking ordinance, 
sign ordinance, or stand-alone buffer zone.  


2/28/2017– Gilda Gonzales sent an email to the City Manager, Mr. Parness, to flag ongoing enforcement 
issues and discuss next steps and follow up.  There was no proactive response from the City Manager. 


9/23/2018– 40 Days of Life protests begin in Napa and continue until November 4.  


10/1/2018– A protestor called the police stating one of their vehicles was damaged by a women who dropped 
in to leave a donation. Officer Hanson arrived and was observed praying alongside the protestors.  


10/3/2018 – CEO Gilda Gonzales sent an email to Lieutenant Haag and Captain Plummer to alert the 
department of Officer Hanson’s behavior and the impact it had on patients and staff.  


10/18/2018– Planned Parenthood Northern California staff met with Chief Plummer and Lieutenant Haag to 
discuss the 10/1 incident and how to proactively move forward.  


1/10/2019 – escort drove by over the weekend and noticed protestors were posting signs on health center 
garbage cans.  


2/10/2019 –  Escort was walking with patient on sidewalk toward Health Center. Protestor was standing in the 
middle of the sidewalk with a large sign blocking the right of way. As patient passed she made contact with 
protestor.  


6/3/2019- Witnessed 2 protestors outside of clinical facility protesting. Protestors arrived at Napa Planned 
Parenthood in the morning and had been parked outside of clinic for two hours or more. A person came into 
the clinic to make a donation. The person making a donation left and exchanged a few words with protestors. 
As the person was leaving they located the rear of the truck and moved something of a sort. The person 
leaving the donation entered their vehicle and hit the bumper in front, which was a green truck due to 
the protestor vehicle blocking. The person who had left a donation left the area. (internal report) 


10/1/2019- Planned Parenthood Northern California staffer arm was grabbed by a protestor and she stated 
“Do you want me to tell you what they do in there?” Protestor ignored staffs request to not touch or talk to 
her. (internal report) 


10/11/2019- An incident that occurred while the HC was closed 10/11/19. Protestor reported to the Napa PD 
while protesting someone walking by the health center, made a comment to them pushing the sign they 
carried into their face. Camera surveillance requested between 2:30pm-2:47pm on 10/11/19 reviewed. 
Case#19-5690 


10/2/2019- Team member from City of Napa Code Enforcement confirms the protestors are violating the sign 
ordinance. Lt. instructed to remind the protestors of the law and no citation issued. Planned Parenthood also 
informs PD that protestors place their signs on our property’s walkway and leaned up against our shrubbery 
and our garbage cans, even after Planned Parenthood staff has verbally asked them to remove their signs from 
private property. Additionally, the protestors’ signs have created a traffic hazard, as they lean their signs 
against their car windows and block drivers’ views to Jefferson Street when exiting the driveway located next 
to our building.  


10/15/2019- City of Napa Code Enforcement produces a handout about the sign ordinance.  


 







10/31/2019- We met with Planning and Code Enforcement Manager to discuss how enforcement 
of Napa Municipal Code Title 17.55.130 of “Moving signs” could occur. She informed PPNorCal staff that code 
enforcement does not have the power to cite. After this conversation, the citation moved to the Napa PD 
Department  


3/3/2020- After that meeting, designated Lt. informed us of PD's new process, and we still haven't seen 
anyone cited for violating the sign ordinance. "Officers have been instructed to visually document the scene 
and signs with their Body Worn Cameras or cell phone cameras. If there are any witnesses that are willing to 
share their video or photos of the violations, then officers have been instructed to obtain that evidence as part 
of the police report."  


3/2/2020- Per Napa PD guidance we call dispatch every time this ordinance is violated, and officers often 
come out hours later and simply drive by. On 3/3/20 health center staff called PD at 11:45 am and the officer 
drove by (Case#20-00-1145). Did not document as Lt. stated they were instructed. 


8/1/2020- To date there have been zero citations for sign violations, mask ordinance violations or 
staff/patient harassment.  


Summary of City Officials Contacted Throughout the Years  


• Captain Robert Plummer  
• Captain Jennifer Gonzales  
• Captain Patrick Manzer  
• Rick Tooker, Community Development Director  
• Steve Potter, City Manager 
• Doug Jones, Assistant City Attorney  
• Allison Haley, District Attorney  
• Nancy Weiss, Assistant City Manager  
• Greg Sowards, Code Enforcement Officer  






Napa Buffer Zone

SEC. 1.  FINDINGS

(a) Every person in the City of Napa ("City") has a fundamental right to privacy protected not only by the United States Constitution, but also explicitly guaranteed in Article I, Section 1 of the California Constitution. This right to privacy includes the right to access all legal health care services, including reproductive health care services.

(b) Maintaining access to reproductive health care services is a matter of critical importance not only to individuals, but also to the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of the City. Efforts to harass, obstruct or otherwise interfere with individuals seeking reproductive health care services may deter, delay, and even prevent individuals from obtaining necessary reproductive health care services. These efforts, which often include forcing patients to run a gauntlet of demonstrators near the entrances, exits and driveways of reproductive health care facilities, or to confront intimidating demonstrators stationed at or near those entrances, exits and driveways, also disrupt the ability of staff at reproductive health care facilities to devote their full efforts to providing health care services and divert valuable facility resources away from patients. Pedestrians, including patients and employees seeking to receive or provide health care, are often blocked or slowed on sidewalks adjacent to reproductive health care facilities by numerous signs lined up in the public right of way, and patients in facility waiting rooms are subjected to loud music and shouting directed inside the facility by demonstrators outside the door. These factors, including difficulty entering and exiting the facility as well as loud noise once inside the facility, can lead to increased patient stress that may affect the efficacy and complication rate of the medical care sought within. Actions that result in such obstruction, delay and deterrence of patients, and diversion of reproductive health care facilities' staff and resources, undermine the City's interest in maintaining the public health, safety, and welfare, and in preserving its residents' constitutional right to privacy.

(c) Standing on equal footing with the right to access health care services, including reproductive health care services, are the free speech and assembly rights of those who would gather and speak on matters of public concern.  This Article intends to balance the right to speak and engage in sidewalk counseling near reproductive health care clinics with the right to access constitutionally protected health care without fear of physical harm, harassment, or delay.

(d) The City Council hereby finds that this Article is necessary to promote the full exercise of the right to privacy by patients seeking vital reproductive health care services and is also necessary to maintain public health, safety and welfare within the City. The City Council  further finds that this Article strikes a lawful and appropriate accommodation between the right to privacy and to access reproductive health care services and the needs of public health, safety and welfare, on the one hand, and the rights of free speech and assembly, on the other.

(e) This Article applies only to reproductive health care facilities, not to health care facilities generally. In addition, this Article does not apply to licensed hospitals or to reproductive health care facilities owned or operated by licensed hospitals. This scope ensures the Article is narrowly tailored to address the significant governmental interests it serves, and leaves other health care facilities and locations available for speech. Individuals attempting to access reproductive health care facilities to obtain reproductive health care services have been subjected to harassing or intimidating activity from extremely close proximity, tending to hamper, delay or deter their access to those facilities and services and thus subverting their legal rights to seek and obtain legal health care services. The City Council finds that reproductive health care facilities that are not part of a licensed hospital, and not owned or operated by a licensed hospital, are more vulnerable to such subversion of their patients' rights on account of the layout and design of their facilities and parking areas as well as their staff resources and deployment. Further, reproductive health care facilities not affiliated with hospitals commonly possess fewer resources for providing adequate security and safety to individuals seeking access to reproductive health care services. Thus, this Article provides narrowly tailored, content-neutral restrictions where they are most necessary to further the significant government interests the Article serves. 

(f) The City Council finds that the modest scope of the prohibition on following and harassing individuals, impeding access and making excessive noise in close proximity to reproductive health care facilities is necessary to ensure that patients may gain safe and unimpeded access to reproductive health care services, while allowing speakers to effectively communicate their messages to their intended audience. This prohibition applies equally to all, regardless of the content of their speech.

(g) The City Council finds that intimidating behavior, including excessively loud demonstration activity, as well as following and harassing patients, staff, and other individuals around the entrances, exits and driveways of reproductive health care facilities can impede pedestrian and vehicle traffic and create safety hazards on the sidewalks and roadways, and that the limitations this Article imposes on aggressive and intimidating behavior will help promote safe and effective pedestrian and vehicle traffic flow around reproductive health care facilities.

(h) The City Council further finds that loud, harassing and intimidating activities – independent of the content of those activities – conducted around the entrances, exits and driveways of reproductive health care facilities can adversely affect the physical and emotional health and well-being of patients seeking services at a reproductive health care facility. Noise control is particularly important around medical facilities during surgery and recovery periods. As has been noted by the Supreme Court, noise produced by protesters that can be heard within a clinic, may cause stress in the patients; this includes loud, disruptive noise heard during patient intake, surgical procedures and while recuperating in the recovery rooms. The City Council finds that this Article will provide a protective space for patients and thereby helps avoid those adverse health consequences.

(i) The City Council finds that this Article imposes content-neutral time, place and manner restrictions on speech and assembly, which are narrowly tailored to serve significant government interests and leave ample alternative channels of communication.

   

SEC. 2.  DEFINITIONS

 For purposes of this Article:

   "Amplified sound" means a sound augmented by any electronic or other means that increases the sound level or volume beyond that of a conversational speaking voice.

   "Follow" means to physically pursue an individual once that individual has indicated verbally or non-verbally he or she does not wish to be approached or engage in conversation.

   "Gathering" means two or more individuals.

   "Harass" means to engage in a course of conduct directed at a specific person or persons that alarms, seriously distresses, torments or terrorizes the person.  Harassment does not include, among other things, quiet, consensual conversation conducted from a stationary position. Harassment includes, but is not limited to:

   (a)   Approaching within eight feet of a person if that person indicates he or she does not want to be approached, except as necessary to enter or exit the reproductive health care facility;

   (b)   Following a person if that conduct is intended or is likely to cause a reasonable person to fear bodily harm to oneself or to another, or damage to or loss of property;

   (c)   Shouting at a person within 25 feet of the entrance of a reproductive health care facility;

   (d)   Intentionally touching or causing physical contact with a person without that person's consent;

   (e)   Intentionally blocking or interfering with the safe or free passage of a pedestrian or vehicle by any means, including, but not limited to (1) intentionally causing a pedestrian to take evasive action to avoid physical contact and/or (2) placing signs on the sidewalk such that the flow of pedestrian traffic is restricted. This subsection (e) shall not prohibit individuals from holding or wearing signs while using the sidewalk; or

   (f)   Using violent or threatening gestures toward a person.

   "Impede" means to obstruct, block, detain or render passage impossible, unsafe or difficult.

   "Law Enforcement Official" means a member of a law enforcement agency, including but not limited to a member of a municipal, metropolitan or state police department, sheriffs, or deputy sheriffs.

   "Person" refers to any individual, firm, partnership, joint venture, company, corporation, association, social club, fraternal organization, estate, trust, business trust, receiver, trustee, syndicate or any other group or combination acting as a unit except the United States of America, the State of California and any political subdivision of either.

   "Public Safety Official " means a member of a law enforcement agency, fire department or other state, federal or municipal employee charged with protection of public health or safety.

   "Reproductive health care facility" refers to a clinic licensed under Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 1200) of Division 2 of the California Health and Safety Code, or any other facility or business that provides reproductive health care services, exclusively or in addition to other health care services. Reproductive health care facility does not include a licensed hospital or a clinic or other facility owned or operated by a licensed hospital.

   "Reproductive health care services" refers to all medical, surgical, counseling, referral and informational services related to the human reproductive system.

   "Shout" refers to any audible activity not electronically amplified originating from an individual that is beyond that of a conversational speaking voice, including vocalizations that are audible from more than 15 feet away, as well as vocalizations intended to carry from the street or public sidewalk to the inside of a reproductive health care facility.



SEC. 3. PROHIBITION OF INTERFERENCE WITH REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

 	(a)   Prohibition. It shall be unlawful to:

     	 (1)   Follow or harass any person within 25 feet of the entrance of a reproductive health care facility; 

      	(2)   Impede access to the door of a reproductive health care facility; or

      	(3)   Shout, or cause to be produced any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational speaking voice, including use of a loudspeaker, bullhorn or electronic audio instrument or device that produces or reproduces amplified sound on any public street or sidewalk within 50 feet of the property line of a property housing a reproductive health care facility; provided, however, that this subsection (a)(3) shall not apply to the following:

        		 (A)   Vehicles in compliance with or exempted from California Vehicle Code section 27007;

        		 (B)   Use of a car horn or other warning device as permitted by California Vehicle Code sections 27000 to 27006; and

         		(C)   Law enforcement or public safety officials acting in the scope of their employment, to the extent necessary to attend to public health/safety issues.

  	(b)   Business Hours. Section (a) applies during a reproductive health care facility's posted business hours and up to one hour before the posted business hours.

 (c)   Other Laws. Nothing in this Article shall preclude the enforcement of other state, federal, or municipal laws inside or outside of the 25-foot boundary, including but not limited to those related to sidewalk obstruction, aggressive pursuit, or excessive noise.

SEC. 4. ENFORCEMENT

(a) Criminal Enforcement.  Any person who violates Section 3 of this Article  shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by incarceration in the City Jail, fine or both.  Upon a first conviction for violation of Section 3, the person shall be incarcerated in the City Jail for up to three months, or fined up to $500, or both. Upon a subsequent conviction for violation of Section 3, the person shall be incarcerated in the City Jail for up to six months, or fined up to $1000, or both.

(b) Civil Enforcement.  	An aggrieved person may enforce the provisions of this Article by means of a civil action.  An aggrieved person includes any reproductive health care facility that is the site of a violation of this Article. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this Article or who aids in the violation of this Article shall be liable to the aggrieved person for special and general damages, but in no case less than $1000 plus attorneys’ fees and the costs of the action.  In addition, punitive damages may be awarded in a proper case.

(c) Dispersal Order.  A law enforcement official may order the immediate dispersal of a gathering that continues to violate Section 3 after a verbal warning.  A dispersal order issued pursuant to this subsection shall include the following statements: (1) the gathering has substantially impeded access to or departure from the reproductive health care facility; (2) each member of the gathering shall, under the penalty of arrest and prosecution, immediately disperse and cease to stand or be located within at least 25 feet of an entrance or a driveway to the reproductive health care facility; and (3) the order shall remain in place for eight hours or until the close of business of the reproductive health facility, whichever is earlier.  This subsection (c) shall apply during the business hours of the reproductive health care facility and up to one hour before the posted business hours.

(d) Other Enforcement.  Nothing in this Article shall preclude any person from seeking any other remedies, penalties or procedures provided by law.

SEC. 5.  ARTICLE ON COMPETING RIGHTS.  

In adopting this Article, the City Council recognizes both the fundamental constitutional right to assemble peaceably and to demonstrate on matters of public concern, as well as the right to seek and obtain health care. This legislation promotes the full exercise of these rights and strikes an appropriate accommodation between them.  It is not the intention of the City Council to interfere with the right to protest, including the right to protest conditions of employment. Rather it is the intention of the City Council to impose reasonable time, place and manner restrictions on all protests, to protect the right to seek and obtain health care. This Article does not prohibit conduct by a party to a labor dispute in furtherance of labor or management objectives in that dispute. 



SEC. 6.  SEVERABILITY



If any part or provision of this Article, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this Article, including the application of such part or provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby and shall continue in full force and effect. To this end, the provisions of this Article are severable.






Napa City 12.68.020 Sitting or lying on public sidewalks in central pedestrian district prohibited. 

[bookmark: startContent]A.     No person shall sit or lie down upon the public sidewalk or upon a blanket, chair, stool, or any other object placed upon the public sidewalk, or in any entrance or doorway to any commercial establishment abutting or adjacent to a public sidewalk in the central pedestrian district between 98:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.

B.     For purposes of this chapter, the “central pedestrian district” shall include all areas contained within the outermost portion of the following streets, including any and all sidewalks abutting or adjacent to such streets, and where applicable, riverbanks: Jefferson Street from Lincoln StreetLegion Avenue to Third Street; Third Street from Jefferson Street to Even Street; Fourth Street from Even Street to Coombs Street; Coombs Street from Fourth Street to Division Street; Division Street from Coombs Street to Brown Street; Brown Street from Division Street to Fifth Street; Fifth Street from Brown Street to the west bank of the Napa River; the west bank of the Napa River from Fifth Street to Third Street; Third Street from the west bank of the Napa River to Juarez Street; Juarez Street from Third Street to First Street; First Street from Juarez Street to McKinstry Street; McKinstry Street from First Street to Soscol Avenue; Soscol Avenue from McKinstry Street to Napa Street; Napa Street from Soscol Avenue to Main Street; Main Street from Napa Street to G Street; G Street from Main Street to Brown Street; Brown Street from G Street to Clinton StreetLegion Avenue ; Clinton Street from Brown Street to Coombs StreetLegion Avenue from Brown Street to Jefferson Street; Coombs Street from Clinton Street to Pearl Street; Pearl Street from Coombs Street to Franklin Street; Franklin Street from Pearl Street to Polk Street; Polk Street from Franklin Street to Jefferson Street. (O97-030)





 
NOTICE: This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contains information
that is confidential and privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this e-mail information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message. Be aware that e-mail communication is not secure -- the contents of e-mail
messages can be intercepted, misdirected, lost, or otherwise subject to transmission errors and
may be received by, forwarded to or otherwise accessed by individuals other than the intended
recipient. Your use of e-mail to communicate protected health information to us indicates that
you acknowledge and accept the risks, including those outlined above, associated with sending
sensitive personal information via standard e-mail. Please consider communicating any
sensitive information by telephone, fax or mail. If you do not wish to have your information
sent by email, please contact the sender immediately.



Summary of Incidents  
2009-Recent 

 

2/25/2009-during protest PP staff had liquid thrown on her. PD called (case#npd09001534) 

3/11/2009-fire crackers thrown at the 40 days for life protestors 

11/8/2012-rocks thrown through health center window (case#12-6594) 

11/05/2015- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#15-7117) Officer Medina 
responded. Ron removed, next step arrest.  

12/28/2015-Protestors shouting blocking sidewalk and entrance. PD called (case#15-8108) 

3/8/2016-Shots fired 9:07pm. Health center windows broken. (Case#16-1753) 

4/7/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-2015) 

4/28/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress. PD called (report#16-2513) 

5/9/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (report#E16053387) 

5/19/2016-Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress. As advised, 8:30am, Napa PD dispatch contacted. 
9:25am received a call from Officer Hansen stating he was parked around the corner. He has not received any 
further instruction from his superiors. He will not remove or site Ron Maxson for blocking sidewalk egress.  

6/8/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-3404)) 

6/9/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (case#16-342) 

7/27/2016-Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress, PD called (report#E160611127) 

9/1/2016- Ron Maxson was blocking the sidewalk egress (case#16-5263) 

9/30/2016- 40 days for life protestor on the sidewalk with metal pole in hand. Waving the pole around as 
people attempted to walk down the sidewalk. He entered the health center with pole in hand.  He was asked 
to leave.  Did so without incident. Left on foot with pole in hand. Napa PD called. 11:50am-no response. 
12:31pm-advised by Captain Manzer unit drove by 

10/05/2016-escort walked a women to her car that was dropping off her resume when protestor (Marsha) 
followed pushing pamphlets making contact with the women.  Napa PD called. (Case#16-5982) 
 
11/7/2016-Alpha Pregnancies Ultrasound RV parked in front of the Health Center approaching clients on the 
sidewalk and escorting them into the RV.   
 
11/14/2016- Alpha Pregnancies RV has returned 
 
12/28/2016 - Ron Maxson and a large group (24 people) blocking the sidewalk.  
Ron Maxson is using amplified sound (Case#16-773) 
 



2/03/2017 – Planned Parenthood Northern California staff met with senior representatives of the City to 
discuss the protesting and lack of follow up from the City around proactive solutions like a parking ordinance, 
sign ordinance, or stand-alone buffer zone.  

2/28/2017– Gilda Gonzales sent an email to the City Manager, Mr. Parness, to flag ongoing enforcement 
issues and discuss next steps and follow up.  There was no proactive response from the City Manager. 

9/23/2018– 40 Days of Life protests begin in Napa and continue until November 4.  

10/1/2018– A protestor called the police stating one of their vehicles was damaged by a women who dropped 
in to leave a donation. Officer Hanson arrived and was observed praying alongside the protestors.  

10/3/2018 – CEO Gilda Gonzales sent an email to Lieutenant Haag and Captain Plummer to alert the 
department of Officer Hanson’s behavior and the impact it had on patients and staff.  

10/18/2018– Planned Parenthood Northern California staff met with Chief Plummer and Lieutenant Haag to 
discuss the 10/1 incident and how to proactively move forward.  

1/10/2019 – escort drove by over the weekend and noticed protestors were posting signs on health center 
garbage cans.  

2/10/2019 –  Escort was walking with patient on sidewalk toward Health Center. Protestor was standing in the 
middle of the sidewalk with a large sign blocking the right of way. As patient passed she made contact with 
protestor.  

6/3/2019- Witnessed 2 protestors outside of clinical facility protesting. Protestors arrived at Napa Planned 
Parenthood in the morning and had been parked outside of clinic for two hours or more. A person came into 
the clinic to make a donation. The person making a donation left and exchanged a few words with protestors. 
As the person was leaving they located the rear of the truck and moved something of a sort. The person 
leaving the donation entered their vehicle and hit the bumper in front, which was a green truck due to 
the protestor vehicle blocking. The person who had left a donation left the area. (internal report) 

10/1/2019- Planned Parenthood Northern California staffer arm was grabbed by a protestor and she stated 
“Do you want me to tell you what they do in there?” Protestor ignored staffs request to not touch or talk to 
her. (internal report) 

10/11/2019- An incident that occurred while the HC was closed 10/11/19. Protestor reported to the Napa PD 
while protesting someone walking by the health center, made a comment to them pushing the sign they 
carried into their face. Camera surveillance requested between 2:30pm-2:47pm on 10/11/19 reviewed. 
Case#19-5690 

10/2/2019- Team member from City of Napa Code Enforcement confirms the protestors are violating the sign 
ordinance. Lt. instructed to remind the protestors of the law and no citation issued. Planned Parenthood also 
informs PD that protestors place their signs on our property’s walkway and leaned up against our shrubbery 
and our garbage cans, even after Planned Parenthood staff has verbally asked them to remove their signs from 
private property. Additionally, the protestors’ signs have created a traffic hazard, as they lean their signs 
against their car windows and block drivers’ views to Jefferson Street when exiting the driveway located next 
to our building.  

10/15/2019- City of Napa Code Enforcement produces a handout about the sign ordinance.  

 



10/31/2019- We met with Planning and Code Enforcement Manager to discuss how enforcement 
of Napa Municipal Code Title 17.55.130 of “Moving signs” could occur. She informed PPNorCal staff that code 
enforcement does not have the power to cite. After this conversation, the citation moved to the Napa PD 
Department  

3/3/2020- After that meeting, designated Lt. informed us of PD's new process, and we still haven't seen 
anyone cited for violating the sign ordinance. "Officers have been instructed to visually document the scene 
and signs with their Body Worn Cameras or cell phone cameras. If there are any witnesses that are willing to 
share their video or photos of the violations, then officers have been instructed to obtain that evidence as part 
of the police report."  

3/2/2020- Per Napa PD guidance we call dispatch every time this ordinance is violated, and officers often 
come out hours later and simply drive by. On 3/3/20 health center staff called PD at 11:45 am and the officer 
drove by (Case#20-00-1145). Did not document as Lt. stated they were instructed. 

8/1/2020- To date there have been zero citations for sign violations, mask ordinance violations or 
staff/patient harassment.  

Summary of City Officials Contacted Throughout the Years  

• Captain Robert Plummer  
• Captain Jennifer Gonzales  
• Captain Patrick Manzer  
• Rick Tooker, Community Development Director  
• Steve Potter, City Manager 
• Doug Jones, Assistant City Attorney  
• Allison Haley, District Attorney  
• Nancy Weiss, Assistant City Manager  
• Greg Sowards, Code Enforcement Officer  
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Napa Buffer Zone 

SEC. 1.  FINDINGS 

(a) Every person in the City of Napa ("City") has a fundamental right to privacy protected not 
only by the United States Constitution, but also explicitly guaranteed in Article I, Section 1 of 
the California Constitution. This right to privacy includes the right to access all legal health 
care services, including reproductive health care services. 

(b) Maintaining access to reproductive health care services is a matter of critical importance not 
only to individuals, but also to the health, safety, and welfare of all residents of the City. 
Efforts to harass, obstruct or otherwise interfere with individuals seeking reproductive 
health care services may deter, delay, and even prevent individuals from obtaining 
necessary reproductive health care services. These efforts, which often include forcing 
patients to run a gauntlet of demonstrators near the entrances, exits and driveways of 
reproductive health care facilities, or to confront intimidating demonstrators stationed at or 
near those entrances, exits and driveways, also disrupt the ability of staff at reproductive 
health care facilities to devote their full efforts to providing health care services and divert 
valuable facility resources away from patients. Pedestrians, including patients and 
employees seeking to receive or provide health care, are often blocked or slowed on 
sidewalks adjacent to reproductive health care facilities by numerous signs lined up in the 
public right of way, and patients in facility waiting rooms are subjected to loud music and 
shouting directed inside the facility by demonstrators outside the door. These factors, 
including difficulty entering and exiting the facility as well as loud noise once inside the 
facility, can lead to increased patient stress that may affect the efficacy and complication 
rate of the medical care sought within. Actions that result in such obstruction, delay and 
deterrence of patients, and diversion of reproductive health care facilities' staff and 
resources, undermine the City's interest in maintaining the public health, safety, and 
welfare, and in preserving its residents' constitutional right to privacy. 

(c) Standing on equal footing with the right to access health care services, including 
reproductive health care services, are the free speech and assembly rights of those who 
would gather and speak on matters of public concern.  This Article intends to balance the 
right to speak and engage in sidewalk counseling near reproductive health care clinics with 
the right to access constitutionally protected health care without fear of physical harm, 
harassment, or delay. 

(d) The City Council hereby finds that this Article is necessary to promote the full exercise of the 
right to privacy by patients seeking vital reproductive health care services and is also 
necessary to maintain public health, safety and welfare within the City. The City Council  
further finds that this Article strikes a lawful and appropriate accommodation between the 
right to privacy and to access reproductive health care services and the needs of public 
health, safety and welfare, on the one hand, and the rights of free speech and assembly, on 
the other. 

(e) This Article applies only to reproductive health care facilities, not to health care facilities 
generally. In addition, this Article does not apply to licensed hospitals or to reproductive 
health care facilities owned or operated by licensed hospitals. This scope ensures the Article 
is narrowly tailored to address the significant governmental interests it serves, and leaves 
other health care facilities and locations available for speech. Individuals attempting to 
access reproductive health care facilities to obtain reproductive health care services have 
been subjected to harassing or intimidating activity from extremely close proximity, tending 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll?f=jumplink$jumplink_x=Advanced$jumplink_vpc=first$jumplink_xsl=querylink.xsl$jumplink_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title;item-bookmark$jumplink_d=california(police)$jumplink_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:'Article%2043'%5d$jumplink_md=target-id=JD_Article43


to hamper, delay or deter their access to those facilities and services and thus subverting 
their legal rights to seek and obtain legal health care services. The City Council finds that 
reproductive health care facilities that are not part of a licensed hospital, and not owned or 
operated by a licensed hospital, are more vulnerable to such subversion of their patients' 
rights on account of the layout and design of their facilities and parking areas as well as their 
staff resources and deployment. Further, reproductive health care facilities not affiliated 
with hospitals commonly possess fewer resources for providing adequate security and 
safety to individuals seeking access to reproductive health care services. Thus, this Article 
provides narrowly tailored, content-neutral restrictions where they are most necessary to 
further the significant government interests the Article serves.  

(f) The City Council finds that the modest scope of the prohibition on following and harassing 
individuals, impeding access and making excessive noise in close proximity to reproductive 
health care facilities is necessary to ensure that patients may gain safe and unimpeded 
access to reproductive health care services, while allowing speakers to effectively 
communicate their messages to their intended audience. This prohibition applies equally to 
all, regardless of the content of their speech. 

(g) The City Council finds that intimidating behavior, including excessively loud demonstration 
activity, as well as following and harassing patients, staff, and other individuals around the 
entrances, exits and driveways of reproductive health care facilities can impede pedestrian 
and vehicle traffic and create safety hazards on the sidewalks and roadways, and that the 
limitations this Article imposes on aggressive and intimidating behavior will help promote 
safe and effective pedestrian and vehicle traffic flow around reproductive health care 
facilities. 

(h) The City Council further finds that loud, harassing and intimidating activities – independent 
of the content of those activities – conducted around the entrances, exits and driveways of 
reproductive health care facilities can adversely affect the physical and emotional health 
and well-being of patients seeking services at a reproductive health care facility. Noise 
control is particularly important around medical facilities during surgery and recovery 
periods. As has been noted by the Supreme Court, noise produced by protesters that can be 
heard within a clinic, may cause stress in the patients; this includes loud, disruptive noise 
heard during patient intake, surgical procedures and while recuperating in the recovery 
rooms. The City Council finds that this Article will provide a protective space for patients and 
thereby helps avoid those adverse health consequences. 

(i) The City Council finds that this Article imposes content-neutral time, place and manner 
restrictions on speech and assembly, which are narrowly tailored to serve significant 
government interests and leave ample alternative channels of communication. 

    
SEC. 2.  DEFINITIONS 

 For purposes of this Article: 
   "Amplified sound" means a sound augmented by any electronic or other means that increases the 
sound level or volume beyond that of a conversational speaking voice. 
   "Follow" means to physically pursue an individual once that individual has indicated verbally or non-
verbally he or she does not wish to be approached or engage in conversation. 
   "Gathering" means two or more individuals. 
   "Harass" means to engage in a course of conduct directed at a specific person or persons that alarms, 
seriously distresses, torments or terrorizes the person.  Harassment does not include, among other 
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things, quiet, consensual conversation conducted from a stationary position. Harassment includes, but is 
not limited to: 
   (a)   Approaching within eight feet of a person if that person indicates he or she does not want to be 
approached, except as necessary to enter or exit the reproductive health care facility; 
   (b)   Following a person if that conduct is intended or is likely to cause a reasonable person to fear 
bodily harm to oneself or to another, or damage to or loss of property; 
   (c)   Shouting at a person within 25 feet of the entrance of a reproductive health care facility; 
   (d)   Intentionally touching or causing physical contact with a person without that person's consent; 
   (e)   Intentionally blocking or interfering with the safe or free passage of a pedestrian or vehicle by any 
means, including, but not limited to (1) intentionally causing a pedestrian to take evasive action to avoid 
physical contact and/or (2) placing signs on the sidewalk such that the flow of pedestrian traffic is 
restricted. This subsection (e) shall not prohibit individuals from holding or wearing signs while using the 
sidewalk; or 
   (f)   Using violent or threatening gestures toward a person. 
   "Impede" means to obstruct, block, detain or render passage impossible, unsafe or difficult. 
   "Law Enforcement Official" means a member of a law enforcement agency, including but not limited 
to a member of a municipal, metropolitan or state police department, sheriffs, or deputy sheriffs. 
   "Person" refers to any individual, firm, partnership, joint venture, company, corporation, association, 
social club, fraternal organization, estate, trust, business trust, receiver, trustee, syndicate or any other 
group or combination acting as a unit except the United States of America, the State of California and 
any political subdivision of either. 
   "Public Safety Official " means a member of a law enforcement agency, fire department or other 
state, federal or municipal employee charged with protection of public health or safety. 
   "Reproductive health care facility" refers to a clinic licensed under Chapter 1 (commencing with 
Section 1200) of Division 2 of the California Health and Safety Code, or any other facility or business that 
provides reproductive health care services, exclusively or in addition to other health care services. 
Reproductive health care facility does not include a licensed hospital or a clinic or other facility owned or 
operated by a licensed hospital. 
   "Reproductive health care services" refers to all medical, surgical, counseling, referral and 
informational services related to the human reproductive system. 
   "Shout" refers to any audible activity not electronically amplified originating from an individual that is 
beyond that of a conversational speaking voice, including vocalizations that are audible from more than 
15 feet away, as well as vocalizations intended to carry from the street or public sidewalk to the inside 
of a reproductive health care facility. 
 

SEC. 3. PROHIBITION OF INTERFERENCE WITH REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 

  (a)   Prohibition. It shall be unlawful to: 

       (1)   Follow or harass any person within 25 feet of the entrance of a reproductive health care 
facility;  

       (2)   Impede access to the door of a reproductive health care facility; or 

       (3)   Shout, or cause to be produced any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational 
speaking voice, including use of a loudspeaker, bullhorn or electronic audio instrument or device that 
produces or reproduces amplified sound on any public street or sidewalk within 50 feet of the property 



line of a property housing a reproductive health care facility; provided, however, that this subsection 
(a)(3) shall not apply to the following: 

           (A)   Vehicles in compliance with or exempted from California Vehicle Code section 
27007; 

           (B)   Use of a car horn or other warning device as permitted by California Vehicle Code 
sections 27000 to 27006; and 

           (C)   Law enforcement or public safety officials acting in the scope of their employment, 
to the extent necessary to attend to public health/safety issues. 

   (b)   Business Hours. Section (a) applies during a reproductive health care facility's posted 
business hours and up to one hour before the posted business hours. 

 (c)   Other Laws. Nothing in this Article shall preclude the enforcement of other state, federal, 
or municipal laws inside or outside of the 25-foot boundary, including but not limited to those related to 
sidewalk obstruction, aggressive pursuit, or excessive noise. 

SEC. 4. ENFORCEMENT 

(a) Criminal Enforcement.  Any person who violates Section 3 of this Article  shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by incarceration in the City 
Jail, fine or both.  Upon a first conviction for violation of Section 3, the person shall be 
incarcerated in the City Jail for up to three months, or fined up to $500, or both. Upon a 
subsequent conviction for violation of Section 3, the person shall be incarcerated in the City 
Jail for up to six months, or fined up to $1000, or both. 

(b) Civil Enforcement.   An aggrieved person may enforce the provisions of this Article by means 
of a civil action.  An aggrieved person includes any reproductive health care facility that is 
the site of a violation of this Article. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this 
Article or who aids in the violation of this Article shall be liable to the aggrieved person for 
special and general damages, but in no case less than $1000 plus attorneys’ fees and the 
costs of the action.  In addition, punitive damages may be awarded in a proper case. 

(c) Dispersal Order.  A law enforcement official may order the immediate dispersal of a 
gathering that continues to violate Section 3 after a verbal warning.  A dispersal order issued 
pursuant to this subsection shall include the following statements: (1) the gathering has 
substantially impeded access to or departure from the reproductive health care facility; (2) 
each member of the gathering shall, under the penalty of arrest and prosecution, 
immediately disperse and cease to stand or be located within at least 25 feet of an entrance 
or a driveway to the reproductive health care facility; and (3) the order shall remain in place 
for eight hours or until the close of business of the reproductive health facility, whichever is 
earlier.  This subsection (c) shall apply during the business hours of the reproductive health 
care facility and up to one hour before the posted business hours. 

(d) Other Enforcement.  Nothing in this Article shall preclude any person from seeking any 
other remedies, penalties or procedures provided by law. 

SEC. 5.  ARTICLE ON COMPETING RIGHTS.   



In adopting this Article, the City Council recognizes both the fundamental constitutional right to 
assemble peaceably and to demonstrate on matters of public concern, as well as the right to seek and 
obtain health care. This legislation promotes the full exercise of these rights and strikes an appropriate 
accommodation between them.  It is not the intention of the City Council to interfere with the right to 
protest, including the right to protest conditions of employment. Rather it is the intention of the City 
Council to impose reasonable time, place and manner restrictions on all protests, to protect the right to 
seek and obtain health care. This Article does not prohibit conduct by a party to a labor dispute in 
furtherance of labor or management objectives in that dispute.  
 
SEC. 6.  SEVERABILITY 
 
If any part or provision of this Article, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held 
invalid, the remainder of this Article, including the application of such part or provision to other persons 
or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby and shall continue in full force and effect. To this end, 
the provisions of this Article are severable. 
 

 



Napa City 12.68.020 Sitting or lying on public sidewalks in central pedestrian district 
prohibited.  

A.     No person shall sit or lie down upon the public sidewalk or upon a blanket, chair, stool, or any 
other object placed upon the public sidewalk, or in any entrance or doorway to any commercial 
establishment abutting or adjacent to a public sidewalk in the central pedestrian district between 
98:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. 
B.     For purposes of this chapter, the “central pedestrian district” shall include all areas contained 
within the outermost portion of the following streets, including any and all sidewalks abutting or 
adjacent to such streets, and where applicable, riverbanks: Jefferson Street from Lincoln 
StreetLegion Avenue to Third Street; Third Street from Jefferson Street to Even Street; Fourth Street 
from Even Street to Coombs Street; Coombs Street from Fourth Street to Division Street; Division 
Street from Coombs Street to Brown Street; Brown Street from Division Street to Fifth Street; Fifth 
Street from Brown Street to the west bank of the Napa River; the west bank of the Napa River from 
Fifth Street to Third Street; Third Street from the west bank of the Napa River to Juarez Street; 
Juarez Street from Third Street to First Street; First Street from Juarez Street to McKinstry Street; 
McKinstry Street from First Street to Soscol Avenue; Soscol Avenue from McKinstry Street to 
Napa Street; Napa Street from Soscol Avenue to Main Street; Main Street from Napa Street to G 
Street; G Street from Main Street to Brown Street; Brown Street from G Street to Clinton 
StreetLegion Avenue ; Clinton Street from Brown Street to Coombs StreetLegion Avenue from 
Brown Street to Jefferson Street; Coombs Street from Clinton Street to Pearl Street; Pearl Street 
from Coombs Street to Franklin Street; Franklin Street from Pearl Street to Polk Street; Polk Street 
from Franklin Street to Jefferson Street. (O97-030) 
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From: James Asbury
To: Jill Techel; Mary Luros; Alessio, Elizabeth; Doris Gentry; Sedgley, Scott (External)
Cc: Vicki Asbury; Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Re: Comment to council August 18,2020 please read
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 7:35:53 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Mayor Techel, Council Members
Luros, Gentry, Alessio and Sedgley-

Being an very active ex-citizen of the wonderful City of Napa, I feel
that I have a right and duty
to comment on issues before the City Council.

Today, the issue apparently is a discussion of a request by Planned
Parenthood to create a neutral sidewalk zone in the front of their
building on Jefferson Street.

Any action in favor is clearly a violation of the public’s constitutional
right to express themselves, and to gather peacefully to state those
views.

Those citizens, many of whom I know personally, and many whom I
have had the pleasure to work with during many of my various
community endeavors, are strong and
vocal Christians who oppose sacrificing the life of a child.  An
innocent human being whose identity is known by God upon
conception.

We, as a Nation, have many struggles ahead of us, and limiting free
speech, at this time, or any other time, will further the divide between
its citizens.  

I urge you, all five, to reject this request.

In the meanwhile- stay safe and well , and most important stay free.

Jim Asbury
A current resident of Eagle, Idaho 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Henry Gundling
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING Regarding Agenda Item #13
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 7:42:26 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Council Members:

As a practicing Catholic I believe in the sanctity of human life, from conception to natural death.  Because of this
religious conviction, I have long been a supporter of, and participant in,  "40 Days for Life” with its vigil for the
protection of the unborn.  Unlike many of the violent protests we have witnessed in recent months, “40 Days for
Life” is exemplary in its peaceful, respectful and compassionate exercise of our free speech rights.  The only
violence I have ever witnessed over the years came from angry drivers shouting obscenities or making obscene
gestures from their blazing cars to those of us praying quietly and peacefully in the designated sidewalk area.

Planned Parenthood, by far the largest abortion provider in the country, seeks to stifle any opposition, including the
“40 Days for Life”, peaceful demonstration of conscience.  How ironic that the "Black Lives Matter” organization
outspokenly supports Planned Parenthood, which was founded by an avowed eugenicist, Margaret Sanger, and is
responsible for the deaths of approximately 20 million black babies since Roe v. Wade.  If black lives truly
mattered, as well as the lives of all the unborn, Planned Parenthood would cease to exist.

I urge you to respect the continued, peaceful exercise of our free speech rights.

Yours respectfully,

Henry Gundling

mailto:henry.gundling@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
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From: Suzanne Gibbs
To: Clerk
Subject: AGENDA 13A--COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 7:53:22 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Suzanne Gibbs as a PPNorCal patient escort for many years, I can attest that the
presence of protestors outside the Napa health center has consistently generated safety
concerns caused by blockages to the public right-of-way. The fall 2020 protests begin in late
September, and that means many unmasked protestors will impact patient safety and put more
people are risk during the height of COVID-19. 

I urge to consider a vote of support for the proposed ordinance changes.

Thank you.

Suzanne Gibbs
Napa Resident

mailto:suzanneinca@hotmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Meredith Gibbs
To: Clerk
Subject: AGENDA 13A--COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 7:59:39 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Meredith Gibbs and I am a resident of Napa. 

I support Planned Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of the residents of Napa
should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. For years I have witnessed protestors outside the Napa Planned
Parenthood health center physically manipulate and harass patients seeking healthcare. No person should ever be
harassed for going to the doctor. This is about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of
government is to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these ordinance changes for the
protection and safety of your constituents. 

Thank you.  

mailto:meredithgibbs1@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: ckgruss
To: Jill Techel; mary ; lizinnapa ; doris  Sedgley, Scott (

Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Agenda Item 13.A - Protests on sidewalks
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 8:57:13 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Mayor Techel and fellow council members:

Please consider me in opposition to the proposed 40 foot buffer zone outside of Planned Parenthood on
Jefferson Street.    It is our civil right to peacefully walk and pray there as many of us have done in the
past.   We have never caused any trouble whatsoever - and only wish to express our beliefs that ALL
lives matter - including the unborn. 

Thank you for consideration on this very important matter.   This is America and we are and should
remain free to peacefully and quietly protest in front of PP.   

Carole K. Gruss
CalBRE # 00807847
Davidson & Bennett Real Estate Services
1817 Jefferson Street
Napa, CA  94559
707-246-5444
FAX 707-253-0260

mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org


From: Carole Duncan
To: Clerk
Subject: Subject Line: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 8:59:32 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Re: Agenda 13

In all the years that I have been involved in the peaceful prayer presence in front of Planned
Parenthood, there has never been a time when the participants acted or were in any way
unruly.  Please do not deny our constitutional right to peaceful prayer assembly in front of
Planned Parenthood.
Carole Duncan 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
Get the new AOL app: mail.mobile.aol.com
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From: suzanne narducci
To: Clerk
Subject: Agenda Item 13A Comment to City Council for Aug. 18. Please Read.
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 9:00:00 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I am Suzy Narducci ,a resident of Napa County since 2003.  I am also an escort for
the Planned Parenthood Health Center in Napa and  I am in support of the two
changes this evening to the Napa City ordinances .
I feel helpless for our patients who are harassed as they try to come to the Health
Center on Jefferson Street.  They have to walk through hostile people eyeing them
and often touching them. I remember one demonstrator saying to a young patient, "I
will tell your Mother." Does this happen when you go to your OB/GYN or the Queen
for an STD test? No.
A crowded sidewalk is not healthy and we must have a safe non-threatening
environment for men and women's healthcare.

mailto:snarducc@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Paola Gonzalez
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Agenda #13
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 9:19:11 PM

[EXTERNAL]
To whom it may concern,

Good evening,

I am writing an email to show the full support that my family and I have for the '40 Days for
Life' campaign. We strongly disagree with the idea of 'Planned Parenthood's' "40-foot buffer
zone". Outside of the private property, everything else is public and cannot be claimed unless
it has been rented on an agreement. If 'Planned Parenthood' decides that they want to purchase
more land to have their "buffer zone" then there is nothing we can do to interfere.
HOWEVER, seeing as they want to claim PUBLIC space, I find it unjust and unconstitutional.
All pro-life work has been known to be peaceful, and has never forced a ANYONE into
ANYTHING. This is further proven by the strong presence of children during these gatherings
outside abortion clinics.

The entire pro-life population of America recognizes the utter lack of improvement from many
politicians. And seeing as nothing is being done to abolish the number one WORST crime in
existence, the killing of our own innocent, I urge you to reconsider and let US do your work
and reach out to help the millions of women being told that there's no other option but to
murder their little girls and boys.

I pray that you will be a little open minded and give life a chance.

God bless you all,

Paola Gonzalez.

mailto:p.gonzalez.alcpys@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Linda Button
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to council. 8/18/20 Agenda item 13A; please read
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 9:23:28 PM

[EXTERNAL]
This agenda item is about the safety of our community members and neighbors. The purpose
of government is to protect and provide for its people.
No person should ever be harassed for seeking medical treatment or going to the doctor. With
unemployment on the rise, more people may need the healthcare services of Planned
Parenthood.  They should not have any reservations in seeking affordable quality health care.
I ask that you support both of these ordinance changes in order to protect the safety of your
constituents.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Button

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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From: Roseanne Kirby
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Item #13 on Agenda comment
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 10:41:33 PM

[EXTERNAL]

To the members of the city council:
Mayor Jill Techel
Vice Mayor Doris Gentry
Councilmember Liz Alessio
Councilmember Mary Luros
Councilmember Scott Sedgley

With respect to the constitutional rights and the liberties for public assembly and freedom of
speech, I implore you to not allow a special interest for-profit business, Planned Parenthood,
to infringe on the peaceful and law-abiding efforts of the Napa community to be exercising
their civil rights for 40 Days for Life and voluntary distribution of literature to individuals in
crisis. Public sidewalks are paid for by taxpayers, not private businesses. The Napa Pro-Life
community has exercised their peaceful assembly for decades without violating any laws. 

When the legitimate outrage of a nation was motivated to create an outcry regarding the
murder caught on video of George Floyd, no one would dispute that protecting human life is
a NATURAL INSTINCT. It is with that motivation that there are individuals throughout our
nation that use their financial resources to support struggling single parents, adopt, volunteer
in foster care, train to provide educational and counseling services for unplanned
pregnancies, pray fervently for individuals and families in challenging circumstances AND
also walk regularly in peacefully assemblies to encourage protecting human life. The
purpose is to be a voice for the voiceless. There is NO national television camera
courageous enough to broadcast the suffering of a child being aborted in the womb for all to
see and be outraged. This suffering of the most helpless and the most innocent of human
beings is taking place each and every day. 
Consider this support for your local pro-life community as REINFORCING black lives matter
from conception.  
Non-Hispanic Black Abortions by PP
According to the CDC 38% of abortions are done on non-Hispanic
Black mothers. Using this data:

Per year estimate: 131,355
Per day estimate: 360
Per hour estimate: 15

Help the MOST HELPLESS. Protect the civil rights of your local taxpayers and citizens who

mailto:rmblonro@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


are NOT VIOLATING ANY LAWS OR ORDINANCES. Do not show partiality to this particular
special interest for-profit business organization. It is YOUR responsibility to apply the law
EQUALLY, not to cater to a particular special interest group.
Having established an abortion clinic on campus at my college in the early 1970's, I became
a pro-life advocate when pregnant with my first child. It was an unplanned pregnancy, not an
unwanted child. I untangled my perception of biological facts: it was another person, not "my
body, my choice" anymore. I am MORE THAN GRATEFUL that I chose LIFE and vowed to
continue to help others understand there is hope and help for them as well. Having served
and advocated on various levels in pro-life work since 1977, I will always be a voice for the
voiceless and hope that your council recognizes the moral imperative to do likewise. 

Roseanne Kirby



From: Lori Van Winden
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Cc: maryshaw@
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 10:45:37 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Reference Agenda Item #13

I urge you to continue to allow 40 Days for Life to hold their prayerful, peaceful
protests at locations such as Planned Parenthood where women are often at risk or in
crisis.

I have participated in 40 Days for Life and other pro-life events, as well amassing 32
years as a volunteer for Birthright, a women's crisis pregnancy center.

These groups are not violent and do not break laws.  They are respectful of all life,
even those who disagree with the values they represent.  Their mission is to pray for
these mothers, to help them understand the reality of fetal development so they can
make informed choices, and to let them know there are myriad resources available to
them and their babies, information that is not always provided to them otherwise. 
 The individuals that participate in 40 Days for Life love these moms, dads, and their
unborn children - all without judgment.  

As long as they are following the law, they have a constitutional right to peacefully
assemble.

Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.  

Lori Van Winden
Napa

mailto:joywalker78@sbcglobal.net
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Jaret Paulson
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ. (Agenda Item #13A)
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:15:54 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Good morning,
I am a current resident of Napa County and a sworn protector of life for the last 22 years.
 Raised in Sonoma County and now raising our family here in Napa since 2006, both my
husband and I have appreciated the small town feel Napa has always had.  Small town in
charm but not in resources and abilities.  As a hard working essential worker here in Napa
County, I have seen the impact of these recent current events (Covid and Defund the Police
Movements)First hand, start to divide us and in so many cases, local governments are moving
to take away what have been our freedoms as Americans.  They are using this as an
opportunity to make political moves during a time they are asking their communities to trust
their decisions.  Trust, in communities such as Napa, are imperative. Our freedoms to
peacefully protest , historically exercised in a lawful and respectful manner, outside of
Planned Parenthood, is another opportunity for local government to make a political move or
maintain the trust of its community.  Our family would like encourage you to not make any
decisions during these times, that go against our historical rights to peacefully protest, as we
have exercised for so long here in Napa.   We trust you to make a non biased decision and ask
our Napa County Government to remain true to all its residents despite ones personal opinions
relating to these particular parties involved.  
Thank you for your time,
Anna Paulson

mailto:jaret@att.net
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Robert Plummer
To: Caitlin Saldanha
Subject: Fwd: 40 days for Life
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 6:51:37 AM

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Ted Eshleman 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 11:51:08 PM
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: 40 days for Life
 
[EXTERNAL]

To whom this may concern:

It seems that Peaceful Prayerful
Protests are deemed
unworthy while other protest movements
Can run rampant in our streets!!

The request by Planned Parenthood
to create a 40 ft barrier is both unfair & clearly stunts 40 days for Life protestors from their first
amendment rights to distribute information to women who may be seeking an option to having an
abortion.

As long as 40 days for Life does not restrict access to the clinic. They should allowed to be in close
proximity to the clinic

Please consider 40 days for Life has a proven track record of peaceful pro life protest!!

Sincerely
Ted Eshleman

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
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From: Robert Plummer
To: Caitlin Saldanha
Subject: Fwd: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 6:51:58 AM

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Harold Hayes 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 9:41:23 PM
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
 
[EXTERNAL]
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL
MEETING – PLEASE READ. 

Dear City Council Members

RE: Reference Agenda Item #13 
 
My wife and I have been home owners and  tax paying residents of Napa for over 40 years. We are law
abiding citizens who believe that our rights of freedom of assembly and of free speech must be
acknowledged and protected by elected officials.  
 
Cindy, my wife, has worked locally at Queen of the Valley hospital for 32 years as an RN, helping
individual’s maintain dignity throughout their journey of life.  
 
Last Spring was our first time participating in “40 Days for Life."  Overall, It was a very positive experience
and gave us the opportunity to peacefully and prayerfully express our convictions on the rights of babies
to live.  We maintained a calm and prayerful presence at all times during this prayer vigil.  
 
Everyone who participated agreed to and followed the rules set in place by 40 Days For Life.    I never
witnessed any prayer vigil participant block or intimidate anyone entering or leaving Planned Parenthood. 
 It is our belief that as citizens we have the right to pray for those who cannot pray for themselves on the
city streets in front of planned parenthood.  In these difficult times we ourselves pray for our leaders in all
government positions, that they would have the wisdom to protect our inalienable God given rights as
declared in The Constitution of the United States and our Bill of Rights. 

 

“The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects the freedom of speech,
religion and the press. It also protects the right to peaceful protest and to petition the
government.”

 

With respect and gratitude for the hard work you do as Council Members, on behalf of the citizens of
Napa. 

 

mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
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Harold and Cindy Hayes       

 



From: Robert Plummer
To: Caitlin Saldanha
Subject: Fwd: Peaceful
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 6:52:18 AM

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Carole Duncan 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 8:51:26 PM
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: Peaceful
 
[EXTERNAL]
Please do not deny our constitutional right to peaceful prayer assembly  in front on Planned
Parenthood.  We have never been out of order in all the years that we have prayed in front of
Planned Parenthood.
Carole Duncan

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
Get the new AOL app: mail.mobile.aol.com
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From: Robert Plummer
To: Caitlin Saldanha
Subject: Fwd: in support of pro life demonstrations
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 6:52:59 AM

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Sara Decrevel 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 6:41:48 PM
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: in support of pro life demonstrations
 
[EXTERNAL]
I am a 30 year citizen of Napa and feel I need to be heard.  I am personally disgusted by the rights of
Planned Parenthood even being considered at this meeting.  The prolife people who demonstrate
and pray outside the Planned Parenthood facility do so with reverence, with non-threatening
attitudes, with care and  concern for the unborn children who deserve the prayers and attention
that the Pro life demonstrators share.  Please disregard any attempt to discourage this peaceful
demonstration.
Sara DeCrevel
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From: Joan Andrego
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 28 CITY COUNCIL MEETING =PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 7:25:40 AM

[EXTERNAL]

It is an American right to hold peaceful protests. Those who agree with a particular protest are happy and
supportive. Those who disagree are possibly uncomfortable or even angry,but that doesn’t take away a citizen’s
right to protest.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:joanandrego@icloud.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: John Charlesworth
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Peaceful protests - 40 Days for Life
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 7:35:38 AM

[EXTERNAL]
We know that the people who pray at Planned Parenthood for unborn children and their
parents are peaceful.
It is a basic American right to peacefully gather and distribute literature.  We should do
nothing to hinder these peaceful people.

Thank you,   John and Mary Ann Charlesworth, Napa
    

mailto:napastarman@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Kim Reid
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 7:45:58 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Chief Plummer:

I participate in the 40 Days for Life prayer campaigns, and have done so for seven or eight
years. 

There has never been one time that I observed anyone I was praying, standing, or walking with
disobeying any laws. 

We have always endeavored to peacefully, quietly assemble, most of us carrying signs and/or
talking or singing quietly. We smile at the Planned Parenthood employers and anyone going
into the facility. Except for a few trained counselors, no one personally engages with the
clientele of that facility, unless it is to say “hello” or to smile.

Over the years, the only unbecoming behavior I have ever witnessed has been from the
occasional driver who drives by shouting obscenities at us or showing us the middle finger.
The more common reaction in recent years, if there is any reaction at all, is a friendly horn
honk and wave or thumbs up. 

I’m sure that Planned Parenthood prefers it when we are not there, but in that we are
exercising our First Amendment right to peacefully assemble on the sidewalk without
obstructing anyone’s ingress or egress, without harassing anyone, in order to pray, and to
bring to light with signs about the truth of what abortion is, Planned Parenthood has no right to
request that those rights be infringed or restricted in any way.

Sincerely,
Kim Reid
Napa, CA

mailto:klreid@pacbell.net
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From:
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Cc:
Subject: Peaceful protest in front of PP
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 9:42:28 AM

[EXTERNAL]
I have taken part in praying in front of PP in Napa, California.   One of our leaders, Ron, always had a
pleasant smile and hello to anyone entering the PP building.  We never

obstructed the foot traffic of anyone using the sidewalk or their driveway.  Most of us are women and
some have experienced health issues with abortificants or had abortions.
.

Our prayers and presence bring visual support to young women that are being dropped off or coming
alone to make a decision that will affect the rest of their life.  Maybe their

boyfriend, or family member will not support their carrying a child full term.  They realize if they want to
talk to one of the sidewalk counselors they can, but please remember

there is only 1-2 persons an hour standing or walking in front of their office, it's not like we're a noisy
presence.  We're very quiet and respectful.  

IF PP believes in what they are providing is in the best interest of the women, than they should not be
afraid of a few prayerful people outside.  

We are there praying for babies, not to interfere in anyone's employment or their personal choice.   



From: Anthony J. Ryan
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING Regarding Agenda Item #13
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 9:47:51 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Council Members,
 
I have been participating in the peaceful, prayerful vigils for 40 Days for Life for many years. We
never violate the law, but simply exercise our constitutional right to free speech in a very peaceful,
charitable way. As a practicing Christian I believe in the sanctity of all human life, from conception to
natural death, and therefore believe it is an extremely important responsibility to stand up for the
protection of innocent unborn life in a peaceful way in front of Planned Parenthood, the largest
abortion provider in the country. Unlike many of the violent protests we have witnessed recently, 40
Days for Life is exemplary in its peaceful, respectful and compassionate exercise of our free speech
rights.  
 
40 Days for Life has a document that we ask every participant to sign that states we are there to be
peaceful, never violent or rude, and mainly to pray for the protection of life. A few of our members
are trained sidewalk counselors who offer free literature to women who may be seeking an option
to having an abortion.  Our counselors are always polite and respectful of whomever they attempt to
engage.
 
Unfortunately, oftentimes the “escorts” from Planned Parenthood have tried to physically and
verbally intervene to prevent our counselors from speaking to the women walking down the
sidewalk, and sometimes actually physically engage our counselors. I believe that the Mayor of
Napa, Jill Techel, has been an “escort” for Planned Parenthood, and therefore am very concerned
that we may not be getting a fair hearing at this Council meeting. I hope that is not the case.
 
We have countless stories of women who have stopped to talk with our counselors, taken the
literature, and express their heartfelt thanks that we are there to offer an alternative to Planned
Parenthood’s major focus on abortion and contraception. The request by Planned Parenthood to
create a 40 ft. buffer zone is unfair and clearly prevents 40 days for Life participants from our first
amendment rights to free speech, to stand up for life, and to distribute information to women with
life affirming options.

I urge you to respect the continued, peaceful exercise of our free speech rights.

Yours respectfully,

Anthony J. Ryan

mailto:ajryan1@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Phyllis Bahue
To: Robert Plummer
Cc: Clerk; 
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:09:28 AM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Council Members,

I would like to express my conviction regarding Agenda Item #13A and the
ramifications of limiting any sidewalk access for reasons of protest.  Simply
stated, it would be against my rights.

As you are aware, the public has the right to speak out. Both the California
Constitution and the First Amendment to the United States Constitution
protects our right to free expression.

Free-speech rights are for everybody.  The First Amendment protects our
rights to express our opinion, even if it's unpopular.

We have the right to approach passersby to hand them a leaflets, engage
them in conversation, or ask them to sign a petition.

The First Amendment protects our right to use a table or news rack to
display materials, subject to the usual time, place and manner rules. People
who have a physical condition that substantially limits their ability to stand
have the right to sit down. 

 Our right to express our opinion is protected no matter what beliefs I or
others hold. 

Therefore I strongly encourage you to uphold my rights to stand in front of
Planned Parenthood on the public sidewalk as a participant of 40 Days for
Life or any other pro-life organization. 

Thank you,
Phyllis Bahue

mailto:gpbahue@aol.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Laurie Puzo
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUAST 18-PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:29:26 AM

[EXTERNAL]

My name is Laurie Puzo, my telephone number is  and I an writing in support of Agenda Item 13A

I have volunteered at the Planned Parenthood health clinic as an escort to help clients access the clinic without the
intimidation of those lurking around on the sidewalk.The name says it all! PLANNED!! The folks that seek health
services at the clinic are showing some responsibility about their own health and possibly others. It impressed me
that several young men would come in. It helps being close to the high school. Great that they feel comfortable to
attend to something most likely quite private.The protesters are not obnoxious, I’ve actually met friends wielding
signs. They are entitled to their own ideas but not to force it on others.There must be a safe and clear entrance to the
clinic. We need to serve our community and the clinic does a great job. Please extend the central pedestrian district
to include the Napa health center. Thank you.

mailto:ljpuzo@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Jodie Russi
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: 40 Days for Life
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:37:48 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Hello!  I am writing respectfully, but with sincere concern regarding the attempt to stop peaceful, prayerful
sidewalk presence of 40 Days for Life prayer vigil participants outside of the Planned Parenthood facility.
 Please know that as prayer participants we are respectful, kind, and make an extra attempt to never
violate the law. 

When women are going in and out of the clinic, we often are just praying and at times we will let them
know, kindly, that we DO have free pregnancy resources and care for them (like Birthright), and that there
ARE options for them other than abortion SHOULD THEY WISH.  We do not yell, shout at them, force
anything on them, or speak in an antagonistic matter.  In fact, often the opposite, where we try to speak
with love.  

Probably the best demonstration of 40 Days for Life participants can be viewed by watching the movie
UNPLANNED. (It's available on demand, through your movie guide.) This will give you an honest look
and understanding of 40 Days for Life, and of Planned Parenthood.  The movie is a true story, told from
the point of view of a woman, Abby Johnson, who was Planned Parenthood's Employee of the Year at
one time! I urge you to view it to understand 40 Days for Life.

Thank you for this consideration.  Life, as we know it, is precious and should be valued. So is free
speech, and the offering of multiple points of view in a society. 
Jodie Russi

Sent with a smile from Jodie Russi, Educator
Multiplying Good --Jefferson Awards, Students in Action Coach
CYO West Diablo Officials' Coordinator

mailto:hoop6r@aol.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: karen good
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING- PLEASE READ -AGENDA ITEM 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:37:52 AM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear City Clerk,

 

We are writing to continue to exercise our Constitutional right to assemble in our usual peaceful presence
in front of Planned Parenthood on Jefferson Street to pray and to handout educational information to men
and women in crisis.  There is a Constitutional right to life in the United States.  Amendment 5 of the U.S.
Constitution's Bill of Rights states that no one can be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.  This was based on the Declaration of Independence, which said that all people are
endowed by their Creator with the inalienable  rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness and that
the primary purpose of government is to secure these rights  The 14th Amendment to the Constitution
repeats the right to life, liberty or property and requires that every person be provided equal protection of
the laws.  Every president, vice-president, cabinet member, federal or Supreme Court judge,
Congressman, and Senator upon election or appointment to office, swears an oath to uphold and defend
the Constitution of the United States. Human life and personhood begin at conception.  This is a
scientifically proven and indisputable fact.  Our intention is to offer hope, extend compassion,
understanding and love to women considering abortion and to the workers of Planned Parenthood.  We
are a witness to the hundreds of people passing by when they see our commitment to pray and our
obedience to our God, Jesus Christ.  Randy Alcorn states, "It's never in anybody's best interests to kill a
child.  It's not just the child who suffers, it's her/his mother."  Please do not take away our freedom to
stand with the unborn, or with the uneducated men and women regarding abortion. We are fighting a
spiritual battle.  Our world has been fighting to keep people from dying of this corona virus, yet many
thousands more are willingly being killed by their parents.  Do not deny us our right.  We have never
violated any law.

 

Thank you,

 

Eric and Karen Good

 

mailto:klgzealot@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Kat Mcdonald
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ Agenda Item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:47:05 AM

[EXTERNAL]
I am a long time Napa Resident and an escort volunteer at Planned Parenthood Napa. Most
people use planned parenthood for cancer screening and reproductive health matters. Both
men and women use this as an important health resource. Almost every escort shift is met with
aggressive behavior by the protestors. They also frequently disseminate information that is so
wrong it would threaten the life and safety of those that believe it. I am "all in" for civil
protest. It is one of the things that make our country wonderful.  However, agressively
threatening, shouting, intimidating people who are attempting to deal with health matters is
NOT acceptable. I have witnessed patients having received a grave health diagnosis leave the
building only to be harassed and intimated while attempting to reach their car.

I have personally felt unsafe at times due to the behavior of some protestors and repeated calls
to the police often result in a shrug of the shoulders and comments such as “we can’t do
anything about it OR we didn’t see it.” In our current heated political climate the measures
being requested tonight seem a reasonable and easily enforceable step to ensure the safety of
ALL of Napa’s population. Planned Parenthood is a vital and important public health service
available to EVERYONE in our community and should be treated as such. The patients
walking into Planned Parenthood are not making political statements - they are attempting to
deal with health issues that are sometimes life threatening and for many - Planned Parenthood
is the ONLY resource available to them. They should not be required to walk through a
gauntlet of abuse or physical intimidation.

The fact we have not had serious injury or death is more a matter of luck  - not the result of a
job well done by Public Safety. Too often it is only AFTER a serious incident people in your
position take action. Do NOT be on the wrong side of history in this matter. Taking the
necessary steps today is not a political move -  it is a public safety move. You are being
PUBLICLY warned this situation has the very real potential to result in death or serious harm.
Don’t ignore the warnings from your citizens that volunteer their time to stand outside in the
heat or rain to help insure our community members get basic health services.
Kat McDonald

mailto:kat@artfarmwine.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: c
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment for council meeting August 18th. Item 13A. Please read
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:50:37 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear council members and mayor Techel,

The issue of the folks who gather in front of planned parenthood on Jefferson street has been a
long standing issue for me. As an escort during 40 days, I find in continually abhorrent that
these folks are allowed to gather. They bring chairs, park illegally, do not continuously move
and are intimidating to clients of PP. I’m asking you to finally do something to mitigate this
situation by adopting the below proposal. 

Our ordinance proposals are as follows: First a revision to city ordinance 12.68.020, which would
extend the central pedestrian district to include the Napa health center, so sitting or lying on the
public sidewalk outside of the health center would be prohibited.
 
The second proposal is to implement a buffer zone in front of the Napa health center. This buffer
zone would prohibit following or harassing any person within 25 feet of the entrance, would bar
impeding access to the door of the health center, and would not allow shouting, or production of
any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational speaking voice.

Thanks so much for your continued work on behalf of our Napa citizens. 

Carol Whichard

Please excuse the brevity. I'm typing from a very small device. Have a wonderful day!



From: Jodie Russi
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING. Reference Agenda Item #13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:51:54 AM

[EXTERNAL]

Hello!  I am writing respectfully, but with sincere concern regarding the attempt to stop peaceful, prayerful
sidewalk presence of 40 Days for Life prayer vigil participants outside of the Planned Parenthood facility.
 Please know that as prayer participants we are respectful, kind, and make an extra attempt to never
violate the law. 

When women are going in and out of the clinic, we often are just praying and at times we will let them
know, kindly, that we DO have free pregnancy resources and care for them (like Birthright), and that there
ARE options for them other than abortion SHOULD THEY WISH.  We do not yell, shout at them, force
anything on them, or speak in an antagonistic matter.  In fact, often the opposite, where we try to speak
with love.  

Probably the best demonstration of 40 Days for Life participants can be viewed by watching the movie
UNPLANNED. (It's available on demand, through your movie guide.) This will give you an honest look
and understanding of 40 Days for Life, and of Planned Parenthood.  The movie is a true story, told from
the point of view of a woman, Abby Johnson, who was Planned Parenthood's Employee of the Year at
one time! I urge you to view it to understand 40 Days for Life.

Thank you for this consideration.  Life, as we know it, is precious and should be valued. So is free
speech, and the offering of multiple points of view in a society. 
Jodie Russi

Sent with a smile from Jodie Russi, Educator
Multiplying Good --Jefferson Awards, Students in Action Coach
CYO West Diablo Officials' Coordinator

mailto:hoop6r@aol.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Julie Gerien
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:51:56 AM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Julie Gerien, as a PPNorCal patient escort, I can attest that the presence of
protestors outside the Napa health center has consistently generated safety concerns caused by
blockages to the public right-of-way. The fall 2020 40 Days for Life protests begin in late
September, and that means many unmasked protestors will be impact patient safety and
putting
more folks are risk during the height of COVID-19. I urge to consider a vote of support for
these
proposed ordinance changes for Agenda Item 13A.

Sincerely, 
Julie Gerien

mailto:jgerien@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Mary Shaw
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:55:01 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Chief Plummer

It has come to my attention that the City Council will be reviewing the request of Planned
Parenthood to put in place a buffer zone in order to isolate peaceful protestors, who have for
many years without incident, dutifully practiced their First Amendment Rights.

 “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

I have been involved in Pro-Life activities in Napa for more than forty years. The slaughter of
innocent children in the womb is the most ghastly and vicious crime against humanity
imaginable, with Planned Parenthood being the largest abortion provider in our nation. In the
troubling times we now find ourselves, the cry of our nation is “Black Lives Matter.” It is
important to know that the founder of Planned Parenthood, Margaret Sanger, was a devout
racist who created the Negro Project designed to sterilize unknowing black women and others
she deemed as the undesirables of society.  Today, 78% of Planned Parenthood clinics are in
minority communities with black abortions accounting for 35% of their business, while blacks
represent only 12% of the total population. 

Sadly, abortion counseling and procedures as championed by Planned Parenthood, are alive
and well in our Napa community. I recently spoke with a former employee of Planned
Parenthood in Napa who told me of her nine-year experience there. I was horrified to learn
that on average, everyday Planned Parenthood is open, 3-5 abortions are initiated. These are
chemical abortions where the mother is given poison to start the process that kills her child.
She then leaves the office with another dose to finish the job later when she returns home. This
grueling practice can be witnessed by viewing the movie UNPLANNED, the story of Abby
Johnson, a former director of a Planned Parenthood clinic who left.

As a sidewalk counselor during the 40 Days For Life Campaign, I am there to offer sound and
well-researched information and to introduce women to a caring network of loving individuals
that offers help and hope. I believe that every woman deserves a choice, a chance to fully
know and be informed of options which she can access and to experience the benefit of the
loving care and concern that is available to her should she decide to keep her child.

Of course, Planned Parenthood does not want our presence there.  With every campaign, their
disrespect and aggression towards us seems to escalate.  This past campaign they personally
called the police on me three times. Each time, the police arrived and found that their
complaints were completely unfounded.  Their actions towards others and me at times I deem
to be harassment.

To date, the 40 Days for Life Campaign is in 1060 cities and 63 countries. This work has
saved 17,226 lives that we know of, 206 abortion workers have quit and 107 abortion centers
are now closed because of 40 Days!  

mailto:maryshaw@sbcglobal.net
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: H Bailie
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ - Agenda Item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:58:22 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Greetings,

I am submitting this Public Comment below for Agenda Item 13A for the 6:30 Napa City
Council session on August 18th.

Thank you,

Bailie

Respected Members of the Napa City Council,
 
My name is Bailie, Heather Bailie, and I am a resident of Napa who is writing today in support
of Planned Parenthood's proposed ordinance changes. 
 
Planned Parenthood is the nation's leading provider and advocate of high-quality, affordable
health care for women, men and young people.  In Napa, Planned Parenthood is a trusted
source of reliable health information - that allows people to make informed health decisions
and access to important services, including birth control and cancer screenings.
 
For years, I have witnessed protestors outside of the Napa health center physically
manipulate and harass patients seeking services because the current ordinance is insufficient.
 
These protests are a public health and public safety issue.  Instead of focusing on their
healthcare, individuals are met with harassment, requiring volunteers to intervene and walk
people safely into the facility.  No person’s health care should be compromised because of the
actions of these demonstrators. 
 
This ordinance change would be successful in allowing protestors to assemble and exercise
their first amendment rights while also ensuring that women, men and young people can
continue to make private medical decisions without the fear of harassment and intimidation.
 
This issue is not about the right to life  - it is about upholding the access, dignity and respect
everyone deserves when taking care of their health.
 
Thank you.

-- 
Coach Bailie
H. Bailie Paddle Sports & Fitness 
415-420-8339

mailto:coach.h.bailie@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org




From:
To: Clerk
Subject: Tonight"s City Council Request by Planned Parenthood
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:04:35 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear members and staff of Napa City Council,
 
First Amendment rights are being trampled on a lot these days, but it seems it is only to one side. 
Riots are happening in the streets of America, yet no business is asking for buffers.  They just want
the law upheld. It had been stated the rioters have 1st amendment rights!  Free speech, the right to
lawful assembly AND the freedom of worship without government interference are guaranteed in
the First Amendment.

Planned Parenthood, also know as the provider of abortions not a women’s health center, is asking
to limit the freedoms and protections of the 1st amendment.  Why?  40 Days for Life has a spotless
record.  They are not looting, burning or even disrupting the business of the abortion mill.  40 Days is
just peacefully praying and peacefully expressing outrage to the killing of babies in the womb.  They
are responding in Love to a grievous sin. 

Planned Parenthood must be feeling the effects of God’s intervention.  Prayer and free speech
against them, coupled with the desire for our government to stop funding them must be at the heart
of their request.  Napa City Council has a responsibility to the people of Napa that includes those
who are opposed to the work of abortion. To be moral, civil and just, you must not rush to protect
Planned Parenthood and step on those who would peacefully beg to differ.  Education about the ills
of abortion, like the pain it has caused on individual women, not to mention the loss of children
being brought into the world, need to be heard.  Please consider the children for once.  Napa is not
just about revenue and tourism.  It is about its people, who may differ.  What message are you
sending to people?  Siding with PP IS saying that you agree with their ideals and are against people
with consciences.  You would be stifling the conversation that needs to happen.  40 feet barrier
might not be enough for PP.  They would actually like 40 Days to disappear.  Prayer can span at least
40 feet, but the presence of good people exercising their rights is important here.  Please leave well
enough alone.  Deny their unlawful request and allow the dialog to continue.  What we don’t need
now is for the council to put their hand on the scale.

Jim Prudhomme
Napa Resident and Property Holder



From: P Obran...
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:12:52 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Reference Agenda Item #13  

We have never violated any laws 
DO NOT TAKE AWAY OUR RIGHTS. 
PROTECT OUR RIGHTS. 

 Thank you for your time
Paul 

mailto:fourospp@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Jennifer Simi
To: Clerk; Jennifer Simi
Subject: 13 A Comment to Council for August 18 Please read
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 9:44:00 AM
Attachments: Planned Parenthood.docx

[EXTERNAL]
If I’ve submitted too late, please let me know so I may read this at the meeting instead.
Thank you!
Jennifer
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:jennifer@notmissingathing.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:jennifer@notmissingathing.com
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%3FLinkId%3D550986&data=02%7C01%7Cclerk%40cityofnapa.org%7C7439f5b79aee4309da1008d84395d6cb%7C7c2235c73aee4099a6c4bde6470cfa85%7C0%7C0%7C637333658393759922&sdata=Gy%2BeXZ9s1%2FaQMM6s0MBVmLJO%2BlgZI4jMq8NYpffDSjQ%3D&reserved=0

My name is Jennifer Simi, I am a Napa resident, and I have been a Planned Parenthood escort for the past 3+ years. During that time, I have escorted patients during both the Fall & Spring ‘40 Days for Life’ protests and witnessed the chaos they bring to the Napa health care center. The sidewalks are lined with multiple chairs for the protestors comfort, a rack or table for their leaflets and pamphlets, and they continually pace back & forth, chanting in front of the entrance and driveway making it difficult to navigate & disruptive for patients. Protestors intentionally take street parking directly in front of our Napa Planned Parenthood leaving patients to park at greater distances away. I have seen these protests go on during our fires when the air quality was poor and at the beginning of our Public Health Covid-19 Pandemic despite the ‘Stay at Home order.” Having the narrow sidewalk essentially blocked by these protestors creates an increasingly unsafe entrance for patients seeking medical care. The escalating behavior of these protestors, approaching patients, staff, neighboring businesses employees, and escorts, is now incredibly dangerous for all. I have been present during a volunteer shift where law enforcement was needed to address the protestors tactics and behavior and know this is not uncommon. Please prioritize the healthy & safety for those in our community who are seeking essential medical care and vote in support to protect them by creating a buffer zone and revising ordinance 12.68.020, to extend the central pedestrian district to include our Napa Planned Parenthood health care center. This is long overdue. Your vote in support of these ordinance revisions, is a voice for the underserved, a vote for women, a vote for the healthy & safety of our community members who must visit Planned Parenthood for their medical needs & care. Thank you for the opportunity to share my concerns and support of the ordinance revisions.



My name is Jennifer Simi, I am a Napa resident, and I have been a Planned Parenthood escort for the 
past 3+ years. During that time, I have escorted patients during both the Fall & Spring ‘40 Days for Life’ 
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enforcement was needed to address the protestors tactics and behavior and know this is not 
uncommon. Please prioritize the healthy & safety for those in our community who are seeking essential 
medical care and vote in support to protect them by creating a buffer zone and revising ordinance 
12.68.020, to extend the central pedestrian district to include our Napa Planned Parenthood health care 
center. This is long overdue. Your vote in support of these ordinance revisions, is a voice for the 
underserved, a vote for women, a vote for the healthy & safety of our community members who must 
visit Planned Parenthood for their medical needs & care. Thank you for the opportunity to share my 
concerns and support of the ordinance revisions. 



From: arickrobertson.
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ item number 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:05:36 AM

[EXTERNAL]

A woman’s right to choose what she does with her body, and what medical procedures she undertakes, is protected
by the constitution. Harassment and intimidation is not something the citizens of Napa should tolerate, as
substitutions for policy and empathy. Protect the rights and the health care of Napa’s women by implementing item
number 13A.



From:
To: Robert Plummer
Cc: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:24:00 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Reference: Agenda Item #13
 
I am a retired probation officer for Napa County, and as such have seen and worked with my share
of people in crisis. Additionally, in years past, I volunteered as a pregnancy counselor for Planned
Parenthood, and at that time accepted the beliefs they promoted that abortion was really no big
deal, and far and away the best and only reasonable option for a young unmarried pregnant girl.
Accordingly, I, like the other volunteers, joined in guiding many young women toward that option by
drastically downplaying the alternatives and repeating the false assurances about abortion.
Therefore, despite their disclaimers, I know by experience that Planned Parenthood does pressure
girls in this way, and with maturity have come to abhor it.
 
40 Days for Life seeks to offer information about the alternatives to abortion so that girls and
women in crisis can make a truly informed choice. They do this by simply being present at the place
where that choice is being made, available to offer compassion and counsel. They also silently pray
for all those involved – the girls and women themselves, their families, and those who will be
interacting with and treating them medically. This is their constitutional right, and they have never
broken any law in acting on it.
 
40 Days for Life has been a responsible and cooperative presence in pursuing their aim to offer help.
Planned Parenthood’s current request seems to me unreasonable, and simply an effort to silence
any point of view contrary to their own. I expect the Council to deny this request.
 
Sincerely,
Susan Prudhomme

mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Owen Robertson
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18TH PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:29:31 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Regarding agenda item 13A. I’m writing to voice my support for Planned Parenthood‘s
proposition to the city council to provide better safety for their patients by revising city
ordinance 12.68.020 and by implementing a buffer zone. Patients must be protected in any
scenario. 

-Owen V. Robertson

mailto:owenv.robertson@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: QUAD
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 -- PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:35:49 AM

[EXTERNAL]

RE: AGENDA ITEM 13A

I am writing in support of Planned Parenthood’s request to the City Council to better protect their patients by
revising city ordinance 12.68.020 to disallow sitting or lying on public sidewalks outside the center and by
implementing a 25-foot buffer zone that does not allow shouting or use of amplified sound in front of the center.

PLEASE MAKE THESE changes so all patients are protected from harassment by anti-choice protestors.

Meredith Robertson

mailto:amodquad@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Ermilita B.
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 , AGENDA ITEM 13A – PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:41:21 AM

[EXTERNAL]
To: Napa City Council via clerk@cityofnapa.org

My name is Ermilita Bruce and I am a resident of Napa and patient escort. I support Planned
Parenthood’s proposed ordinance changes because I believe that the safety of the residents of
Napa should be the first priority of the Napa City Council. For years I have witnessed
protestors outside the Napa Planned Parenthood health center physically manipulate and
harass patients seeking healthcare. No person should ever be harassed for going to the doctor.
This is about the safety of our community members and friends. The purpose of government is
to protect and provide for its people, and I ask that you vote to support these ordinance
changes for the protection and safety of your constituents. Thank you. 

Sincerely,
Ermilita Bruce

Sent from my cell phone
-- 
Ermilita Bruce Gulliksen, M.S., CCC-SLP
Speech-Language Pathologist
Ca. State License # 12288

mailto:ermilita.bruce@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: imdholli
To: Robert Plummer
Cc: Clerk
Subject: Re 40 Days for Life support
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:57:07 AM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Chief of Police Robert Plummer,

This email is written in support of 40 Days for Life. Please allow the peaceful and prayerful
presence of 40 Days for Life outside on the sidewalk in front of Planned Parenthood. It is their
Constitutional right to assemble, to pray, and to distribute information helpful to women in
crisis. Thank you very much for your consideration in this important matter.

Sincerely,

Holli Scheumann

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S9+, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

mailto:imdholli@yahoo.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Bunnie Finkelstein
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment for August 18: Agenda Item # 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:00:44 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Napa City Council,

I strongly support the proposed ordinances to insure that visiting our local Planned Parenthood Health Center will be
a safer and calmer experience.

Patients seeking medical advice and care often have emotional and psychological problems connected to their
physical concerns, and these “sidewalk assaults” are horribly damaging.

Please vote for the health and safety of all the Napa community by supporting these ordinance proposals.

Many thanks, and best regards,

Bunnie Finkelstein

mailto:bunfin@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Christine Cattolica
To: Clerk
Subject: Fwd: Comments: Regulation of Protests on Sidewalks Near Reproductive Health Care Facilities 13.A. 2231-2019
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:06:13 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I am forwarding comments for the City Council's meeting tonight regarding Item 13A on the
Agenda.
Thank you for adding these comments to the public record.
Christine Cattolica

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Christine Cattolica 
Date: Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 12:02 PM
Subject: Comments: Regulation of Protests on Sidewalks Near Reproductive Health Care
Facilities 13.A. 2231-2019
To: <Rplummer@cityofnapa.org>, Ron Maxson <

I have participated in 40 Days for Life in Napa for 10 years.  This is an international peaceful prayer
vigil which prays for an end to abortion.  Some prayer participants carry small signs expressing a
desire to end abortion.  We do not block the sidewalk.  We do not approach clients entering or
exiting Planned Parenthood.  We do pray. 

During the last two or three campaigns, Planned Parenthood Napa has repeatedly and frequently
called police complaining of some purported violation.  They make false allegations of improprieties. 
Planned Parenthood has created the illusion of 40 Days for Life being a lawbreaking nuisance.  There
could be nothing farther from the truth.  The record should clearly demonstrate that these were
fictitious allegations created by Planned Parenthood with a plan conceived by management and their
frequent visitors, i.e. their attorneys, to make a case for a buffer zone.  Freedom of Speech must
never be compromised by falsehoods created by an opposing point of view.

America is made great by diversity of views and the freedom, American freedom, to express those
views.  To compromise Freedom of Speech is to endanger democracy itself.  There are many groups
whose views I do not share but I believe in their right to assemble and express those views.   Our
freedom of speech is rare in the world and sets us apart as the ideal. 

The mere presence of people praying in front of Planned Parenthood seems to be the issue for
Planned Parenthood.  Their discomfort is not cause to limit freedom of speech.  This is a grave step
to take because of someone’s discomfort.

The citizens of Napa will be picking up the tab for this proposed regulaton.  The taxpayer’s coffers
which have been greatly reduced by COVID will be paying for long litigation as this 40 foot buffer
zone is fought in the courts.  Planned Parenthood will not be the ones paying the legal fees.  The
citizens will be paying at a time when funds are so desperately needed in other areas.  This is a
travesty of fiduciary obligation by the City.

I believe Planned Parenthood is upset by sidewalk counselors who distribute literature.  These
counselors are not a part of 40 Days for Life.  Their activity has been affirmed by the Supreme Court
as a practice in keeping with the Constitution.  A buffer zone will not alter their activity.

So what is gained and what is lost by a buffer zone?  Planned Parenthood’s gain is to not have to see

mailto:christinecattolica@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:Rplummer@cityofnapa.org


peaceful people praying. 

Oh, but what is lost?  Freedom.   40 short feet toward tyranny by the loudest and richest.

Christine Cattolica

 

-- 

-- 

“I wish it need not have happened in my time,” said Frodo. “So do I,” said Gandalf, “and
so do all who live to see such times. But that is not for us to decide. All we have to decide is

what to do with the time that is given us.” 
J R R Tolkien



From: orville fisher
To: Clerk; 
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:04:49 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I have been part of many 40 Days for Life campaigns in Napa . I have been proud to be part of
a group that is so responsible , so respectful of our laws in Napa . 40  Days for Life has been a
model of what a peaceful protest should look like .
  I was saddened , but not surprised to hear about planned parenthoods request for a 40 foot 
buffer zone in front of their business. This is a request to give their building a distinction  that
is entirely unnecessary , and perhaps unique in the city of Napa . Freedom of speech comes in
many forms , and it can be curbed only in the most extreme  cases . There is nothing extreme
going on  in front of planned parenthood during 40 Days for Life . The sidewalk is accessible ,
the doorway is not blocked , the customers are not being harassed or threatened .
  I am aware there is a much smaller presence in front of the business at other times of the year
. Again , the peaceful presence that is there is not a threat or obstruction of any kind to the
business that is taking place , nor the customers .
   The charade of planned parenthood feeling entitled to try to restrict the freedom to assemble
is unworthy of this  city council's time . When all the facts are looked at there is nothing that
separates planned parenthood from any other business the public may object to .Their three
minute parking zone is routinely violated by customers going inside . That is the only breaking
of law I've seen at planned parenthood .
  This is all about image , an effort to create the illusion planned parenthood is under attack
when they are most definitely not .
 Rationality , reason , says deny planned parenthoods request . I am hopeful these are the basis
of the final decision .
  Orville Fisher

mailto:yestolifenapa@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Janice Andrade
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Agenda Item 13
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:07:20 PM

[EXTERNAL]
To Whom It May Concern:
        It is my understanding that the City Council will be discussing the pros and cons of the
40 Days For Life organizations supporters praying on the sidewalk in front of the Planned
Parent Hood facility.  
        I have stood out front of this facility on many occasions over the last several years,
praying and offering support to my fellow supporters as we unite to pray for the well being of
the young women who may use this facility as an avenue to end their pregnancies.  These
gatherings have always been peaceful and loving.  I have never seen or heard any negative
remarks made towards the young women and men who have passed by or to the Planned
Parent Hood workers.  Everyone, in my experience, has been courteous to each other and
anyone else who has entered the facility. We have always obeyed any public rules of the
sidewalk, which is a public place.  This action by the 40 Days For Life group has been going
on for many, many years.  In fact some very dedicated individuals have been praying there
even before the 40 Days For Life organization began. 
        We live in this wonderful country of America and this beautiful town of Napa where
many of us wish to spend our time praying for the right to life for all humans, born and
unborn.  All life matters. We are giving a voice to those who cannot speak for themselves, the
innocent unborn and newly born victims of abortion.  We want this valley to stand for a
culture of life not death. 
        Thank you for listening and please help us continue our quest to pray peacefully for these
women and men who  are seeking help with their unwanted pregnancies.
                                        
                                                                                                          Janice Andrade

mailto:grandmajan9795@att.net
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Babb, Lauren
To: Clerk
Cc: Martinez Franks, Margaret
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ" Agenda item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:10:23 PM
Attachments: image001.png

[EXTERNAL]

Public comment:  item number 13A
 
Members of the Napa City Council,
 
Planned Parenthood Northern California has offered affordable health care to the Napa
community since 1979. In 41 years, we have witnessed many safety issues outside of our
health care center. Planned Parenthood has worked tirelessly with city staff and the Napa
Police Department to improve safety and clarify enforcement of city ordinance violations. City
staff has shared their uncertainty around their ability to enforce state and city law specific to
patient and staff harassment, noise violations, sign violations, and other issues that occur
outside the health center.
 
Today we are hoping to create clear safety rules pertaining to the public right-of-way outside
of our Jefferson Street health center so that all who utilize this sidewalk can feel safe in our
community. We are proposing that Napa City Council adopt two ordinances to protect our
community members better. First, a revision to city ordinance 12.68.020, which would extend
the central pedestrian district to include the Napa health center, so sitting or lying on the
public sidewalk outside of the health center would be prohibited.
 
The second proposal is to implement a buffer zone in front of the Napa health center. This
buffer zone would prohibit following or harassing any person within 25 feet of the entrance,
would bar impeding access to the door of the health center, and would not allow shouting, or
production of any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational speaking voice. The
buffer zone ordinance has been proven to work well in neighboring California communities,
including in San Francisco, Sacramento, Redwood City, San Jose, Santa Barbara, and San Diego.
Both proposals can be found in our supplemental documents package sent to the City Clerk on
Monday, August 17, at 6:08 pm.
 

These ordinance proposals are not an attempt to hinder anyone’s 1st Amendment right to
protest. We sincerely hope that these ordinance proposals will offer better clarity for Napa
law enforcement agencies, local protestors, Planned Parenthood staff, and our patients as to
what is and is not permitted in the public right-of-way outside of the Napa health center. We
have always strived to be good neighbors to the Napa community, and want to protect the
rights of all citizens. We hope Council will consider moving forward with both ordinances in
the spirit of cooperation and mutual respect.

mailto:laurenbabb@ppnorcal.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:mmartinezfranks@ppnorcal.org



 
Thank you,
Lauren Babb
Public Affairs Director
Planned Parenthood Northern California
 
 
Lauren Babb, MPS (Personal Pronouns: She/her)

Public Affairs Director 
Planned Parenthood Northern California
2185 Pacheco Street, Concord, CA  94520
Phone: 925-887-5229 | Fax:  (925) 356-2436 | Mobile: (925) 266-6036

 
NOTICE: This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contains information
that is confidential and privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this e-mail information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message. Be aware that e-mail communication is not secure -- the contents of e-mail
messages can be intercepted, misdirected, lost, or otherwise subject to transmission errors and
may be received by, forwarded to or otherwise accessed by individuals other than the intended
recipient. Your use of e-mail to communicate protected health information to us indicates that
you acknowledge and accept the risks, including those outlined above, associated with sending
sensitive personal information via standard e-mail. Please consider communicating any
sensitive information by telephone, fax or mail. If you do not wish to have your information
sent by email, please contact the sender immediately.

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotect-us.mimecast.com%2Fs%2Fg5XEBaIl5lVha&data=02%7C01%7Cclerk%40cityofnapa.org%7C4a5ae9275d644a92837d08d843aa35d4%7C7c2235c73aee4099a6c4bde6470cfa85%7C0%7C0%7C637333746227570108&sdata=JBPeliHeJxIv83KHVbD0KjZPV2WOUHTUwGdE2O1lU8g%3D&reserved=0
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From: Robert Plummer
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Caitlin Saldanha
Subject: FW: 40 Days for Life

Robert Plummer 
Chief of Police 

Police Department, City of Napa 
1539 First Street, Napa, CA 94559 
Phone  (707) 257-9550 Email  rplummer@cityofnapa.org Website  http://www.cityofnapa.org/ 
Social  https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FCityOfNapa&amp;d
ata=02%7C01%7CCSaldanha%40cityofnapa.org%7Cd0df0f791d3348bb616f08d843acf833%7C7c2235c73aee4099a6c4bd
e6470cfa85%7C0%7C0%7C637333757489659866&amp;sdata=Y%2BqugYr79xMWw2X3erpKaDo7Vqq%2B9cbwQA3b%2
F9RHBTU%3D&amp;reserved=0  ·  @CityOfNapa 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Dolores Fischer  
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:03 PM 
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org> 
Subject: 40 Days for Life 

[EXTERNAL] 

It was shocking to learn that Napa Planned Parenthood would request the Napa City Council to consider limiting First 
Amendment rights of citizens. 

I have participated in our peaceful and prayerful presence at P.P. since 40 Days commenced in Napa.  Never has there 
been an untoward incident on our part.  Unfortunately, staff at P. P.  has sometimes misinterpreted our  very presence 
there as aggressive and unnecessarily called the police.  The amusing side to this is that the majority of people who pray 
are seniors, completely incapable of causing any trouble.  Not that we would anyway as we believe in the Constitution 
and respect the rights of others  just as we expect ours to be respected. 

It is indeed sad to hear that we may be denied the right to pray to save the lives of unborn babies and save their 
mothers, yes, and fathers too, from the dreadful effects abortions have on their lives. 

Since 1973 when abortion became legal, some 60,000,000 babies in the womb have been eliminated and never allowed 
to live.  Isn’t that enough? 

Sincerely, 

Dolores Fischer 
Professor Emerita 
Napa Valley College 
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From: K. D. Yeend
To: Clerk; Robert Plummer
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING, PLEASE READ in reference to AGENDA

ITEM 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:29:50 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I would like my experience at the Planned Parenthood Clinic to be made
known. In all the times I have been there quietly praying, I have never
seen any illegal activities on the part of those keeping a prayer vigil. I
have never seen any aggressive behavior on the part of the vigil
participants. On two occasions I witnessed aggressive behavior on the part
of Planned Parenthood Clinic personnel, possibly a supervisor, who came
out to yell at the vigil keepers. I have observed specially trained prolife
counselors speak to those who are approaching the Clinic and offer them
some printed material. I have also observed that they immediately back
off if the person declines. If the person pauses to listen, they speak calmly
and politely and stop when the person asks them to or moves away. I
have never observed any attempt to block someone from the clinic or on
the sidewalk. In fact, the 40 Days for Life participants always move to the
side to allow persons to pass. They may say “Good Morning” or “God bless
you” but I never witnessed any other conversation except from a
counselor. 
Traffic is never interfered with. A single vehicle with an identifying placard
is usually parked near Planned Parenthood.  Unless we have a disability
which makes it impossible, we have been asked to park a distance away
so as to not interfere with parking near the clinic.
I strongly urge you to respect our constitutional right to have a peaceful
protest of an activity with which we disagree. In light of the recent
protests across our country, it would be quite prejudicial to deny us that
right.

Respectfully submitted,
Kathleen D. Yeend

mailto:kathieyeend@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org


From: Ginger Gregory
To: Clerk
Subject: Fw: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:36:35 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I noticed a typo in the letter I just sent you, so I corrected it and am sending my new and improved letter
to be read for tonight's meeting. (In the first letter I referred to the meeting as being on August 1 instead
of August 18.)

Dear Council Members,

Response to Agenda Item 13A at August 18, 2020 Meeting: 
I have served as a program escort for Planned Parenthood for the past 3 years. While many of the
demonstrators on the sidewalk outside the Planned Parenthood building have been respectful of patients
approaching and leaving the building, I have witnessed several demonstrators for whom that was not
true. One in particular followed a young woman I was escorting as she left the building and entered the
sidewalk, talking to this woman woman in a loud, insistent voice and waving pamphlets in front of her face
as she tried to walk back to her car. The young woman trying to leave had to turn her head toward the
demonstrator, as she could not see where she was walking. As the escort, I  said in a neutral voice to the
young woman, "You don't have to respond." The demonstrator yelled at me that this was none of my
business, and yelled louder, "She can talk to me if she wants to!" She continued to try to hand the woman
the pamphlet, which she did not take. The woman walked away, averting her gaze.

While that interchange may not have technically violated the agreement between the demonstrators and
Planned Parenthood, it was loud and involved the demonstrator yelling at the escort. The woman leaving
Planned Parenthood was clearly uncomfortable with the whole interchange, including the interaction
between the demonstrator and me. 

I volunteer for this service so that women can feel safe and comfortable accessing the variety of critically
important women's health services that Planned Parenthood has to offer. I am distressed to think that
some women may avoid accessing women's health services because of the intense emotions and
invasive behaviors that some demonstrators display toward them. 

Ginger Gregory

mailto:gingergregory2511@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Nancy Duckhorn
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:43:54 PM

[EXTERNAL]
 
REGARDING AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 13A
 
To the City Council
 
I am a long-time supporter of Planned Parenthood, and over the last several years I have served
as a volunteer at the local health care center on Jefferson Street, escorting patients into the
clinic.  During this time, I have experienced, on multiple occasions, protestors harassing patients
upon entry and making it cumbersome to enter due to the protestors’ tables, chairs and signage
on the sidewalk.
 
I am asking that the Napa City Council please revise City Ordinance 12.68.020, extending the
central pedestrian district to include the Napa health center, so sitting or lying on the public
sidewalk outside of the clinic would be prohibited for the safety of the patients.
 
In addition, I propose that the City Council implement a buffer zone in front of the Planned
Parenthood Health Center, which would prohibit following or harassing any person within 25 feet
of the entrance, bar impeding access to the entrance of the health center, and would not allow
shouting or production of any amplified sound beyond the volume of a conversational speaking
voice.
 
I thank you for your consideration,
 
Nancy Duckhorn
Citizen of Napa County
 

mailto:nancy@duckblindnapa.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Lynn Hill
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to Council for August 18, 2020
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:48:13 PM

[EXTERNAL]

City Council Meeting- regarding #13
A copy was sent to Police Chief Robert Plummer. If he is unable to read his copy, I hope you will please read:

Dear City Clerk,
I am a retired teacher who taught Kindergarten for 18 years and First Grade for 6 years at Snow School. Every
student was precious to me, even the challenging ones. It was such a joy to teach them how to read and write and get
them started on their education. I tried to instill in them a love and respect for themselves, their peers, their parents
and families, and others in their lives. It was a very worthwhile occupation for me.

I never knew how all of them turned out later in life, but some have come back to thank me for the time I shared
with them. I'm just thankful that their parents gave them the chance to survive and do something with their lives.
Maybe they weren't all successful, but they were able to make choices for themselves, and many have been a benefit
to their family, friends, and have been a joy to me, with all the wonderful memories I can recall.

I believe life begins at conception and that each life is valuable and truly a gift from God. Raising three children of
my own was challenging at times, but the joy far exceeds the heartaches. Mothers who become pregnant need to be
aware of the support available to them during their pregnancies and after the birth of their child.

I have walked and prayed in front of Planned Parenthood several times. It never really felt like a protest. My
behavior has never been a threat to anyone. Sometimes i was by myself, or with one other person, or with a group of
people who were like minded. We just wanted to pray for the woman who felt there may only be one solution to an
unexpected pregnancy.

While I have walked and prayed, people in cars have honked and waved, and sometimes flipped us off and cursed at
us. We just continued to walk and pray. One time an employee was leaving at the end of her shift, and my friend and
I were the only ones walking on the sidewalk, and  we smiled and moved to get out of her way as she passed by.
Two police officers showed up soon after to tell us they had received a call to report that we were blocking an
employee from leaving the building. They had seen us walking and praying the Rosary as they approached us, so
they had a sense that it was a false report. I'm not one for confrontations, and would never initiate an argument,
especially with a stranger. I have only seen peaceful and prayerful people each time I have been in front of Planned
Parenthood and at the Walk for Life in San Francisco each year.

So I'm hoping we can continue to pray in front of Planned Parenthood, to ask God to touch the lives of all who enter
the building, and to be of any assistance to clients who question us and may not be aware of other alternatives for
them and the life they carry inside them.

Thank you for your time and consideration in reading this letter.

Sincerely,
Lynn Hill

Sent from my iPad

mailto:lynnardh@aol.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: Jim Eckert
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:53:24 PM

[EXTERNAL]
This comment is regarding Agenda Item  13.A. 2231-2019   Regulation of Protests on
Sidewalks Near Reproductive Health Care Facilities 13.A. 

My name is James Eckert and my wife Maureen and I have been residents of the City of Napa
since 1976. Maureen and I have spent many an evening hour silently praying on the sidewalk
in front of Planned Parenthood on Jefferson Street as part of the 40 Days For Life prayer
vigil.We have always been peaceful and have never interfered with pedestrian traffic including
anyone entering or leaving the facility. We do this because we know that ALL LIVES
MATTER whether black, white or any skin color; whether unborn or aged or any stage in
between. We stand out in the dark, cold and rain and pray for the employees and clients of
Planned Parenthood; pray that they will come to realize that they are killing a human being, a
unique beloved child of God, even if they are only dispensing or being given a pill for a do-it-
yourself-abortion at home! I cringe when I am told that Planned Parenthood is about Womens'
Health as I must assume that at least half of the aborted children are female!

Please do not take away my rights to peacefully protest this evil in our community!

May God bless you all with wisdom in this life and death matter.

James Eckert

mailto:chateaueckert@gmail.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: ELAINE HERRICK
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to Council for August 18
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 12:57:39 PM

[EXTERNAL]
My name is Elaine Herrick and I am a resident of Napa.  I recommend that the council support
the ordinance change proposed by Planned Parenthood.  It would create a buffer zone around
the Jefferson St. facility in order to protect both the safety and dignity of patients entering.
 Harrassing patients, staff and escorts has occurred intermittently for years now.  I request that
the council take action.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

mailto:elainebeat@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
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From: Raul Baccay
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Cc:
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:01:46 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Sir/Madam,

I'm writing in reference to Agenda Item #13A that you are to discuss in today's City Council Meeting. I
have  participated in a number of prayer rallies in the cities of Sacramento and Fairfield, and hope to do
the same with the Napa 40 Days Life group.  I have been cursed and screamed at, but these few people
are just added opportunities to include in my prayers. There are far more good people who are very
supportive (honks and/or thumbs up) of the good intentions of the 40 Days for Life.. And I would dare to
assume this will be true especially in Napa. Thus, I hope you would respect the Constitutional rights that
the 40 Days for Life prayer warriors try to exercise as they peacefully assemble and pray for the safety of
the  pregnant women and the child/ren in her womb, the same Constitutional rights you want every
American citizen to be afforded.  These 40 Days for Life warriors are there in the public sidewalks hoping,
praying, and available (e.g., to talk to, to distribute information to help women in crisis) for the women who
maybe 'moved' by the prayers and untiring sacrifices of these prayer warriors. 

Respectully,

Raul Baccay

mailto:boy_luar@yahoo.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
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From: Robert Bellfi
To: Clerk
Cc: Robert Plummer
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING. Reference Agenda Item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:05:55 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear City Council members,
How is it that those wishing to peacefully and lawfully 
assemble, pray and distribute useful information, whose sole 
intentions are for the welfare of the couple and their baby, 
should somehow be regulated to the back of the bus?
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Robert Bellfi

mailto:Bobtinanick@comcast.net
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
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From: Ron Maxson
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:23:18 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I am a retired Army officer who has long been involved in prayerful protest in front of the
Planned Parenthood “health center” on Jefferson.  In fact, for many years, I was typically
the only prayer warrior present.  I am also the father of six, one a special-needs adopted
child, and the grandfather of a burgeoning brood.
 
For decades I avoided talking about my military service and mentioning decorations that I
had received.  I’d like to resist doing that now – but the matter that the City Council is
considering is so important in my view that I am willing to say things that I don’t want to say
and have never said before.  I am about to spend a paragraph “showing my wounds,” as
candidates for public office used to do under the Roman Republic.  If these wounds have
no meaning to you, you can skip the next paragraph in my statement.
 
I fought in the Vietnam War and served in the Air Cavalry – the same service seen in the
movie “We Were Soldiers” (a film I have never been able to watch, as those days are not
days I wish to relive).  Ultimately, I reached the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.  I received all
the standard service medals associated with the units in which I served.  I also earned the
Purple Heart (for wounds received in action), the Air Medal (several for valor and
multiple for meritorious achievement in aerial flight), the Distinguished Flying Cross (for
extraordinary achievement in the same), the Legion of Merit, and two Silver Stars (for
gallantry in action).  I should note that, before I went to Vietnam, I took a retreat to consider
under ministerial counsel the justice of the American cause there.  Had I determined that
the American cause was unjust, it was my intention to declare myself a conscientious
objector and to go to a military prison as a consequence.  The struggle against totalitarian
Communism and the status of South Vietnam as the victim of violent aggression convinced
me that the American cause was just.
 
Now, like Coriolanus, I beg the consideration of my country.
 
I spent 22 years serving that country in the manner outlined above.  When I returned, I was
aghast at the injustice of legalized abortion, and considered that the fight against such an
evil was in reality a continuation of the fight against Communist totalitarianism.  (We should
never forget that the first country in the modern era to legalize abortion was Lenin’s Soviet
Union, one hundred years ago in 1920.)  But I also saw that the struggle against abortion
had to be a spiritual struggle, and non-violent.  I have maintained these resolutions ever
since I made them.  I have never engaged in anything approaching violence or intimidation
as I engaged in this struggle.  Mostly, I have prayed.
 
That is, in front of Planned Parenthood, I have been an old soldier pacing back and forth as
I said my rosary.  Nowadays I am often accompanied by my wife, an old lady saying her
own rosary.
 
From my own point of view, my service in the pro-life cause has been more important than
my service in the Vietnam War.  My Silver Stars both involved saving fellow soldiers in the
face of enemy fire.  I’m glad I saved those comrades.  But I’m even gladder for the babies

mailto:rgmaxson@cs.com
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saved by my peaceful, prayerful presence – babies whose mothers have told me that my
presence was what made them rethink their options.
 
It’s hard to see how this old soldier constitutes any actual problem for Planned Parenthood. 
It’s hard to see why they seek to take away his First Amendment rights.  It smacks more of
the Communism that I fought in Southeast Asia than of the free exchange of ideas in a
democratic republic.
 
Other prayer warriors at Planned Parenthood are as restrained as I am.  We all know we
won’t accomplish anything by stepping outside the role of peaceful, prayerful witness. 
Indeed, we all know that we will undermine our movement and all our purposes if we step
outside that role.  This should be evident from a long history of police reports.  Planned
Parenthood calls to complain, the police arrive, the police end up telling Planned
Parenthood that our behavior is perfectly legal.
 
May I suggest that Planned Parenthood is offended not by anything we are doing but by
what we are thinking?  May I suggest that Planned Parenthood’s aggressive push for a
bubble zone is a shabby little exercise in thought control?
 
That, I submit, is downright un-American.  I defended the Constitution of the United States. 
My constitutional rights should not be under attack here at home.
 
Lieutenant Colonel Ronald G. Maxson (U.S. Army retired)



From: Dominic Figueroa
To: Clerk
Cc: Robert Plummer
Subject: RE: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:29:02 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Regarding Agenda item #13A

Dear Mayor Techel, Council members Gentry, Alessio, Luros, and Sedgley,

Over the past twelve years, I have peacefully participated in the 40 Days for Life Campaign outside of
Planned Parenthood located at 1735 Jefferson St. Each time that I have arrived on the public sidewalk
outside of Planned Parenthood, I have pledged to be peaceful, prayerful, and non-combative (even when
passersby have yelled inappropriate language directly at me). 

As a group, we are a peaceful, prayerful vigil witnessing to the dignity of each human life. Accordingly, we
respect and uphold the dignity of both the clients who enter the clinic, and the clinic workers. I, myself,
have cordially greeted clinic workers upon my arrival on the sidewalk. We exercise our first amendment
rights to assemble and pray on a public sidewalk in Napa.

I ask you to please uphold these rights as citizens of this city by not instituting a 40 foot zone around the
Planned Parenthood facility. To do so would show that this City council shows partiality to certain private
organizations over the rights of their citizens to public assembly guaranteed by the Constitution of the
United States of America.

Sincerely,

Dominic Figueroa

mailto:domfig92@yahoo.com
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From: dfbrumley
To: Robert Plummer
Cc: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUG. 18 CITY COUNCIL MTG. PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:35:49 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Chief Plummer,

Please know you are in my prayers as you make your presentation to the City Council
regarding the peaceful prayer vigil, 40 Days for Life.
I hope that the fact that our vigil participants pose no threat to anyone at the PP facility comes
through in tonight's meeting.
We are there for 2 reasons:
1. To pray that our young people will make healthier lifestyle choices which respect, not only
their own bodies, but the very lives of the children which they have brought into being.
2. To give young people information which they are not receiving at the PP facility. 

We are not there to frighten or intimidate anyone. We cannot be blamed for the groundless
fears of the PP staff and therefore should not have our constitutional rights cancelled on that
basis.

Thank you for all you do to keep our community safe.

Best regards,

Deborah F. Brumley

Napa

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.

mailto:dfbrumley@sbcglobal.net
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From: dona bakker
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ.
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:43:04 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I would like to address Agenda Item #13. 
For many years I have been involved with the 40 Days For Life prayer vigil in front of
Planned Parenthood. In all that time I have never witnessed any violations of any
laws. We keep the sidewalk clear for foot traffic.  We have always been friendly and
cordial to anyone entering or exiting the facility, including the staff and the escorts.
We come to pray and, if the opportunity arises, to offer information about alternative
choices to any woman seeking to end her pregnancy. However, we never force
anyone to listen or to take the information. We pray silently for them and their unborn
babies, as well as the staff. We also pray for the fathers. We pray for all the women
who carry the burden of past abortions.  I would hope that the Planned Parenthood
staff shares our concern for the unborn babies and their mothers. If that is the case,
and they are truly pro-choice, then they should be open to allowing their clients to be
prayed for and possibly hear of alternative options for their babies. We are not there
to proselytize our beliefs on anyone. We come from all religions. We are mothers,
fathers, grandmothers, grandfathers, sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, and friends and
believe all lives matter, even those yet to take a breath. If someone does not believe
in God, then it shouldn’t be a problem for us to pray silently anywhere. And it certainly
isn’t against the law.

Dona Bakker

mailto:donabakker@sbcglobal.net
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From: maryrileyfamily@gmail.com
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:46:51 PM

[EXTERNAL]
RE Agenda Item #13A
 
I am a Napa resident, a wife and mom.  I have seven children -- some natural, some special needs,
some foster, and some adopted.  Each of these children is precious and I am blessed to have such a
beautiful family. I have been witnessing and praying peacefully at abortion facilities for over 30
years.    When I pray at Planned Parenthood, I bear witness that every life is worth living and that
each child deserves love and a chance at life. 
 
While on the sidewalk in front of Planned Parenthood, I never block or harass the incoming clients or
the public passing by.  I peacefully exercise my constitutional free speech rights.  The police have
been called many times while I pray.  Each and every time a Napa Police officer comes and assesses
the situation, he assures me that I am acting properly and constitutionally.  The officer then lets
Planned Parenthood know of this positive assessment and leaves.  I have never received a warning
or citation.   In fact, no pro-lifer has been convicted of criminal wrongdoing at Planned Parenthood in
Napa.  In my opinion, Planned Parenthood is harassing me and the police with their incessant calls
and complaints. 
 
I feel strongly that a woman should be given every opportunity to make the best and most informed
decision for her baby and herself.  Planned Parenthood doesn’t give the full picture of the dangers of
the pills and procedures they promote.  Planned Parenthood targets minorities.  I want moms to
know there is information, medical support, legal support, material support for her and her child
should she choose to give her baby a chance at life.  I want moms to know Napa cares about them
and their baby.  We want to help them make a healthy choice.  If Planned Parenthood really valued
choice and were honest, they would want all options presented.  Why does Planned Parenthood
want to hide the truth?  Why does Planned Parenthood harass the police and promote
unconstitutional ordinances and laws?  Why does Planned Parenthood ask the City Council further to
bully and intimidate pro-lifers?
 
Thank you,
Mary Riley
 
 
 
 

mailto:maryrileyfamily@gmail.com
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From: Marcia Ryan
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Re: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING -PLEASE READ. Regarding Agenda

#13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:48:22 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Mayor Techel, Council Members Luros, Gentry, Alessio and Sedgley,

Let me tell you about what actually happened in front of Napa Planned Parenthood.

During a past 40 Days For Life campaign, I spoke with a mother (about 29 years old) who was pushing a baby
stroller for twins. I greeted her with “Twins, how wonderful!” She immediately explained that her son was almost 3
yrs old, and her daughter was a 1 1/2 year old.

I then proceeded to give her information about the breast cancer/contraceptives connection. I told her about data
from a 10 year study showing the greater risks of breast cancer caused by the pill, the patch or the injection.

I continued: “Another aspect of these contraceptive products, you may not know, is that they don’t ALWAYS
prevent conception, and the designers of these products KNEW that. So they added two additional hormones that
would cause the lining of the uterus to become thin and hard, so that when the fertilized egg (with its’ own DNA)
comes down to implant in the uterus to get nourishment to grow, it can’t. So it dies. The reality is, it’s the earliest
form of abortion. And it is believed that using these products for just one year, as many as 2 of these SILENT
abortions may occur.”

The mother raised her hand in a “stop” gesture, then spoke as she pointed to her children. “My son is the failure of
the pill. My daughter is the failure of the patch.” Then placing her hand on her tummy, she said, “And my third is a
failure of the injection.”

I exclaimed, “Do you realize those contraceptives did EVERYTHING to try to prevent the lives of your children?
They’re truly miracles!” Tears began to well up in her eyes. I told her, “You have a fantastic husband to say yes to
your unexpected babies. And you, Mom, for bringing them to birth to love and cherish.” She smiled the happiest
smile and continued on her walk with her little ones.

Now that’s not the end of the story. About 90 minutes later, I see the same mother I spoke with earlier coming down
the sidewalk with her husband. I go to meet them saying to the husband, “May I shake your hand? I want to
congratulate you for being a great husband and Father.” He was filled with pride and joy for his family, and thanked
me over and over. What an opportunity to present to them information about Natural Family Planning classes
offered in Napa for married and engaged couples using the Symptothermal Method that is 97% effective. We’re
there to listen and to help. We never violate any laws.

This young couple realized the precious gift of life they were given...and said yes...three times!

Thank you for your time and serious consideration about this restriction of freedom of speech denying people what
can help them.

Respectfully,
Marcia Ryan

Sent from my iPad

mailto:marciaaryan@gmail.com
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From: Friends For Life Tri-Valley
To: Clerk
Cc: Linda Mertes
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ. Reference Agenda

Item #13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:52:19 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear City Council,

I am so surprised to hear that Napa is considering passing a law which prevents peaceful,
prayerful, well-intentioned people from offering help to women in unplanned pregnancies!  In
our country, we want to protect the rights of all people, especially the most vulnerable. The
unborn babies are innocent and their lives need to be protected. As well, women in unplanned
pregnancies are in a vulnerable situation where many of them feel they cannot do this without
help. When we stand in front of And abortion facility, we have been able to teach women the
truth about abortion, about the development of their babies, and guide them to organizations
that can help them in various ways. We have seen women leaving after an abortion, looking
absolutely miserable. Abortion is not a choice that helps a woman but it in fact harms her
physically emotionally and spiritually.  We have seen women change their minds and leave
with such peace and joy on their faces. We have been thrilled To help new mommies by
paying their rent, purchasing groceries, providing them with baby items, and offering our
friendship and moral support.  I have met the Napa 40 days for life volunteers and they are all
about love. They have followed the law. This is a work of charity for mother, father, baby, and
the greater society. Please do not hinder these good people from helping those who are in
need.

Respectfully, 
Linda Mertes

mailto:friendsforlifetrivalley@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
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From: Paul McCluskey
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18,2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING-PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:05:14 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Council Members,

My husband and I have been active in the Pro Life movement for several
years, and currently chair The Life Chain of the Napa Valley. We do not
believe violence or ridicule of any form has a place when it comes to
dealing with opposing abortion. An unwanted pregnancy is a very private,
sensitive, often traumatic, circumstance. We believe every woman who
finds themselves in that situation needs loving support, not criticism.
In our years of participating with Forty Days for Life, we have never
witnessed ANY inappropriate or negative behavior from fellow protesters.
The majority of us simply pray during our shifts in front of Planned
Parenthood and do not interact with those going into PP save a cordial
hello or smile, unless approached.  Prayer and presence is our primary
focus. However, we are more than willing to assist in providing
information on alternative options, and support, available to any woman
seeking to save her baby. Our strength is found in "Grace" and "Truth"
not hate or shame as accused.

Grace: No condemnation. No guilt or shame. No judgement. No forceful,
abrupt interactions. We offer kindness, gentleness, understanding,
patience, listening, resources, prayer and support.

Truth:  PP offers abortions which is one option, but it will kill the
baby. There are other options. God loves them and loves the baby they
are carrying. Both are precious lives. Both deserve to live. Both lives
matter to us, and to God.

It is our Constitutional right and privilege to stand in front of PP in
prayer and protest. We are sometimes the only voice for the voiceless,
and the only loving support for women who really do not want an abortion
but see no other option.

Sincerely,

Paul & Coleen McCluskey

mailto:pcmccluskey@comcast.net
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From: Christine O"Connell
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR 8.18.2020, COUNCIL MEETING-PLEASE READ (agenda item 13a
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:12:50 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Council Members.  Thank you for your service to the community.  
We have always been law abiding citizens and now are "law abiding citizens" here
in Napa for the last 5 years.
We would like to express our thankfulness to not only be able to voice our
opinions but to be able to support  Pro Life activities. 
We also think that a peaceful assembly is an American tradition.  
We raised our children in Santa Rosa & when they were quite young we were able
to participate in "peaceful assembly as an American tradition" 
& show our children first hand one of their rights & responsibilities of living in
the U.S.A.. They are now grown & have their own children and 
are teaching them of their rights & responsibilities.  
This particular  protest is only connected to the Planned Parenthood location &
business, NOT any other business or even private 
home on that street, Jefferson.  It seems to our household that considering the
40 foot buffer zone for Planned Parenthood
is not good business planning for anyone except Planned Parenthood.  Please vote
against restrictions regarding" peaceful assembly for protest" 
in this particular situation as well as any other "peaceful assembly for protest" in
this fair community.
We exercise our right to vote when the elections come around.  We vote for
life.  We hope you will consider that.
Thank you for your consideration.

Michael & Christine O'Connell

Napa CA 94558 
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From: Patti Wessman
To: Clerk
Subject: “COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ”
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:44:34 PM

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Council members,

In Agenda Item 13A, I encourage you to pass the ordinance proposals to ensure the safety of all those seeking
medical care as well as the escorts to Planned Parenthood patients.
I have been an escort for Planned Parenthood and no one should have to feel disrespected seeking medical care.
Patti Wessman

mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: John Tracy
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Cc: JMT
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING – PLEASE READ. Reference Agenda

Item #13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:22:38 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Item 13A on the agenda proposes to regulate the assembly of protestors on sidewalks near reproductive
health care facilities by creating a forty (40) feet buffer zone.  As you're no doubt aware, such a zone
would effectively deny the protestors the right of assembly on public grounds.

I am sure that you are also aware that such a  zone and the subsequent denial of the right to assembly is
a clear violation of the United States Constitution and cannot be enforced.

The First Amendment states:  

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.
 
As previous protests in front of the Planned Parenthood Clinic going back several years clearly
demonstrate, these protests have been peaceful and have not in any way abridged the access rights of
those who wish to make use of the clinic's services.  The protestors have always remained civil to both
potential clients and to the staff of the clinic.  They have always allowed unfettered access and have
refrained from any sort of intimidation.

There is no reason to believe that the protestors' behavior will not continue in the same manner.

Any discomfort created in the minds of potential clients is due to being reminded that the action they are
contemplating will result in the murder of the lives in being in their wombs.

The City Council members and other government employees should keep in mind that any action taken in
regard to this matter is not immune from personal liability and possibly criminal action.  

Excluded from the doctrine of sovereign immunity are cities and municipalities which have no inherent
power and exist within the limitations imposed by the Legislature.  The state, in turn, cannot grant what it
does not have.  The First Amendment has proscribed that right to exist within the people.

In addition, Congress has enacted the Civil Rights Act.  

. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides: Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom,
or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any
citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an
action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress. The most common claims brought
under § 1983 are for violation of constitutional rights.  Under § 1983, “any citizen” can be that person if
they, while acting “under color of state law,” deprived the plaintiff of their constitutional rights, and the
challenged conduct caused a constitutional violation. The “color of law” element is established where a
public employee acts pursuant to their office or in their official capacity.

 One further point, which is more political than legal.  The protests of which I have been a part have been
generally popular with the citizens of Napa.  The passing drivers have indicated a strong stand for life by
approximately 9 people against abortion  vs. 5 people in favor of abortion.  These people will vote in the
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next election.

Please consider these points carefully.

John Tracy

Napa



From: higo2@aol.com
To: Clerk
Cc: Robert Plummer
Subject: RE: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:26:44 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Regarding Agenda Item #13A

Dear Mayor Techel, Council Members Gentry, Alessio, Luros, Sedgley,

I am a law-abiding citizen with deep respect for the the law, as I have multiple family members in law enforcement,
including my son and two of my brother-in-laws. I would like to tell you about my experience at 40 Days for Life since
2008. During my time on the sidewalk, I have offered information to the clients going into the clinic, in regard to the
connection between breast cancer and the birth control pill (Of which there is a growing number of medical studies and
research to demonstrate this).
For example, refer to these studies:
(1) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5492671/ (2) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2754710/ 

I have always asked the women if I can speak with them and offer them information on the pill. They would either
respond "yes" or "no", and I always respected their response. A couple of times when a client said, "yes", a clinic
worker wearing scrubs would meet the client at the door and take the pamphlet from their hands and throw it in the
garbage can next to the front door. Other times, the workers came out and threatened to cancel client's appointments if
they did not come in right away and cease talking with me. 

Please continue to allow me to share with women on the sidewalk in front of Planned Parenthood. This might even be
your daughter, spouse, or relative someday.

Sincerely,

Adriana Figueroa 
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From: CFFiedler 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: Fwd: Comment to City Council for August 18th. Please read. Thank you. Note to reader: last name is 

pronounced Feed ler.
Attachments: image001.jpg; image003.jpg

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
PM 
Subject: Fwd: Comment to City Council for August 18th. Please read. Thank you. Note to reader: last name is 
pronounced Feed ler. 
To: Clerk <clerk@cityofnapa.org> 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Clerk  

Good afternoon Ms. Fiedler, 

The Clerk’s Office is  

[EXTERNAL] 

 Amended submission! This is not part of the letter! 

Agenda item 13 A  

Council, 

You personally may not have ever required the services of Planned Parenthood. I did, when I was in my thirties and had 
no health care coverage. They provided great, efficient and friendly women's health care to me‐ but no abortion. 

Unfortunately, "abortion" is the first word which comes to mind for so many when they think of Planned Parenthood. 
They also provide Cancer screenings, STD testing, HIV services, mens' health care, free condoms and much more. 

Years later, I discovered that a group were harassing folks using the clinic. It made my blood pressure go up and I 
became a volunteer escort. That means I walk adjacent to a client entering or leaving the Jefferson Street clinic.  These 
"protesting people" think it's their right to yell at, annoy, proselytize, harrass and have unscientific brochures to thrust at 
the clients. They pray loudly and quietly for our souls. They have collapsed in loud sobbing tears, even laying on the 
cement, on our behalf. They have told complete strangers what to do, and what not to do with their bodies.  
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I was a witness to a "protestor" in her sixties scream at a teenager‐ (already nervous about coming in alone through the 
"gauntlet") "How many weeks pregnant are you?"!   

To me, it is disgusting and horrible to put a young person through that unnecessary embarrassment, shame and let's 
agree‐ it's none of the "right to life" woman's business what she was doing there! 

That is the one big reason why I escort for Planned Parenthhood and why I certainly hope you will pass this 25 foot 
buffer zone. The obnoxious presence of these people can make our clients of all ages feel unsafe and intimidated. 

Can you remember how embarrassing it was to buy condoms, or even tampons at a drugstore when you were a 
teenager? Now imagine walking through a group of a dozen or more adults holding signs and praying the rosary for your 
soul. 

Please, take a minute. 

We do occasionally have some clients and general public come and yell at protestors. Sometimes they have little 
children holding up signs too. They clearly do not understand what is happening and that is heartbreaking. 

I respectfully request you pass this buffer zone. I have seen near collisions when clients are trying to avoid having 
contact. I have been involved in many "almost" skirmishes resulting from placing myself physically between a client and 
a protestor. 

Their up until now lawful presence right in front of the clinic creates potential dangerous situations for the 40 Days in 
spring, and fall. Prior to the pandemic, they were in front on random days. Protestors sometimes follow clients in and 
out of the clinic. 

Please help us make our public street safer for all. If passed, surely there will be less calls for the Police to come, too. 

  

Thank you,  

Cheryl Fiedler 

  

  



From: Ron Maxson
To: Clerk
Subject: Re: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ SHORTER

VERSION & FILE LONGER VERSION
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:35:19 PM

[EXTERNAL]
I am a retired Army officer who has long been involved in prayerful protest in front of the Planned
Parenthood center on Jefferson.
 
For decades I avoided talking about my military service and mentioning decorations that I had received. 
I’d like to resist doing that now – but the matter that the City Council is considering is so important that I
am willing to say things that I don’t want to say and have never said before.  I am about to spend a
paragraph “showing my wounds,” as candidates for public office used to do under the Roman Republic.
 
I fought in Vietnam.  Ultimately, I reached the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.  I earned the Purple Heart, Air
Medals with valor, the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Army Commendation Medal, the Legion of Merit,
and the Silver Star twice.  Before I went to Vietnam, I took a retreat to consider under ministerial counsel
the justice of the American cause there.  Had I determined that the American cause was unjust, I planned to
declare myself a conscientious objector and to go to a military prison as a consequence.  The struggle
against Communism and the status of South Vietnam as the victim of violent aggression convinced me that
the American cause was just.
 
Now, like Coriolanus, I beg the consideration of my country.
 
When I returned from war, I was aghast at the injustice of legalized abortion, and considered that the fight
against such an evil was in reality a continuation of the fight against Communist totalitarianism.  (We
should never forget that the first country in the modern era to legalize abortion was Lenin’s Soviet Union,
in 1920.)  But I also saw that the struggle against abortion had to be a spiritual struggle, and non-violent.  I
have maintained these resolutions ever since I made them.  I have never engaged in anything approaching
violence or intimidation during this struggle.  Mostly, I have prayed.
 
In my view, my service in the pro-life cause has been more important than my service in Vietnam.  My
Silver Stars both involved saving fellow soldiers in the face of enemy fire.  I’m glad I saved those
comrades.  But I’m even gladder for the babies I’ve saved – babies whose mothers have told me that my
presence was what made them rethink their options.
 
It’s hard to see how I constitute any actual problem for Planned Parenthood.  It’s hard to see why they
seek to take away my First Amendment rights.  It smacks more of the totalitarianism that I fought in
Southeast Asia than of freedom in a democratic republic.
 
May I suggest that Planned Parenthood is offended not by anything I am doing but by what I am
thinking?  May I suggest that Planned Parenthood’s aggressive push for a bubble zone is a shabby little
exercise in thought control?
 
That, I submit, is downright un-American.  I defended the Constitution of the United States.  My
constitutional rights should not be under attack here at home.
 
Lieutenant Colonel Ronald G. Maxson (U.S. Army retired)

mailto:rgmaxson@cs.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


-----Original Message-----
From: Ron Maxson < >
To: clerk@cityofnapa.org <clerk@cityofnapa.org>
Sent: Tue, Aug 18, 2020 1:58 pm
Subject: Re: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE
READ

Thank you for this information.  I will attempt a shorter
version to be read this evening.  

-----Original Message-----
From: Clerk <clerk@cityofnapa.org>
To: Ron Maxson < >
Sent: Tue, Aug 18, 2020 1:35 pm
Subject: RE: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE
READ

Good afternoon Lieutenant Colonel Ronald G. Maxson,
 
The Clerk’s Office is confirming receipt of your email below and your written comments will
be provided to City Council for the August 18, 2020 City Council Meeting. Your written
comments will be made a part of the record.
Please note that the City Clerk will announce receipt of your email at the beginning of the meeting, but the
text of the email will not be read into the record since your comments are over 500 words. However, a
copy of your email will be provided to the Councilmembers.
Please let me know if you have any questions and/or concerns.
Thank you,
 

Tiffany Carranza
City Clerk
City of Napa – City Hall
955 School Street, Napa, CA 94559
Phone      (707) 257-9661
Email       tcarranza@cityofnapa.org
Website  www.cityofnapa.org
 

 
 
From: Ron Maxson < > 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org>; Clerk <clerk@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING -
PLEASE READ
 
[EXTERNAL]
I am a retired Army officer who has long been involved in prayerful protest in front of the
Planned Parenthood “health center” on Jefferson.  In fact, for many years, I was typically



the only prayer warrior present.  I am also the father of six, one a special-needs adopted
child, and the grandfather of a burgeoning brood.
 
For decades I avoided talking about my military service and mentioning decorations that I
had received.  I’d like to resist doing that now – but the matter that the City Council is
considering is so important in my view that I am willing to say things that I don’t want to say
and have never said before.  I am about to spend a paragraph “showing my wounds,” as
candidates for public office used to do under the Roman Republic.  If these wounds have
no meaning to you, you can skip the next paragraph in my statement.
 
I fought in the Vietnam War and served in the Air Cavalry – the same service seen in the
movie “We Were Soldiers” (a film I have never been able to watch, as those days are not
days I wish to relive).  Ultimately, I reached the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.  I received all
the standard service medals associated with the units in which I served.  I also earned the
Purple Heart (for wounds received in action), the Air Medal (several for valor and
multiple for meritorious achievement in aerial flight), the Distinguished Flying Cross (for
extraordinary achievement in the same), the Legion of Merit, and two Silver Stars (for
gallantry in action).  I should note that, before I went to Vietnam, I took a retreat to consider
under ministerial counsel the justice of the American cause there.  Had I determined that
the American cause was unjust, it was my intention to declare myself a conscientious
objector and to go to a military prison as a consequence.  The struggle against totalitarian
Communism and the status of South Vietnam as the victim of violent aggression convinced
me that the American cause was just.
 
Now, like Coriolanus, I beg the consideration of my country.
 
I spent 22 years serving that country in the manner outlined above.  When I returned, I was
aghast at the injustice of legalized abortion, and considered that the fight against such an
evil was in reality a continuation of the fight against Communist totalitarianism.  (We should
never forget that the first country in the modern era to legalize abortion was Lenin’s Soviet
Union, one hundred years ago in 1920.)  But I also saw that the struggle against abortion
had to be a spiritual struggle, and non-violent.  I have maintained these resolutions ever
since I made them.  I have never engaged in anything approaching violence or intimidation
as I engaged in this struggle.  Mostly, I have prayed.
 
That is, in front of Planned Parenthood, I have been an old soldier pacing back and forth as
I said my rosary.  Nowadays I am often accompanied by my wife, an old lady saying her
own rosary.
 
From my own point of view, my service in the pro-life cause has been more important than
my service in the Vietnam War.  My Silver Stars both involved saving fellow soldiers in the
face of enemy fire.  I’m glad I saved those comrades.  But I’m even gladder for the babies
saved by my peaceful, prayerful presence – babies whose mothers have told me that my
presence was what made them rethink their options.
 
It’s hard to see how this old soldier constitutes any actual problem for Planned Parenthood. 
It’s hard to see why they seek to take away his First Amendment rights.  It smacks more of
the Communism that I fought in Southeast Asia than of the free exchange of ideas in a
democratic republic.
 



Other prayer warriors at Planned Parenthood are as restrained as I am.  We all know we
won’t accomplish anything by stepping outside the role of peaceful, prayerful witness. 
Indeed, we all know that we will undermine our movement and all our purposes if we step
outside that role.  This should be evident from a long history of police reports.  Planned
Parenthood calls to complain, the police arrive, the police end up telling Planned
Parenthood that our behavior is perfectly legal.
 
May I suggest that Planned Parenthood is offended not by anything we are doing but by
what we are thinking?  May I suggest that Planned Parenthood’s aggressive push for a
bubble zone is a shabby little exercise in thought control?
 
That, I submit, is downright un-American.  I defended the Constitution of the United States. 
My constitutional rights should not be under attack here at home.
 
Lieutenant Colonel Ronald G. Maxson (U.S. Army retired)
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 – PLEASE READ

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
 
RE: 13A 
 
please put an end to the harrassment 
women seeking healthcare are subjected to. 
please affirm the motions 
in agenda item 13A. 
 
thank you, 
ross rubin 
 
 
fb, ig, tw & 
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jealouszelig.com%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%
7Cclerk%40cityofnapa.org%7C7753b5b20aee4d27ac5508d843bf7b9c%7C7c2235c73aee4099a6c4bde6470cfa85%7C0%7
C0%7C637333837435497452&amp;sdata=d3Ck74GdBMLZ2Mu0pZOLSYUHydTql8H6WVdC40Ht3dA%3D&amp;reserved
=0 
 
 



From: B and K Palla
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: Regulation of Protests on Sidewalks Near Reproductive Health Care Facilities 13.A. 2231-2019
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:49:18 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Dear Napa City Council Members,

    I am emailing you, as a Napa resident, to peacefully voice my opposition to the creation of a 40 foot
buffer zone requested by Planned Parenthood.  Napa's 40 Days for Life prayer vigils have been peaceful
and never have engaged in any violation of the law.  The effort by PP to establish a buffer zone is a
means of denying  40 Days for Life demonstrators  exercising their Constitutional rights to peacefully
assemble, to legally demonstrate for an end to abortion and to promote adoption as an alternative to
abortion.

    I am an adoptive Mom, forever grateful to my youngest son's Birth Mom for her heroic gift of life to my
son despite a crisis pregnancy.  I have also witnessed silently my support of adoption at some of the
Napa 40 Days for Life vigils and have experienced first hand their peaceful nature.  In this country,
through judicial fiat, abortion is legal up to the moment of birth and far beyond the viability of the unborn
child.  The issue of abortion has never been put to a vote by the people.  In every way possible, abortion
is tragic. 

    The right to life is the fundamental right upon which all our other rights depend.  Without our
Constitutional right to life, all our other rights are rendered meaningless.  I am forever grateful, as an
adoptive Mom, that there are fellow citizens willing to shine a light on this important issue of our time. 
Conveniently, all those who support legal abortion up to the moment of birth, as is the current law of our
country, have already been born.  They were not denied their right to life.  

    Sincerely,
    Bernadette Palla

mailto:sierra47@aol.com
mailto:rplummer@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


From: evelyn zlomke
To: Clerk
Subject: Agenda item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:52:18 PM
Attachments: PP & City council.docx

[EXTERNAL]
Please find attached my letter in support of changes to the central pedestrian district, and the
creation of a buffer zone at the Napa Planned Parenthood clinic.  It is not necessary to read
this letter into the comments.

Thank you,
Evelyn Zlomke MPH RN

mailto:ezlomke@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org









August 18, 2020



Honorable Mayor Techel, and City Council Members,



Re: Agenda item 13A - Safeguards for Planned Parenthood Clients



I have been a Planned Parenthood escort, and have seen aggressive pamphleting by some of our First Amendment exercisers in front of the Napa Planned Parenthood during their biannual 40 Days and 40 Nights vigils.  So far everything has been cordial, but some clients are quite relieved to have us there to escort them.  I believe if access to the clinic were less restricted than currently more people would feel less apprehension in coming to the clinic for their healthcare.  To be clear, healthcare is a right for all, and Planned Parenthood is the only option for many of Napa’s lower income people.  They need to feel safe in coming to the clinic.

Please adopt the proposals to revise City Ordinance 12.68.020 to enlarge the central pedestrian district to include the Napa Planned Parenthood Clinic, and also to create a buffer zone 25 feet from the clinic entrance.

[image: A drawing of a face
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Evelyn Zlomke MPH, RN

Maternal Child Health

ezlomke@gmail.com

(707) 953-9393 
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August 18, 2020 

 

Honorable Mayor Techel, and City Council Members, 

 

Re: Agenda item 13A - Safeguards for Planned Parenthood Clients 

 

I have been a Planned Parenthood escort, and have seen aggressive pamphleting by some of our First 
Amendment exercisers in front of the Napa Planned Parenthood during their biannual 40 Days and 40 
Nights vigils.  So far everything has been cordial, but some clients are quite relieved to have us there to 
escort them.  I believe if access to the clinic were less restricted than currently more people would feel 
less apprehension in coming to the clinic for their healthcare.  To be clear, healthcare is a right for all, 
and Planned Parenthood is the only option for many of Napa’s lower income people.  They need to feel 
safe in coming to the clinic. 

Please adopt the proposals to revise City Ordinance 12.68.020 to enlarge the central pedestrian district 
to include the Napa Planned Parenthood Clinic, and also to create a buffer zone 25 feet from the clinic 
entrance. 

Thank you, 

 

 

 

 

Evelyn Zlomke MPH, RN 

Maternal Child Health 
ezlomke@gmail.com 
(707) 953-9393  

mailto:ezlomke@gmail.com


From: Brad Shurmantine
To: Clerk
Subject: Re: Agenda Item 13A
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:50:32 PM
Attachments: Support of Ordinance Changes.docx

[EXTERNAL]
Looks like we may be evacuating because of fire so I will not be able to speak after all.
Here is a copy of my remarks that I would like read into the record if possible. Thank
you.

Brad Shurmantine

On Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 11:15 AM Clerk <clerk@cityofnapa.org> wrote:

Good Morning,

Thank you for providing us with your name, phone number, and agenda item number below.

A representative from the City Clerk’s Office will call you this evening to connect you to the Council
meeting to allow you to provide your comments to the Council via telephone. You will be called once
the item is being heard and the Mayor has asked for public comment.

Please remember to turn down the audio on your computer or TV in order to reduce any feedback
noise. You will have 3 minutes to provide your comments and a buzzer will sound at 30 seconds
alerting you to wrap up, and will sound again at the 3-minute mark alerting you your time is up.

If you have any other questions, then please let us know. Thank you!

Caitlin Saldanha

Deputy City Clerk
City of Napa – City Hall – City Clerk’s Office

955 School Street, Napa, CA 94559

Phone  (707) 258-7870

Email  csaldanha@cityofnapa.org

Website  www.cityofnapa.org

mailto:bshurmantine@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
mailto:csaldanha@cityofnapa.org
http://www.cityofnapa.org/

I am speaking in support of Agenda Item Number 13A, which would create a safety & privacy buffer around the Napa health center. Napa citizens using the health center should have their privacy and feelings respected, which is not currently the case. Other citizens who have adopted a certain theology believe they have the right to impede, harass, and intimidate people who use the health center. I urge the City Council to adopt ordinance changes that will protect the rights of all Napa citizens.



I was born and raised Catholic and I respect the beliefs of those who currently protest; I understand that they seek to prevent others from falling into sin; they seek to save souls. Good for them; they should keep doing so. We should all try to be as good and as kind to each other as possible. However, these protesters are driven primarily by theological concerns, and in effect they are working hard to impose their theology on the rest of us. We often hear loud complaints, often from religious conservatives, about “outsiders” who are trying to impose “Sharia Law” on the rest of us. That’s a horrible, fearful thing to do, unless you happen to be Christian, in which case it seems to be perfectly OK to foist your theological prohibitions on the rest of us. Well, it’s not OK.



We live in a secular nation, where every theology has a right to exist, but no theology has a right to impose itself on others. The ordinance changes do not prevent the protesters from protesting; they merely need to move away a little, provide a little space, so people using the clinic feel safe and respected. This is quite reasonable.



I trust that City Council members, who no doubt have their own theological beliefs, will understand that this is not at all a matter of theology but a simple measure that will allow all citizens to act freely in accordance with their personal beliefs, as guaranteed by our Constitution. Thank you.











From: Brad Shurmantine < > 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 11:00 AM
To: Clerk <clerk@cityofnapa.org>
Subject: Agenda Item 13A

 

[EXTERNAL]

Dear Sir,

 

I would like to call in this evening during the virtual City Council meeting in support
of Agenda Item Number 13A.

 

My name is Brad Shurmantine, and my phone number is

 

I have timed my remarks and they are less than 2 minutes long.

 

I will be on-line, monitoring the meeting, with my cell phone at hand.

 

Please let me know if there is anything further I need to do.

 

Thank you,

 

Brad Shurmantine

mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org


I am speaking in support of Agenda Item Number 13A, which would create a safety & privacy 

buffer around the Napa health center. Napa citizens using the health center should have their 

privacy and feelings respected, which is not currently the case. Other citizens who have 

adopted a certain theology believe they have the right to impede, harass, and intimidate people 

who use the health center. I urge the City Council to adopt ordinance changes that will protect 

the rights of all Napa citizens. 

 

I was born and raised Catholic and I respect the beliefs of those who currently protest; I 

understand that they seek to prevent others from falling into sin; they seek to save souls. Good 

for them; they should keep doing so. We should all try to be as good and as kind to each other 

as possible. However, these protesters are driven primarily by theological concerns, and in 

effect they are working hard to impose their theology on the rest of us. We often hear loud 

complaints, often from religious conservatives, about “outsiders” who are trying to impose 

“Sharia Law” on the rest of us. That’s a horrible, fearful thing to do, unless you happen to be 

Christian, in which case it seems to be perfectly OK to foist your theological prohibitions on the 

rest of us. Well, it’s not OK. 

 

We live in a secular nation, where every theology has a right to exist, but no theology has a 

right to impose itself on others. The ordinance changes do not prevent the protesters from 

protesting; they merely need to move away a little, provide a little space, so people using the 

clinic feel safe and respected. This is quite reasonable. 

 



I trust that City Council members, who no doubt have their own theological beliefs, will 

understand that this is not at all a matter of theology but a simple measure that will allow all 

citizens to act freely in accordance with their personal beliefs, as guaranteed by our 

Constitution. Thank you. 

 

 

 

 



From: Sally Sheehan-Brown
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to Council for August 18 - Please read
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:53:10 PM

[EXTERNAL]
Regarding Agenda item 13A

I have been involved with Planned Parenthood Northern California as staff and as a volunteer
since 1980. I was Manager of the Napa Center from 1989 to 1998. During those years we were
subject to weekly protests and harassment from protesters. We had dangerous encounters on a
regular basis including children standing in our driveway. The clinic received a serious bomb
threat to staff and building in 1995 that required federal agents from ATF providing
investigation and support. During those years we received minimal and inconsistent support
from local law enforcement. The safety of the clients, staff and as well as the protestors was of
constant concern. 

I have been a volunteer as a Clinic Escort for the last few years. Though I am very happy to
see much has improved, some interactions involving the protesters and clients are still
concerning. I encourage the Council to support the revision to the city ordinance as well as the
implementation of a buffer zone. These additional improvements would continue to ensure the
safety of all those involved.

Thank you for your consideration, 

Sally Sheehan-Brown

mailto:sallysb53@gmail.com
mailto:clerk@cityofnapa.org
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From: Robert Plummer

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:27 PM

To: Clerk

Subject: FW: Revised less than 500 word letter

 
 
Robert Plummer 
Chief of Police 
                                                                          
Police Department, City of Napa 
1539 First Street, Napa, CA 94559 
Phone  (707) 257-9550 Email  rplummer@cityofnapa.org Website  http://www.cityofnapa.org/ 
Social  https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FCityOfNapa&amp;d
ata=02%7C01%7Cclerk%40cityofnapa.org%7Cfa3f8280db944231fbcd08d843bd6008%7C7c2235c73aee4099a6c4bde647
0cfa85%7C0%7C0%7C637333827928282802&amp;sdata=Am2QlkeMBm7K6F%2BAE%2FLXBHVlJKd2sFTxHXqwqW3QGQ
c%3D&amp;reserved=0  ·  @CityOfNapa 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lynn Hill <  
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:06 PM 
To: Robert Plummer <rplummer@cityofnapa.org> 
Subject: Revised less than 500 word letter 
 
[EXTERNAL] 
 
Comment to Council for August 18, 2020 #13 on agenda 
 
City Council Meeting- Please read: 
 
Dear Chief of Police Robert Plummer, 
I am a retired Kindergarten/First Grade teacher who taught 24 years at Snow School. Every student was precious to me, 
even the challenging ones. It was a joy to get them started on their education. I tried to instill in them a love and respect 
for themselves, their peers, their parents and families, and others. It was a very worthwhile occupation for me. 
 
I'm thankful that their parents gave them the chance to survive and do something with their lives. Maybe they weren't 
all successful, but they were able to make choices for themselves, and many have been a benefit to their family, friends, 
and a joy to me, with all the wonderful memories to recall. 
 
I believe life begins at conception and that each life is valuable and truly a gift from God. Raising three children of my 
own was challenging at times, but the satisfaction far exceeds the heartaches. Mothers who become pregnant need to 
be aware of the support available to them during their pregnancies and after the birth of their child. 
 
I have walked and prayed in front of Planned Parenthood several times, never feeling like a protester. My behavior has 
never been a threat to anyone. I was either by myself, with one other person, or with a group of people. We wanted to 
pray for the women who felt there may only be one solution to an unexpected pregnancy. 
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While I walked and prayed, people in cars would honk and wave and others would sometimes flip us off and curse at us. 
We just continued to walk and pray. One time, an employee was leaving at the end of her shift, and my friend and I were 
the only ones walking in front of the building, and we smiled and moved to get out of her way as she passed by. Two 
police officers showed up soon after to tell us they had received a call to report that we were blocking an employee 
from leaving the building. They had seen us walking and praying the Rosary as they approached, so they had a sense that 
it was a false report. I'm not one for confrontations, and avoid arguments, especially with strangers. I have only seen 
peaceful and prayerful people each time I have been in front of Planned Parenthood and at the Walk for Life in San 
Francisco each year. 
 
So I'm hoping we can continue to pray in front of Planned Parenthood, to ask God to touch the lives of all who enter the 
building, and to be of any assistance to clients who question us, and may not be aware of other alternatives for them 
and the life they carry inside them. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in reading this letter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Hill 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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From: Laurie Buurma < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 3:17 PM

To: Robert Plummer

Cc: Clerk

Subject: 40 days for Life

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 

Dear Chief Plummer:  
 
I participate in the 40 Days for Life prayer campaigns, and have done so for seven about 10 years.  I have never observed 
anyone I was praying with disobeying any laws.  
 
We have always peacefully and quietly assembled, most of us carrying signs and/or talking or singing quietly.  Only once 
has a customer walked out of PP and asked me why I was there, and I could gently explain.   
 
Over the years, I have witnessed water bottles thrown at me a couple times, and the occasional driver who drives by 
shouting obscenities at us or showing us the middle finger. The more common reaction in recent years, if there is any 
reaction at all, is a friendly horn honk and wave or thumbs up.  
 
I’m sure that Planned Parenthood prefers it when we are not there, but in that we are exercising our First Amendment 
right to peacefully assemble on the sidewalk without obstructing anyone’s ingress or egress, without harassing anyone, 
in order to pray, and to bring to light with signs about the truth of what abortion is, Planned Parenthood has no right to 
request that those rights be infringed or restricted in any way. 
 
Thank you! 
Laurie Buurma  
 
Laurie Buurma 
Real Estate Professional 
 
 
 

DRE # 01271127  
m. - -  

www.realestateinnapa.com 
To help protect your privacy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
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From: Eva Hernandez < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 3:21 PM

To: Robert Plummer

Cc: Clerk

Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18,2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING -PLEASE READ 

REFERENCE AGENDA ITEM #13

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
To  whom it may  concern this letter is to advocate for 40 Days for Life.  My name is Eva Hernandez Rubalcava.I worked for Napa 
Planned Parenthood about 9 years. I could say that in those 9 years 40 Days for life were outside of Planned Parenthood praying in a 
peaceful manner.  The lead MR.Ron Maxon was there praying outside Planned Parenthood everyday he was kind respectful and 
would always smile. That made me feel good. They never violated any law. To me it was a blessing and just felt good to know that 
they were out there praying for me and for everyone that worked there and for the end of abortion. I worked there blindly I thought I 
was doing a great job providing abortion services for women.  In 2014 deep in my heart I started to feel that this was not the place for 
me but I felt trapped in darkness.  But I did not felt alone because I knew I had so many prayer warriors out side Planned Parenthood 
praying for me. Especially so close, I feel that if they were had been 40 feet aside I would have not felt protected. No  one ever broke 
the law, no one ever said anything derogatory  or offensive. I had women actually tell me that they had change their minds of having 
an abortion and continued their pregnancy because 40 days For Life had helped them and had guided them in the right direction, such 
as finding a prenatal care provider, psychologist, counselors and even place to live. Also finding  all resources that they needed and of 
course prayer. As time past by I started to have pain in both of my arms. The doctors could not find what was wrong. Some would say 
it was carpal tunnel and could not agree. As I started to grow in my faith. I would cry to God asking him for guidence. Lots of spiritual 
things happened to me and earthly angels were sent to me. I started to feel confused I was not sure that this was the place for me to 
work, I felt lots of pain in my arms, medically, emotionally and mentally I could not work there anymore. God is so wonderful and he 
opened my eyes.One day I saw a ultrasound the baby was 7 weeks and I was always told a pregnancy was a fetus a blob of tissue but 
not this baby, This baby was moving his hands his heart was beating so fast. That´s were I realized that it was a baby and it was going 
to die with the abortion pill. How crazy was that I thought to myself. I just could not be there any longer. By the grace of God. God 
had orchestrated everything and December 12,2015 was my last day working for Planned Parenthood. 
 
 
 All I have to say is that I felt protected by having 40 days for life being so close to me was just great. I deeply feel that if they are far 
from clients. Meaning far from were they are know lots of life´s are going to be in danger. The life of the mother as  of the baby. 
People already feel that they are alone, and I feel that it is very important that people continue to pray outside (in front)Planned 
Parenthood close were women and men and teenagers can get all the information they need at a hands reach. No one is pushing 
anyone into not having an abortion or implementing religious believes. We are here to help out anyone who is feeling confused. We 
give out information resources. So women and Men and teens have all information and can help them decide what they think its best 
for them.  
I my self have prayed outside Napa Planned Parenthood. Please take this letter into consideration. 
 
 
sincerely, 
Eva Hernandez Rubalcava 
Life advocate, Public Speaker 
To End Abortion. 
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From: Eva Hernandez < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 3:43 PM

To: Robert Plummer; Clerk

Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18,2020 @ CITY COUNCIL MEETING_PLEASE 

READ REFERENCE AGENDA ITEM3 13

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 

To whom it may concern,I´am sending this email on behalf of a teeneager who wants to be anonymous and would like 
me to share her story.  
 
I was 15 years old when I found out I was pregnant. Confused and scared I went to Napa Planned Parenthood. I did not 
need a Parent consent to go in.  I got a pregnancy test and was positive. I was offered an abortion. I did not know what 
to do. I saw people praying outside later I learned it was 40 days For Life.  
I was told I did not need a parent consent to have an abortion. I was scared I wanted to continue my pregnancy. But I 
had no support. I agreed to get an abortion and they scheduled me for a Friday afternoon. 
As I passed the people  that were praying outside Planned Parenthood I felt good cause they were praying. I went home 
and waited for my  abortion appointment. The day came I was  scared . I walked towards Planned Parenthood and there 
was a lady and a man praying. They smiled and asked if it was ok to give me some pamphlets I agreed and I asked what 
they were praying for. They told me they were praying for the end of abortion. I was surprised and I finally had the 
courge to tell them I was there for an abortion I was about 7 weeks in gestation. They kindly asked if they could pray for 
me and the baby , I agreed and I felt cared for, I felt there was hope. They gave all resources. I decided to continue my 
pregnancy. Today my baby is 3 weeks old. I am so thankful that people were outside Napa planned Parenthood  praying. 
And they were close at my reach. Please help them stay where they are for many teens could feel lost and 40 days for 
life could really help them alot. 
Sincerely, 
A teen who felt lost.  
 
Thank You 40 days for life!!!!!!  
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From: Maureen Thoits < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:07 PM

To: Robert Plummer; Clerk

Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING -- PLEASE 

READ

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 

Reference: Agenda Item #13 
 
Dear Mr. Plummer, 
 
I would like to comment on the issue of whether or not Planned Parenthood should be allowed a 40 foot buffer 
zone in order to prevent  
 
the peaceful and prayerful presence of 40 Days for Life participants.  I have been a participant myself, for all 
the years it has been going, and I  
 
have only witnessed affability and kindness.  To participate, we had to sign an agreement not to argue with, 
raise our voices at, or  
 
block the path of Planned Parenthood clients, etc.  The 40 Days for Life Campaigns were unique in that, unlike 
other protest groups, there would  
 
be people either conversing quietly, praying while walking, or silently holding signs--ones that had the message 
"Pray To End Abortion", or that  
 
showed babies, alive and happy (not the graphic ones!) There was often a participant who would offer leaflets 
to the ladies, always politely,  
 
always asking permission first before doing so.   
 
 
Peaceful presence and prayer, making available information helpful to women in crisis; these activities are what 
the First Amendment was created  
 
for.  People have the right to come together and collectively express, promote, pursue, and defend their 
collective ideas, be they unpopular or not. 
 
And those who take part in the 40 Days for Life Campaign are not working for money or political gain.  They 
have the conviction of what is good  
 
in their hearts, and they give generously of their time, talent and treasure to defend it, the Right to Life for all 
people, especially the ones who  
 
cannot defend themselves. 
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Maureen Thoits 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

“It's a dangerous business, Frodo, going out your door.”  
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From:

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:19 PM

To: Clerk

Subject: Fwd: City Council Napa meeting this evening

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
 
 

-----Original Message----- 
 

I would like to express my deep disagreement with your decision to impose a distance between the 40 Days for Life 
campaign participants and the Planned Parenthood clinic.  
 
I would appreciate you taking into consideration my request. 
 
Claire Bocek 
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From: Kelly Decker < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:35 PM

To: Clerk

Subject: Comment to Council for Aug 18, please read Agenda item 13A

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 

 

Comment for August 18, Agenda Item 13 A please read 

 

Dear Members of the Council,  

I am a PPNorCal patient escort, my name is Kelly Decker, and  I can attest that the presence of protestors 

outside the Napa health center has consistently generated safety concerns caused by blockages to the public 

right-of-way. The fall 2020 40 Days for Life protests begin in late September, and that means many unmasked 

protestors will impact patient safety and put more folks at risk during the height of COVID-19. I urge you  to 

consider a vote of support for these proposed ordinance changes. Healthcare is a private matter and patients 

should not have to risk their safety or be harassed or molested while trying to obtain life-saving screenings or 

access to medicines or treatments.  

 

Thank you for your consideration,  

 

Kelly Decker 

 

Napa, CA  94559 
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From: Linda Geyer < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:35 PM

To: Clerk

Subject: 13A

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
 
I walk to work and always have to cross over because they put out chairs and a table with materials there is little room 
to walk through there gauntlet Last I knew it was illegal to set up chairs on a sidewalk without a parade that had a 
permit.  Protestors need to be walking not standing or sitting to prohibit those who are just walking.  What about the 
truck parked with posters so big you need to pull way out to get a clear view of Jefferson stree if your in a car. 
Thanks for your support 
 
Linda Geyer 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Carolyn Regan < >

Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 3:51 PM

To: Robert Plummer; Clerk

Cc: napavlycofl@gmail.com

Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18, 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE 

READ.  Reference Agenda Item #13A

Categories: Domain in Review

[EXTERNAL] 
 
Officer Plummer and the County Clerk, 
 
I have been made aware that tonight’s Napa city council meeting is going to discuss putting a 40-foot buffer zone 
restriction on 40 Days for Life participants who pray in front of Planned Parenthood and various abortion facilities in 
Napa County. 
 
Please stop right now and recognize that this is an infringement on citizens’ Constitutional rights to assemble and rights 
of free speech! Planned Parenthood and their ilk would love nothing more than to shut down free speech from those 
who oppose the killing of unborn children. What about the right of unborn children to “LIFE, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness”? We the People are trying to defend the rights of the unborn children by offering abortion-minded mothers 
options and resources to help her with her unplanned, crisis pregnancy. 
 
NO LAWS ARE BEING VIOLATED!!! I’ve been a participant in 40 Days for Life in Northern California and can attest that 
people are PEACEFUL and PRAYERFUL and kind. If a woman wants her abortion, she has that legal right and NO ONE will 
stop her. 
 
However, many of these women and men aren’t given the resources to help them carry their pregnancies to term by 
Planned Parenthood because PP is motivated by money and profits and not the well-being of the mother and certainly 
not of the child in her womb. 
 
I’ve witnessed first-hand how women (and many times their partners, husbands, boyfriends) have been relieved and 
thankful for our presence. If there is a 40-foot buffer zone, Planned Parenthood will win in their goal of securing the 
MONEY for the abortion procedure without regard to the mental and physical health of their “patients”. 
 
Bottom line: a 40-foot buffer zone is a breach of our Constitutional right of free and peaceful assembly! 
 
Please respect our rights and the rights of women to be able to receive love, support and information that Planned 
Parenthood doesn’t offer. 
 
Thank you for your consideration on this important issue. Please be courageous in defending our rights. 
 
Carolyn Regan 
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From: M W <margaretwigger
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUGUST 18 - PLEASE READ, AGENDA NUMBER 13A

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
Dear City Council Members, 

My name is Margaret Wigger, I am a lifetime resident of Napa, and a volunteer with the escort program for 
Planned Parenthood here in Napa. I am writing to you tonight in reference to agenda item number 13A, and to 
ask you to please adopt the two new city ordinances being proposed for the health and safety of Napa 
residents.  

As someone who has been harassed and intimidated by the protestors outside of Planned Parenthood myself, 
I felt it important to help others be able to safely access these services, so I joined the Northern California 
Planned Parenthood escort service. While volunteering as an escort, these protestors were attempting to 
follow and block patients, pass out incorrect and damaging information to them, and violating City ordinances 
and laws. On my first day escorting, a gentleman had to be told by Napa Police to move his vehicle as it had 
been there for longer than was allowed. About the third or fourth time I volunteered, a young girl was almost in 
tears as I walked her back to her car because of the presence and harassment by these protestors right 
outside of the Planned Parenthood doors.  

Everyone has the right to free speech, and while I do not agree with these protestors, I acknowledge their right 
to protest. However, healthcare is also a human right. Patients of Planned Parenthood, often young or low-
income individuals trying to get preventative health care, are being negatively impacted by their actions. It is for 
this reason that I am asking you all to please adopt the two new ordinances being discussed tonight (a revision 
to ordinance 12.68.020 and the creation of the 25-foot buffer zone outside of the entrance to Planned 
Parenthood). By approving these ordinances you would be saying and showing that you support people's right 
to access necessary healthcare and make a direct impact on the health and safety of Napa’s residents.  

Please take these comments into consideration as you make your decision tonight. Thank you for your time, 

Margaret Wigger 
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From: Eva Hernandez 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 5:43 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: Council city of napa 8/18/2020

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
This was sent to me from a 16 year old teen who has a good story to share! This is why we need 40 days for life close to 
Planned Parenthood! It’s in Spanish!  

Hola mi nombre es Alondra yo tengo 16 anos y ya tuve a mi bebe me embareze a los quince anos yo me sentía muy 
asustada porque con la primera persona que tuve relaciones en octubre  yo si di mi consentimiento pero lo nuestro no 
funsenio y estuve en una relación con alguien mas en noviembre  yo nunca quise tener relaciones y estuve muy asustada 
porque me trataba mal cuando le dije que estaba embarazada y no savia de quien es  pero me tuve que embarazar en 
octubre so me relaje mas cuando me dijo el doctor eso y por eso estoy con el que estuve en octubre y me trata mejor 
que el otro pero aun punto yo quise abortar y ya no sabia que ser me sentía asustada de que me iva ser algo con el que 
estuve en noviembre porque me trataba mal y ise una cita en planned parenthood nos que yo quise abortar es por como 
me trataba y cuando fui era como si diosito me mando 2 angelitos para decir me que no estoy sola y esa pareja 
realmente me cambio y mi pensamiento tambien y yo no quiero que los vayan a quitar a los que se ponen a rezar 
enfrente de planned parenthood porque ellos si cambian vidas y yo quiero que se queden no que se vayan porque ellos 
me ayudaron a mi y yo se que las jovensitas que son de mi edad o menores o mas grandes como adultas yo quiero que 
se sientan seguras y queno se sientan solas porque un bebe es realmente una grande bendición! 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 
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From: Herman Soon 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 5:55 PM
To: Clerk
Subject: Comment to council August 18 PLEASE READ agenda item 13A

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 
There is a group of folks who pull in Jaguars and Escalades protesting the use of Planned Parenthood by members of.our 
community to health services. They annoy and.sometimes  hinder access  
They spread disinformation 
and intimidate the clients. 
13A is supposed to prevent sitting a lying on the sidewalls. I urge passage to.prevent a group of people who do notice 
but sit and.lie all day.  
Thank you 
Herman Soon 
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From: Howard Haupt 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Robert Plummer; Clerk
Subject: COMMENT TO COUNCIL FOR AUG. 18 2020 CITY COUNCIL MEETING - PLEASE READ

Categories: Unverified Contact

[EXTERNAL] 

Dear Chief and Council, 
  Thanks for the opportunity to present my thoughts and perspectives on this issue, Agenda item #13A. 

     As Co‐Director of 40 Days for Life for 12 years, I can speak with experience and authority. The international 40 DFL 
movement is the world's largest coordinated campaign to end abortion locally through prayer & fasting, community 
outreach, and peaceful all‐day vigil in front of abortion businesses. 
      It has gained a remarkable momentum because it speaks to the heart and conscience of people in over 1,000 cities 
and 63 countries. Napa is one of these cities. 
      It has saved over 17,000 lives that we know of; 206 abortion workers have quit their jobs; and 107 abortion centers 
have closed where there was a 40 DFL group present. 
      I served 27 years in the U. S. Air Force, having given the oath to "uphold and defend the Constitution". Now I am 
finding myself denied of the very rights I was sworn to protect! By extension, my duty to protect the innocent and 
voiceless is equally compelling. 

 Our purpose is clear ‐ to change the hearts and minds of fellow citizens through a peaceful prayer presence in front 
of a business whose ultimate objective is the death of an unborn child. 
      For the past 12 years we have carried out our peaceful mission  of silent prayer and vigil on the sidewalk at Planned 
Parenthood. 
However, there exists a misperceptions of our purpose and activities due to biased reporting and exaggerated claims of 
"blocking" or "harassment". This information is not true, and the photo evidence collected by PP will bear this out. Our 
sign‐in requirement contains a "Pledge of Peace" that prohibits such actions. 
      A typical scenario would be a PP phone complaint of 40 DFL people blocking the sidewalk, whereas in reality it is 2‐3 
people stopping to chat for a moment. Clients and escorts then would have to step around on a 10 ft ‐ wide sidewalk. 
Police arrive to find no evidence. However, the complaint is documented and becomes part of a file that ultimately could 
be used in a frivolous case against 40 DFL. I see this as misleading and a wasteful misuse of police resources. 
      Chief Plummer, you and I had discussed this issue last spring when the question of a possible buffer zone arose, and 
we agreed there should be a diplomatic solution. After you handed it over to one of your lieutenants, the discussions 
continued along the same lines and were conducted with mutual respect. COVID then intervened. 
      If after the hearings the Council unfortunately determines to establish a buffer zone, litigation would probably follow. 
This would be unfortunate, because neither the City nor 40 DFL really want to go there. 
        An agreeable solution must protect our First Amendment rights Thank you. 
Howard Haupt 
40 Days for Life/Napa 

Sent from my iPad 
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UPDATE AND PROGRESS

• Defensive Tactics

• Technology

• Community Engagement.

DEFENSIVE TACTICS

• Completed a five-year review of Use of Force

• The training unit is working on a quarterly 
Defensive Tactics training program.
• Cover non-deadly force training

• Discuss CIT updates

• Shoot don’t shoot technology

• Wellness and Physical Fitness Training

3
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TECHNOLOGY

• Mark43 program that will track CIT and 
improve our Use of Force tracking and 
transparency

• UAV Program

• Expanded camera program 

Community Engagement

• Monthly radio appearance to discuss topics 
about policing in the community

• Partnering with College to discuss training 
programs that build on yearly ethnicity and 
cultural awareness training.
• Cultural Awareness and specialty needs 

awareness

• Continue to work with PCC 
• Community Police Advisory Committee

5
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CPAC

• CPAC would review and make 
recommendations to the Police Department

• Policies & Procedures

• Problem Solving

• Community relation strategies

• Mayor and City Council input.

QUESTIONS

?
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